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Denis J Murphy Collection

Size
100 boxes, 3 parcels

Contents
Research material for publications; personal papers; and papers relating to Dr Murphy's career at the University of Queensland, and his membership of the Australian Labor Party. Also research material, including handwritten manuscripts (including memoirs by Margaret Fisher), correspondence, notes, photographs, photocopied articles, and newspaper cuttings, for the biography of Andrew Fisher, which Dr Murphy was working on before his death.

Date range
[1880] to 1984

Biography
Dr Denis Murphy was born in Nambour, Queensland, on 6 August 1936. He studied at the University of Queensland, attaining a BA in 1964, Dip. Phys. Ed. in 1959, and PhD in 1972. In 1966 he was appointed as a tutor in the University of Queensland History Department, and in 1979 he became a Reader in this department. His interests were centred on Australian history, particularly Queensland politics. His best-known work was a biography of the Queensland Labor Premier, T J Ryan. This was awarded the Australian Literary Foundation Award in 1976. Dr Murphy was a member of the Australian Labor Party, and from 1980 to 1984 was President of the Queensland Branch. He was a leading figure in the reform of the Queensland Branch of the Australian Labor Party. From 1983 to 1984 he was state Member of the Legislative Assembly for Stafford. He died on 21 June 1984.

Notes
Unrestricted access, except access to Box 1 Folder 3; Box 13; Box 41 Folder 2; Box 46 Folder 1; Box 47 Folder 7; Box 49 Folder 7; Boxes 93 - 95; Box 96; Box 98 Folders 6 - 8 is restricted.

Box 1
Folder 1 [Unemployment seminar, 18 Sept-2 Oct 1977, Denis Murphy]
Mr T J Burns MLA, leader of the state opposition, ALP north side seminar on labor’s 20 point job creation programme, ‘ALP north side seminar on labor’s 20 point job creation programme’ [2 copies], 18 Sept 1977
Folder 2
Mr T J Burns MLA, leader of the state opposition, ALP, south side seminar on unemployment, Comslie Hotel, Brisbane, 2 Oct 1977
Trade Unions and Unemployment [paper]
[News release?] [re: seminar on ‘Opportunities for the family for future employment’]
‘South Brisbane Unemployment conference’, 2 Oct 1977
‘Causes of Unemployment’
‘Trade Unions and unemployment’, 18 Sept 1977
‘Unemployment: the role of labor governments’ by Denis Murphy
‘North Brisbane Unemployment seminar’
Also includes various related correspondence, 1977

Folder 3
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Denis Murphy students’ thesis reports and related correspondence, 1972-1975

Folder 4
*Australian Dictionary of Biography* correspondence with Denis Murphy; minutes of the *Australian Dictionary of Biography* editorial board; minutes from meeting, 16 May 1977; ‘Australia 1938-1988 Bicentennial History Project- Wrong Way- Go Back’, 8-9 Feb 1979

Folder 5
Memorandum of Agreement, Denis Murphy for ‘Labor in Politics’, 27 Jun 1974
[News Release?] Denis Murphy regarding forum of staff and students held at UQ 22 Sept [?]
UQ Memo to Heads of Department, from acting Vice-Chancellor G N Davies, 7 Dec 1978
Other incoming correspondence to Denis Murphy from various Universities, Trades and Labor Council of Queensland

Folder 6
Lions International multiple districts, 201- Australia and Papua New Guinea, Lions Youth of the year quest, guide to judges
Lions Youth of the year quest, judge’s certificate, 21 Mar 1978
Lions Youth of the year, score cards
John Oxley Memorial Library of Queensland Act of 1946, 1943, and related correspondence
AMP folder, policy documents, Denis Murphy

Australian National University, Research School of Social Sciences, Department of Political Science, Annual Report 1978

Correspondence to the Court of Disputed Returns, the High Court of Australia, Queensland Registry at Brisbane in the State of Queensland, in the matter of ‘The Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918-1973 and the matter of the election of Albert Patrick Field’, includes photocopied material relating to the Act sent from the principal secretary to the Prime Minister, John Mant, 11 Sept 1975

Folder 7

Submission re McPherson By-Election, from Jack Stanaway, has attached letter 15 Jan 1981

Prospects for a redistribution, 1981-83

Letter to branch secretaries of the ALP in the Wide Bay area, 18 Mar 1980

[News release?] Phoned through by Harry Williams (quoting Nick Bos), 5 Feb 1981

Proposed southwest tour by interim committee members

ALP finances [handwritten notes on fuel prices etc]

Denis Murphy, Senior Vice-President, Interim administrative committee of the Queensland ALP

Suggestions regarding ways and means of raising finance for the state campaign and to create a new zeal and fighting fervour among party supporters, Keith Wright, ALP

Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, Chairman of the ALP Finance Committee

State and Federal candidates in the metropolitan and near metropolitan area, campaign fund raising, Denis Murphy

Recommendations from ALP Newspaper Committee, 1 Jul 1981 [2 copies]

Submission to the Interim Administration committee

The Barcaldine Legend by Dr Denis Murphy

Newspaper cuttings on Labor Party

Laboite Theatre upcoming plays May-Oct 1980

Warrant for possession of property of William Julius Henry Harris, 19 Nov 1980

Where do you stand in politics?

Folder 8

Incoming correspondence, telegrams, personal and professional letters, greeting cards, messages, 1980-1981

Outgoing and other correspondence

Folder 9

Incoming correspondence, 1981
Folder 10
Minutes of the meeting of the administrative committee of the Australian Labor Party held on Monday 11 May 1981, Denis Murphy (President) chair
‘Trade Unions and the Australian Labor Party’, Australian Labor Party Labor Review, the new labor newspaper [advertising price list]
New Trend Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch [advertising]
For Being a Unionist and Black Friday
Minutes of the in-house committee meeting, 15 Jun 1981, for the 1981 state conference
Australian Labor Party circular to all members of the administrative committee, 16 Jun 1981
Report of Activities as presented to state secretary ALP covering period, 1 Jan-30 Jun 1981, Jim Keefe

Folder 11
Ownership of the petroleum industry [annotated notes]
Ownership of the petroleum industry
What the Fraser Government has done, petrol/oil
Office of the leader of opposition, statement by Bill Hayden, MP
Notes on the Petroleum retailing industry
Ownership of the petroleum industry
Campaign 1980, state campaign newsletter, no. 4, 16 Jun 1980
Paper entitled ‘Mr Chairman’
‘Proportional Representation: how it works in elections inside the Labor Party’, an explanation prepared for members of the Queensland branch of the Australian Labor Party
Minutes of the finance committee meeting held on 23 Jun 1980
Australian Labor Party National Platform sub-committee

Folder 12
National Executive of the Australian Labor Party
The Financial position of labor enterprises and labor broadcasting
The administration of labor enterprises and labor broadcasting
Labor women’s organisation, seminar, 14-15 June 1980
1980 election speech for the Australian Labor Party, 11 Nov 1980
ALP policy speech…draft programme
Notes on the News, 6 Mar 1980
Agreement between labor broadcasting station, Col Joye Holdings, and labor enterprises, Dec 1981
Resolution passed at the meeting of the Wandal Branch of the ALP, 11 Mar 1980
Bill Hayden meeting, 25 Feb [1987]
In the supreme court of Queensland between Thomas Stephen Burton and others and Denis Joseph Patrick Murphy and others
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, between Thomas Burton and other [plaintiffs] and Denis Murphy and others [defendants]
Handwritten election notes, 1975/1977
Union state council reps [handwritten list]
Administrative committee [handwritten list]
Disputes tribunal [handwritten list]
Substitution list [handwritten]
Delegates to state council

Folder 13

Folder 14
Confidential for ALP members only, handwritten notes
Australian Labor Party, correspondence to party members, has attached summary of contents for QCE meeting, 24 Jul 1978
David Combe Ring – note to news editor 4KQ
Fighting Tenners, Australian Labor Party, letter to party members, 14 April 1980
Letter to all state candidates and campaign directors, Edmund Casey, 15 Oct 1980
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, Vice President of the ALP administrative committee regarding Mr David Combe, the ALP National Secretary’s visit to Brisbane for administrative committee, nd

Folder 15
Handwritten notes from Denis Murphy: Toowoomba Civil Liberties, 3 Nov 1979; The financial position of labor enterprises and labor broadcasting; Evon Tulley; Bill Hayden electorate; Australian Labor Party [letterhead] handwritten notes
Folder 16
Incoming correspondence to Denis Murphy [1980-1981]

Folder 17
Outgoing correspondence from Denis Murphy, also includes other correspondence, 1979-80

Box 2
Folder 1
1st National Labor Women’s Conference, Jan 1981
Additional item for Exec. Meeting of 10 Jun 1981, Programme for a campaign against cuts to education spending
Report on the monthly meeting of the Farm District Elective
Allegations made by David Coombe concerning Peter O’Brien
Summary of contents of Aged Persons Accommodation Survey
Australian Broadcasting Commission, extract from ‘New Society’ no. 9, ‘An inefficient, ineffective health service’
‘Oliphant speaks out against nuclear power’, Sir Mark Oliphant, 9 Sept 1980
Southside Branch Members Conference, Address by Dr Denis Murphy
ALP State Secretaryship
Address by Bill Hayden MP, leader of the Federal opposition to the Queensland branch of the Australian Labor Party, Brisbane, 29 Jul 1981
Conference address by Mr E D Casey, leader of the state opposition
Transcript of ‘Nationwide’ program on selection of the state secretary of the Queensland Branch of the ALP, 28 Jul 1981

Folder 2
‘The relationship between trade unions and the ALP’, a Labor College seminar, programme, 21 Jun [?]
Centre Caucus Report – a confidential report to members of the Centre Caucus
Constitution of Liberty Press
Recommendations from Australian Labor Party Newspaper Committee
Labor College Committee, (inaugural meeting 10 Mar 1981) report to interim administrative committee
Labor College Information sheet, Queensland ‘Running a branch meeting’
Election of state council branch delegates, 18 Jul 1981
The Australian Tramway and Motor Omnibus Employees Association, Brisbane Branch, ‘Notes taken on discussions held on 28 May 1981’
A proposed ALP branch structure
Election of state council branch delegates
Proposal to bring about the Affiliation of Unions
Financial statement presented to the administrative committee 14 Aug by Henry Zehr – treasurer, bank accounts 14 Aug 1981
McPherson By-Election, Bob Hawke itinerary, 15 Feb 1981
Parliamentary levy fund, 30 Oct 1981

Folder 3 [Press Statements]
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding the ‘redistribution of some state electorates before the 1983 election which will affect the Fassifern electorate’
Media release from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, ‘Mcpherson By-Election, Bill Hayden itinerary, 9 Feb 1981’
Press Statement, Minister for Social Security, ‘Increases in Nursing Home Benefits’
News Release: ‘Democrats to support peace rally’
News Release: ‘Sir Mark Oliphant is main speaker at peace rally, statement by Queensland Labor senator George Georges’
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, ‘regarding the National Party’s flat rate tax scheme’, 13 Feb 1981
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding the ‘Bjelke-Petersen’s call for flat rate taxation’, 29 Jan 1981
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding ‘electoral redistribution’, 12 Apr [?]
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding ‘redistribution of state electorates before 1983 election’
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding ‘report by Peter Morley in the Courier Mail of the ALP receiving $50,000 at the last election’, 31 Mar 1981
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding ‘the administrative committee’s order of ALP preferences for McPherson’, 12 Feb 1981

Folder 4
Australian Labor Party circulars to ALP members, 1981

Folder 5
Handwritten miscellaneous notes of Denis Murphy’s
Order of Arrangements for the state funeral for the late honourable Vincent Clair Gair, 14 Nov 1980
Folder 6
Incoming correspondence, personal, ALP related, greeting cards, invitations, Denis Murphy notes, messages for Denis Murphy * [of particular note urgent telegram from Bill Hayden marking a ‘great victory for ALP members’], 1981

Folder 7
Outgoing correspondence from D Murphy and other ALP members, 1981

Folder 8
ALP Regional Conference material, Townsville, 21 Mar 1981

Folder 9
Newspaper clippings, Australian Labor Party advertising, ALP pamphlets, fund raising programmes, events, tourist brochures, rally for peace propaganda, Fabian Society, Mar 1981

Folder 10
Mr E D Casey, MLA, leader of the state opposition, ‘Industrial relations policy launching’, Trades Hall, Brisbane, 12 Aug 1980
‘Creating the political climate for northern development: speech by the leader of the Western Australian Opposition, The honourable Ron Davies, MLA to Northern Forum’, 1 Jun 1980
Keynote address by Lionel Bowen, MP to Northern Forum, Mt Isa, 31 May 1980

Folder 11
Fabian Newsletter, May 1978
Correspondence relating to the manuscript of Joy Guyatt ‘Trade Unions and the Australian Labor Party’
[Other Denis Murphy responses to manuscripts he has read]

Box 3
[Materials from Denis Murphy's filing Cabinets A, 1982]

Folder 1
Report on the use of a light aircraft for ALP organisations in rural and provincial Queensland, 1982
Papers, National Women's Conference, Canberra, 29 Jan-1 Feb 1982
Report on the settlement proposals with the former administration by Dr Denis Murphy, 6 Mar 1982
Excerpt from 1979 ALP Platform (Welfare), 2p
Proposal for a children’s services program, a paper for discussion, by Senator Don Grimes, Nov 1981
Proposed amendments to ALP Federal Education Platform, Revised Section E, Primary and Secondary Education
Program: Housing Seminar, The Queensland Housing Crisis, 28 Aug 1982 [17 March letter attached]
Political Education Seminar, John Curtin House, Canberra, 7-8 Feb 1982 Queensland Branch Report submitted by Michael Kinnane
Starting a new branch; Centres for branches
Address by Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, to Aboriginal Land Rights Rally, Roma Street Forum, 26 Sept 1982
Australian Labor Party, Queensland, 1982 State Conference, Greek Community Centre, 12-14 June, State President’s Report, Denis Murphy, 12 June 1982
The Complaint of P K Sullivan and ORS against G R Millner, Decision of the Disputes Tribunal, 22 Sept 1982

Folder 2
The Roy Morgan Research Centre Pty Ltd, ‘Coalition would win in Queensland’, 7 Jul 1982

Folder 3
‘Stanthorpe Warwick Trip - Tara Chinchilla Dalby and Wallangarra’, includes news releases, correspondence to ALP members in these areas, lists of ALP members from these areas

Folder 4 [ALP Membership and Resources – The Challenge of 1982]
ALP Membership and Resources – The Challenge of 1982 [2 draft copies]
Brisbane City Council, central campaign
Australian Labor Party, State of Queensland, 1981, Membership by state electorates
Pro-Life – How to vote advice in Stafford (Stafford Branch), Mellifont, R G, 29 Nov [1982?]
Letter to Membership Committee, 5 Jan 1982
Draft of letter to be sent to all branches, EEC’s, FDE’s and State Council delegates, ‘Membership year 1982’
Electoral College Branch Delegates, 1982
Total Branch membership in electoral districts
Minutes of the meeting of the membership committee of the Queensland Branch of the ALP held at the party office on 17 Dec 1981
Barnesbury Advertising, Ideas for conducting an Ad Campaign for the State ALP
Folder 5
Australian Labor Party, Itinerary for Dr D Murphy and Mr P Beattie, Toowoomba, 18 Oct 1982
Darling Downs Tour, 16-18 Oct [administration records of memberships in each electorate]
Contact details for party members, Central City Branch, Mitchell Branch, Roma Branch, Dalby Branch

Folder 6
Press Release by ALD, Roy Harvey, Vice-Mayor and leader of the Labor BCC [Brisbane City Council], Campaign, Tennyson, 20 Mar 1982, ‘BCC Programme to Eliminate Dangerous Rail Level Crossings’ [sic] [2 copies]
News Conference: Aboriginal Land Rights: Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, 28 Feb 1982
Unidentified paper: ‘The South Australian Labor Party has shown the way for…’ [first line], 1p
Timetable for calling of nominations – Maryborough, 1983
Donations to organisations outside the Australian Labor Party
Australian Labor Party, Barcaldine Tree of Knowledge [2 copies]
Australian Labor Party, Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, 16 Jun 1982, regarding ‘D Murphy and P Beattie trip to Barcaldine’
Australian Labor Party, Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, regarding ‘hypocrisy of Liberal and National Parties Brisbane City Council Superannuation Scheme’, 20 Mar 1982 [2 copies]
Australian Labor Party, Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, President, Australian Labor Party, regarding the ‘appointment of new media officer Mrs Jenny McDonald’
Australian Labor Party, Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, President, Australian Labor Party, speaking in Nanango, regarding ‘Bjelke Perersen failure to regulate the wholesale price of petrol in Queensland’, 3 Mar 1982
Australian Labor Party, Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, speaking in Cherbourg regarding the ‘Premiers attempt to denigrate the Aboriginal Land Rights campaign as part of a communist subversion’, 3 Mar 1982
Australian Labor Party, News Conference, [news conference at Newstead, D Murphy announces his nomination for ALP selection for the state electorate of Stafford], 13 Apr 1982
Telex ‘ Dr Denis Murphy to nominate for a State Electorate’, 13 Apr 1982
News Release from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party [fundraising address at Roma and Dalby, 19-20 Nov 1982]
Statement by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, ALP in Bundaberg [labor party focusing on drawing back farmers’ votes]
Attention News Editor – [media statement?] announcing Dr Denis Murphy has been elected as unopposed President of the University of Queensland Staff Association, 18 Apr 1982

News Release from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, Cairns, 25 Oct 1982 [on unemployment]

News Release from Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, Cairns, 25 Oct 1982 [on new leader for opposition Mr Keith Wright] [4 copies]

Folder 7
Australian Labor Party, Official correspondence to party members, Jan-Jul 1982

Folder 8
Leaflets, newspaper articles regarding the Labor party, 1982; Station News Vol 2 no. 28, June 1981; Branch News, 3 Dec 1981

Folder 9
Denis Murphy Incoming Correspondence, 1982, includes travel documents, personal correspondence, invitations [in particular, City Hall Reception for the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh, Premier of Queensland J Bjelke-Petersen], personal notes, greeting cards, Labor Party correspondence

Folder 10
Outgoing Correspondence and Carbon Copies of Australian Labor Party correspondence [includes P Beattie correspondence], 1982

Folder 11
Miscellaneous Labor Party Administration items: includes job positions, settlement proposals, income and expenditure drafts 1983, Brisbane City Council electronic media campaign and schedule, CoddAir –list of aircraft types and hourly rates

Folder 12 ['Media Office Applications']
State Conference, [list of attendees?] All Capricornian Branches, Administrative Committee, Charlotte Street, FE’s Wide Bay, Dawson, 20 May 1981
Suggested alterations to proposed new levy fund contribution, 1p
[Handwritten notes to members regarding Labor Day, Denis Murphy], 12p
Meeting of Brisbane City Council Aldermanic Candidates and campaign directors, 19 May 1981
Minutes of the Australian Labor Party Regional Conference held in Townsville on 21 March 1981
Editorial Committee – Labor Review
Australian Labor Party Newspaper Committee
Handwritten address by Dr Denis Murphy to an Australian Labor Party branch members conference, Dalby, 14 June [?]

Folder 13 [Brian Costar Material]
Interview with Michael Healy, 13 May 1975 by B J Costar
Folder also includes correspondence between D Murphy and B Costar

Box 4
Folder 1
Newspaper articles regarding Labor events and issues; Wayne Goss State Labor Candidate for Salisbury material; Air Chat, the Redcliffe Aero Club
Press clippings by Independent Candidate, Patricia Cathcart, 1983

Folder 2
Australian Labor Party address by Dr Denis Murphy, to the State Council of the Australian Railways Union, 19 Jul 1983
Small Business [paper?]
*Australian Dictionary of Biography*, Editorial Board minutes, 21 May 1981
Local Government Policy document, Apr 1983
Memorandum: Business History Project, editorial committee meeting, 2 Jun 1983
Meeting Notice Brisbane History Project, editorial committee, notes and correspondence, 1983
Report of the Membership Committee to State Council, 4 June 1983
‘Queensland’s nosiest politician will tip it on anyone- friend or foe, Bucket’, article by Frank Robson, 1983
Australian Labor Party, Queensland 4-5 Jun 1983, State Secretary’s Report, Peter Beattie
Holy Rosary School, Windsor, Parents and Friends Association, 22 Feb 1983
Minutes of meeting [?], 6 Jul [198?]
In the matter of the constitution Acts 1867 (as amended) and in the matter of the Electoral Districts Act 1971-1977, ex parte The Australian Labor Party, Opinion
Talking Pointers, State Secretary’s Newsletter, 21 Mar 1983
Introducing Denis Murphy, your Australian Labor candidate for Stafford [draft]
Index to paper [?]
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 23 Jun 1983
Australian Labor Party Queensland, State Council, 19 Mar 1983

Folder 3
Incoming correspondence, Denis Murphy, 1983

Folder 4
Outgoing correspondence and other correspondence, 1983

Folder 5 [Gympie and Maryborough]
Employment creation in Maryborough
Employment creation in Gympie, 28 May [?]
Maryborough, Speech by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, 29 May [?]

Folder 6
Australian Labor Party, Dawson Regional Conference of the Australian Labor Party, opening address by Denis Murphy, 24 Jul 1983 [2 copies]
News Release, 22 Jul 1983
Letter, State Secretary Australian Labor Party [Peter] from J B Horsey [Manager of Commonwealth Bank], 18 Jul 1983
Letter, Denis from Therese, 22 Jul 1983
Handwritten telegram, 22 Jul 1983
Telex news release, ALP regional conference, 22 Jul 1983
Handwritten draft Australian Labor Party, Dawson Regional Conference of the Australian Labor Party, opening address by Denis Murphy, 24 Jul 1983

Folder 7 [Denis Murphy Correspondence]
Correspondence from Denis Murphy to various party members, opposition members, 1983
Labor and Country Queensland circular to branch members, 9 Aug 1983
Australian Labor Party circular to branch members, 26 Jul 1983
M Reynolds to Prime Minister, Rt Hon R G Hawke, 17 Mar 1983
Results of Cairns, Hinchinbrook, Wavell electorates, 5 Jun 1983
Administrative Committee, Landsborough, 20 Jun 1983
Folder 8
Australian Labor Party, ‘Thank you for signing the petition against the new Housing Commission rents’, Denis Murphy
Australian Labor Party, Stafford Electorate, Denis Murphy, 5 Nov 1982
Australian Labor Party, Stafford Electorate, Denis Murphy, function with Keith Wright talking on small business and manufacturing
Australian Labor Party, Stafford Electorate, Denis Murphy, Housing Commission rents, 21 Sept 1982
Petition against housing commission reforms
Australian Labor Party, Stafford Campaign newsletter, no 2
Letter to candidate from Keith Wright, MLA, Member for Rockhampton, nd
Australian Labor Party, circular to state candidates, state members and campaign directors, 5 Oct 1982
News Release, Dr Denis Murphy, regarding collection of signatures for a petition to Parliament against the new Housing Commission rents, nd
The Queensland Housing Crisis, a discussion paper prepared by the State Parliament Labor Party committee on housing and the environment

Pamphlets
‘Are small business proprietors the forgotten people in today’s market place?’
‘The New Housing Commission Rents’
‘Denis Murphy, Queensland President of the Australian Labor Party and Labor Candidate for Stafford invites you to become a member of the Labor Party’
‘Denis Murphy your Australian Labor Party Candidate for Stafford’
‘The Queensland Housing Crisis’

Folder 9
Labor Unity, letter to party members, Con Sciacca, 1p
Australian Labor Party circular to members, various correspondence, 1983
Australian Labor Party, speech by Denis Murphy to the annual conference of the Australian telecommunication employees association (QLD branch), 8 Jul 1983
Labor Unity, An information brief for members of the Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch) 1983, pamphlet
Queensland 1889-1965 ‘The Big Strikes’, pamphlet
‘New Farm, 4 years…’ [handwritten]
4KQ sale withdrawn [handwritten]
Box 5

Folder 1 [Ipswich City Council]
Division booth polling booths, 1973 and 1974 [handwritten notes]
QLD division 1, polling booths, 1970-1974 [handwritten notes]
Analysis of voting at polling booths, 4 Apr 1970, ALP
Mayor announcement of polling results, 11 Apr 1970
Election form 62 for the electorate of Oxley, 1972-1974
Summary of resources and facilities available in the city of Ipswich Queensland, [1975?]
Proposal to divide the city of Ipswich into wards [handwritten] [2 copies]
Ipswich City Council submission to accompany letter to local Government Department regarding the division of the city into wards [handwritten]
Alderman D A Freeman from D Murphy, 1 May 1975
Keith Wright from H M Jacobs, Director for local government, 17 Apr 1975
D Murphy from Alderman D Freeman, 16 Mar 1975

Folder 2 [Education--Postgraduates]
List of Queensland local authorities supporting library services
Media release, Minister for Education, 14 Jan 1975, ‘Grants to Queensland Schools’
Australian Government Financial Assistance for Queensland Schools, 1974 and 1975
Speech by the Minister of Education (Hon Hugh Hudson) at the St Ignatius College Speech Night in Norwood town hall, 8 Dec 1971
‘What are our goals in nurse education?’, newspaper article by Sister Mary Paulina, *RANF Review*, Jun 1972
Report of the Committee of Inquiry into post-graduate education for management
‘Stretching the Hospital $’, *Ahead* Vol 9, no 2, Jun 1972
Child Care submissions W E L delegation to the Prime Minister and Cabinet Welfare Committee, Canberra, 9 May 1973
Child Care submissions W E L conference with Child Care standards committee and Pre-Schools Commission, Canberra, 16 Jul 1973
Concessions available to social services pensioners, Commonwealth Department of Social Services, Jun 1971
Decisions of the Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, 27th Labor in Politics convention, 1971
Australian Labor Party circular to members of the Education Committee, 14 Apr 1970
Council for the Education of Exceptional Children, Proposals, 1971-1972
Council for the Education of Exceptional Children, 8 Feb 1972 [handwritten]

Folder 3 [Defence]
‘A South African Liberation Movement Speaks’, Feb 1971
‘Union Jack’, 9 Jul 1971
‘Apartheid Teachers notes’, nd
‘Foolish or Treacherous’, forum and march, [1 Oct?]
‘March on Wednesday start the strike’, forum and strike, 19 Jul 1971
‘On Strike’, 26 Jul 1971
‘The visit to Australia of Bishop Edward Crowther’, Mar 6-16 [?]
‘Stop the seventy-one tours’, 1971
‘South African Propaganda Apartheid’s camouflage’ by John Laurence
‘Whatever happened to the great Australian apathy?’, Bulletin, 10 Jul 1971
‘Assistance to victims of Apartheid’, reprinted from Objective Justice, vol 3, no 3
‘Vorster’s new sports policy’, Denis Brutus for SANROC, May 1971
‘Charters Towers Seminar, Australia for POI since 1945’, 11 [May 1972?] [handwritten]
‘Australian foreign policy’, a working paper for adult education students
‘Précis of Paper on Australian Defence Policy’, Dr G Barclay, Anti-war Conference, 14 Apr 1973
‘The two faces of white South Africa’
‘Sports demos – a lesson in morals and politics’
‘Profiles of the African National Congress and its request for funds to the World Council of Churches’, by Deidre Mason of the Quakers

Folder 4 [Defence Pamphlets, magazine articles, newspaper articles]
South Africa: Racism in sport, Chris de Broglio
South Africa: Workers under Apartheid, Alex Hepple
World Trade Union Movement, review of the WFTU, no 4, Apr 1971
An Open letter to a friend in South Africa, 1970
‘Defence after Vietnam’, a special 16 page survey by The Australian Financial Review
Omega, Jun 1973
Consular and Trade Representatives, 31 Jan 1973
‘Australian Defence, Major Decisions since Dec 1972’


The National Times Magazine, 3 Sept 1973

Folder 5 Defence
Newspaper articles, various, 1974

Folder 6
News Release, 8 Oct 1975
‘Notes in reply to criticisms of Govt housing policy in Queensland’, nd

‘Better but cheaper housing’ speech to the building and construction industry forum organised by the Master Builders Federation of Australia by the leader of the federal parliamentary Labor party, Mr E G Whitlam, Melbourne, 29 Sept 1970


Folder 7


The Economics of Mining Cooloola
Re: Authorities to prospect opinion

An Economic Evaluation of the Proposed Cooloola Sand Mining Project
Opening Address by The Australian Minister for Agriculture to the Australian Agriculture Council in Sydney, 14 Feb 1975

Folder 8
‘The Future of Papua New Guinea’, Australian Institute of International Affairs, Brisbane, 23 Mar 1972

‘Papua New Guinea in Australia’s foreign policy’, the Heindorf memorial lecture, H Bull

Folder 9 [Cadets]
D Murphy from B A McDonald, 2 Nov 1973
Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), Education Committee, submission to the Committee of Inquiry into the Citizen Military Forces and School Cadet Corps, nd

CMF Committee of Inquiry, Cadet Training, [handwritten], 19 Nov 1973

School Cadet Corps, Legislative Research Service, Defence-Foreign Affairs-Science and Technology, 28 Oct 1970

Folder 10 [Wages and Prices and Bjelke]
‘The Great Wages, the Government view that the wages drift will just fade away is wishful thinking’, The Australian Financial Review, 5 Nov 1970

Various newspaper articles regarding Joh Bjelke Peterson

Folder 11 [Press Statements]
Regional Conferences, 16-17 Jul [?]
‘The Big Strikes’, 25 Jul [?]
‘ALP President in Hinchinbrook Electorate’, 6 Jun 1983
‘ALP president to visit Charters Towers’, 6 Jun 1983
‘Gerrymander of school building funds’, 24 Jun 1983

Union delegates to state council, Jun 1983
[Denis Murphy goes to Kingaroy], 21 Apr 1983
[Denis Murphy and Peter Beattie to go to Darling Downs] 15 Oct 1983

Statement Denis Murphy regarding education, 10 Apr 1983

News release regarding the sacking of Nevil Bonner, 9 Feb 1983

Handwritten news release ‘Falsifying votes’, nd [has attached note from Deane Wells and a statutory declaration regarding falsifying votes]

News release regarding Liberal parties’ actions towards Bill Kaus and Bob Moore [Liberal members],12 Nov [1982?]?

News release regarding Dr Edwards’ claims that the new Premier will be a Liberal, 14 Nov 1982

Address by Dr Denis Murphy, State President, Australian Labor Party, to the Aboriginal Land Rights Rally, Roma Street Forum, 26 Sept [1987]

News release, Senator Susan Ryan meets National Aboriginal Conference, 6 Aug [198?]?

Denis Murphy, address to Mackay ALP Branch members conference, 12 Apr 1981

Statement from Dr Denis Murphy, regarding Mr Manfred Cross, MP attending ALP regional conference, 10 Apr 1981


Press release re: Queensland President ALP to visit Stanthorpe and Goondiwindi, 10 Sept 1980
Statement by Denis Murphy, regarding 'the decision by both Liberal and National Parties not to run candidates against each other in Liberal or National held seats...', nd

Statement by Denis Murphy, re: Liberal Parties, Dr Edwards, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy, re: Dr Murphy addressing the Queensland Women’s Historical Society on 'Women in Politics', nd

Statement, Toowoomba South Electoral Executive Committee reconstruction, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding rift in Bjelke Petersen-Edwards coalition, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding appointment of new media officer, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding the strike by the central Queensland miners, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding discontent in North Queensland about the National Party control of the Queensland Government, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding proposal of the National Party for constitutional changes, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding Labor's recent rise in politics, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding Premier Mr Bjelke Petersen and the Hinze seat on the South Coast, 2 Jul 1980

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding ALP’s emphasis on winning the Federal election, [1980?]

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding Labor parties' preparation for 1980 election, [1980?]

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding Labor Party’s ‘state of the party’ report, 29 Jun [1980?]

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding Australian Labor Party Union’s reaffiliation with Australian Labor Party, 6 Dec 1980

Statement by Denis Murphy warns party members about books of bogus Australian Labor Party membership tickets that were appearing at branch meetings, 3 Dec 1980

Statement by Manfred Cross, state secretary and Denis Murphy, vice-president of the ALP, regarding Tom Burton's announcement that the proposed state conference was postponed because of federal intervention, nd

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding the presentation of a life membership badge to Mr Charlie Gibson, 2 Aug [198?]

Statement by Denis Murphy regarding ALP dinner in Toowoomba, 30 Jul 1981

Statement by Denis Murphy administration at Breakfast Creek, 13 Apr 1981

Letter to Editor, Courier Mail from D Murphy, 4 Jun 1982

News release regarding Queensland Lion and Canberra Lamb, 26 Jun [198?]

ALP Officers form new branches at Gayndah and Harvey Bay, 23 May [?]

News release regarding public debate between Denis Murphy and Sir Robert Sparkes, 17 May [198?]

News release regarding prices and incomes policy in Queensland, nd

Australian Labor Party statement, ALP National Conference, nd

Australian Labor Party statement regarding industrial development in Queensland, 21 Feb [?]

News conference regarding Aboriginal Land Rights, 28 Feb 1982
Telex statement regarding Liberal and National Party’s danger of losing their wards in the City Council elections, 27 March [?]

Labor Review, nd

Statement, ‘the National Party Gerrymander had not helped Queensland decentralise…’, Roma, 25 Apr [198?]

News release, Andrew Fisher, 22 Jul 1982

‘Dr Edwards’ claim that the 28 hour week for government blue collar workers would cost $134 million is quite spurious’, nd

Teletex the ALP State President Dr Denis Murphy, 2 Sept 1982

[HBC Book Critique 4QR?], 4 May 1982 [has attached article ‘Facts spoilt a good story’ in Gold Coast Sunday Bulletin, 3 Oct 1982]

‘The conventional wisdom in politics of governments losing elections rather than opposition wining elections…’, nd


Address by Denis Murphy to the Aboriginal Land Rights rally

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, Denis Murphy, 1980-1983

**Folder 13**

Handwritten media statements, 1980-1981

**Box 6**

**Folder 1 [1978 Federal Enquiry ALP]**

‘Postal Unions and Politics’, bookcover

Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), ‘The Case for Reform, it’s a great party, let’s get it working again’

‘Postal Unions and Politics: a history of the amalgamated postal works union of Australia’, F Waters

‘The Australian Labor Party and its leaders’, 2nd ed

‘The ALP in Queensland’, *Semper*, 2 Aug 1978

Denis Murphy, handwritten notes

Australian Labor Party, 21 Sept 1978

‘Australian Labor Party, The National Executive proposals’

‘Meeting of National Executive of Australian Young Labor’, Sydney, 2 Sept 1978

‘Agenda’, 17 Sept 1978
Supreme governing body of the Australian Labor Party will be a Labor in Politics Convention…’ [first line], nd
‘Structure’, 1p, nd
Inside Canberra, vol 31 no 26, 14 Jul 1978
‘Supreme governing body of the Australian Labor Party…’ [first line]
‘The supreme governing body of the Australian Labor Party…’ [first line]
Report to the Queensland central executive on research into the 1977 national elections, by ALP Research Officer John Black, nd
Handwritten submission by Denis Murphy to the Federal Executive Inquiry into the Queensland Branch of the Australian Labor Party, 7 Aug [1978?]

Folder 2 [1978 Federal Enquiry ALP]
Queensland ALP members regarding federal intervention – resignation of N Kane, nd
Letter to ALP members, nd, ‘we write as a group of ALP branch members…’
ALP members ‘reminder of steering committee meeting’, 21 Sept 1978
ALP members ‘urgency concerning current investigation by the National Executive of the ALP into the Queensland State Branch of the Party’, ALP members letter, 14 Sept 1978
News release ‘Young labor calls for federal action’, 26 Jul 1978
News release ‘Georges writes to ALP national executive’, 26 Jul 1978
Folder also includes various newspaper articles, 1978

Folder 3
Denis Murphy, correspondence, 1978

Folder 4
ALP members circular, ‘urgent call to all ALP members’,12 Feb 1980
ALP members circular, ‘antecedents history and resume prepared by Graham Coffey’, 15 Jan 1980
Telex regarding statement in the Courier Mail, 10 Oct 1979
Disputes Tribunal meeting, Joe Harris, 17 Sept 1979
Disputes Tribunal meeting, F Whitby, 18 Sept 1979
Petition, members of the Australian Labor Party, Queensland branch with regard to situation in the Queensland Branch, and the alarming nature of the charges which have been forwarded by various affiliated unions and party members for consideration by the Federal Executive, 2 Mar 1979
ALP members circular regarding inaugural state meeting of State Council of the Australian Labor Party, 9 Dec 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘the action of the disputes tribunal’, 20 Sept 1979

Defence committee meeting, 9 Nov 1979

To ALP delegates from George Georges, ALP Senator for Queensland, regarding decision to appeal against the decision of the Disputes Tribunal to suspend his rights of membership to the party, 11 Oct 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘The Action of the disputes tribunal’, 20 Sept 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘First State Meeting’, 25 Sept 1979

Telex from National President, Mr Batt, 20 Sept 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘Policy standing committees’, 10 Dec 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘Appeal against suspension – party rule 110’, 24 Jul 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘ALP defence committee calls for federal intervention: statement by the ALP defence committee’, 13 Dec 1979

ALP members circular regarding ‘National sports seminar – Feb 16-17 1980’

ALP members circular, 11 Dec 1979

Status of branch, plebiscite investigation, Toowoomba branch, nd

Statement by Dr Doug Everingham MHR shadow minister for Northern Australian and Aboriginal Affairs, 24 Feb 1979

Motion carried unanimously at first Administrative Committee meeting of the Queensland branch of the Australian Labor Party in Brisbane on 12 Mar 1979

A letter to all Australian Labor Party members in Queensland, report of ALP protest meeting, Trades Hall, Brisbane, 23 Sept 1979

ALP members circular regarding administrative committee meeting, 19 Nov 1979

ALP members circular, Toowoomba members, nd

‘4KQ sale to be opposed, statement by ALP defence committee’, 31 Jan 1979

Circular to all affiliated trade unions, 4 Feb 1980

Circular to state conference delegates, 18 Mar 1980

Folder 5

Report of the state parliamentary Labor party presented to the 1st State Council meeting on 21 Oct 1979 by the state leader Mr Edmund Casey MLA

Opening Policy Speech, Mr Edmund Casey, 11 Nov 1980

Policy statement – State Council, 17 Feb 1980

Submission to ALP National Executive on behalf of the majority of 1979 Toowoomba, ALP ticket holders, Feb 1980

The Australian Labor Party, Queensland, Powers of the national executive to intervene, nd

Administrative committee 1979
The inner executive, Tom Burns, 20 Jan 1977, Labor and Politics Convention
Agenda for Oxley, McPherson and Fadden, regional conference no 7, deputy premier and treasurer
‘Can we improve the organisation of the Labor party in Queensland?’, by Denis Murphy
Australian Labor Party, Petrie Federal Divisional Executive, Campaign Director’s Report, 1977
Federal Election
Labor in Politics convention, nd
Plebiscite committee, D J Murphy
Australian Postal and Telecommunications Union, Annual Report, Oct 1979

Folder 6
Newspaper cuttings, 1978
Also includes various notes handwritten by Denis Murphy

Folder 7
Correspondence Denis Murphy incoming, outgoing and miscellaneous, 1979
Also included in this folder miscellaneous pamphlets

Folder 8
Material relating to industrial relations, wages, unemployment insurance and relief, trade union law
[handwritten]

Folder 9
Correspondence 1982; papers relating to Woodridge Seminar, 1982

Folder 10
State of the Party Report, 1980; Draft Resolution, National Executive of the Australian Labor Party

Folder 11
Denis Murphy correspondence and other communications:
‘Communications for candidates ALP seminar’, 18 May 1980
News release, ALP seminar continues, 18 May 1980
Planning shadow ministers itineraries, nd
Energy policy summary, Peter Morris, shadow minister for transport, 18 May 1980
Labor’s family home ownership program, basic points, 18 May 1980
The political crisis in the Queensland branch of the ALP, 3 Mar 1980
Policy standing committee, 1980
The national executive decision in relation to Queensland

Folder 12 [Federal Executive Appeal 1979]
Denis Murphy, handwritten notes

Folder 13 [Federal Executive Appeal 1979]
Papers, state conferences Rockhampton, Broadcast, Financial Statements, State council; also includes labor pamphlets including Inside Canberra, Transport workers union of Australia Uranium Policy

Folder 14 [Federal Executive Appeal 1979]
Correspondence, incoming and outgoing and other correspondence

Folder 15
Labor position in Queensland, correspondence and papers

Folder 16
Labor Party functioning: reports, correspondence, proposals, rules for Australian Labor Party

Box 7
Folder 1
Andrew Fisher research material

Folder 2
Australian Workers Union material [includes handwritten drafts, photocopied newspaper articles]

Folder 3
Photocopied material relating to railway unions

Folder 4
Material relating to the Tully R L Appeal, 1976

Folder 5
Material relating to the Industrial ALP groups
Folder 6
Material relating to the Dawson Government

Folder 7
Material relating to Kidston [mostly handwritten notes]

Folder 8
Material relating to the Chas Seymour papers

Folder 9
*Labor in Power*, QCE records

Folder 10
Corksey article, B J Costar, University of Queensland; also includes QCE material

Folder 11
*Labor in Power*, organisation and Queensland trade unions

Folder 12
CPE minutes, convention reports 1915-1921

Folder 13
Trades and Labor Council, Denis Murphy, handwritten notes

Box 8
Folder 1
Branch conference members, 1978; circulars to ALP members; correspondence, material regarding Seminar for Brisbane City Council Candidates held on 12 Nov 1978; issue of *Trend*, Oct 1976; agenda for regional meetings

Folder 2
ALP correspondence QCE, 1970-1980’s
Folder 3
Federal ALP [includes ‘Talking Points’, Jun 1979]

Folder 4
TV Lists

Folder 5
Circulars to ALP members and other correspondence, 1970-1980's

Folder 6

Box 9
Folder 1
Correspondence, incoming and outgoing

Folder 2
Correspondence, incoming and outgoing, ALP

Folder 3
Talking Points, Jul 1979, part 1 & 2; Conferences; newspaper and magazine clippings

Folder 4
Federal Election correspondence, 1972

Folder 5
Australian Labor Party Conventions: Labor in Politics convention and ALP circulars to members

Folder 6
Political Correspondence, 1970's

Folder 7
Denis Murphy and Tom Burns correspondence 1978-1979
Folder 8  
Tom Burns material 1977

Folder 9  
Tom Burns miscellaneous items, newspaper articles, ‘Shame Fraser shame’ badges, Australian Labor Party candidates, all Queensland electorates – House of Representatives [poster sized]

Folder 10 [ALP Statistics Folder]  
Correspondence

Folder 11 [ALP Statistics Folder]  
ALP Federal Division miscellaneous material: reports; election QCE delegate information; National Election reports

Folder 12 [ALP Statistics Folder]  
Election results, branch member lists, Australian Council of Trade Unions material, reports

Folder 13 [ALP Statistics Folder]  
*Talking Pointers*, No 1 & 2, Apr 1979

Box 10

Folder 1  
ALP Trade Unions and Industrial relations papers, policies and reports, 1973-1975

Folder 2  
Pamphlets and publications regarding the Trade Unions, also includes ACOA journal, 1973, speeches

Folder 3  
Trade Unions correspondence, 1970’s

Folder 4 [Trade Unions]  
Trade Unions in Queensland; Railway Trade Unions; Rules of the Trades and Labor Council of Queensland; Union memberships; Trade Unions in Australia
Folder 5 [Trade Unions]

Folder 6 [Trade Unions]
Material relating to trade union training, history and structure, how a trade union works

Box 11
Folder 1
Newspaper articles and cartoons, 1978-1979

Folder 2
Labor party miscellaneous material: ‘Dissent in the Queensland Labor Party over composition of Party’s State Executive’, news releases, ALP protest meetings, reform policies; also includes Denis Murphy’s handwritten notes

Folder 3
ALP correspondence outgoing, 1978-1979

Folder 4
Paper ‘The Labor Party in Queensland has reached a very low point…’ [first line], nd

Folder 5
‘The case for Reform, It’s a great party let’s get it working again’, Labor in politics convention [handwritten]
Letter to David Coombe, 6 Apr 1978

Folder 6
Circulars to ALP branch members, 1978; folder also includes handwritten notes by Denis Murphy

Folder 7
*The Australian Labor Party and its Leaders, 2nd ed*, Colonial Press; also includes correspondence personal and official Denis Murphy; and newspaper articles
Folder 8
A Labor newspaper in Queensland [rough handwritten draft]

Folder 9
Australian Labor Party miscellaneous items includes: newspaper articles; correspondence, ALP protest meeting 1979; circular to members 1976; deregistration of Toowoomba ALP branches; Give Queensland back to the people; Welcome to the 29th Labor in politics convention

Folder 10 [Press Club Luncheon]
‘The majority will be ruled by the minority’ Joh Bjelke Petersen [handwritten]; 1977 and 1980 Queensland State Election results; Queensland Gerrymander, 1981

Folder 11

Folder 12

Folder 13
Miscellaneous material ALP: Order form for The Australian Labor Party and its leaders; newspaper articles 1981; correspondence Denis Murphy and I D Webster and Peter Channel and Denis Murphy, 1981; Joint statement from Denis Murphy and Peter Beattie regarding Liberal parties split, 5 Aug 1983

Box 12
Folder 1
Australian Labor Party pamphlets, election advertising, election campaign material, function programmes
Folder 2
Australian Labor Party, campaign brochures, public appeals, political propaganda; calendars; political cartoons; how to vote cards; election material; ALP electoral ribbons; Denis Murphy calling cards; Glen Millner campaign material; stickers; rough draft propaganda; Bryan Walsh public propaganda; anti-Fraser propaganda

Folder 3
ALP correspondence to electors; voting public; editor Courier Mail

Folder 4
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material: papers; notices of meetings; cartoons entitled ‘The reconstruction gang’; The Western Sun, Dec 1973 ‘The Labor cabinet of WA’

Folder 5
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material: unidentified handwritten drafts; newspaper articles; The Australian labor party and its leaders

Box 13
[Access to this box is restricted]
Nudgee Senior, 1950 and 1954 [year books]

Folder 1
Personal correspondence between Denis Murphy and family, 1950 -1960's and sympathy cards for death of family member

Folder 2
Dr of Philosophy Award Denis Murphy; Denis Murphy Diploma in Physical Fitness, Bachelor of Arts, Certificate in Education

Box 14
Folder 1 [The Hayden Book]
Papers written by Denis Murphy: ‘Bill Hayden – A Profile’; ‘Queensland Special Health Problem’; QIT Staff Journal, ‘Labor’s National Health Scheme’
Folder 2 [The Hayden Book]
Incoming and outgoing correspondence, 1978-1982

Folder 3 [The Hayden Book]

Folder 4 [The Hayden Book]
Newspaper cuttings; The Bulletin, 13 Mar 1979; Fabian Newsletter, Nov 1978; Agenda, 44th trade union congress, 1968

Folder 5
Denis Murphy: Brisbane Members Conference 1981

Folder 6 [George Georges]
'Statement by Queensland Labor senator George Georges, opposition whip in the Senate, 12 Apr 1979'

Folder 7
Labor Broadcasting station, 1980

Folder 8
Supreme Court Appeals regarding Clem Jones, also the Australian Labor Party (State of Queensland) vs the trustees of property belonging to the Australian Labor Party [which includes Denis Murphy]; also includes ‘A Labor saving device: every home should have one’ [sticker]

Box 15
Folder 1 [Old Guard]
Circulars to Australian Labor Party members; newspaper articles, 1980’s

Folder 2
Folder 3

Folder 4

Folder 5

Folder 6
Denis Murphy Federal Campaign Committee: includes cartoons from 1980 election

Folder 7
Material from Finance Committee folder
Report on the 1970 Senate Election campaign
Folder includes *Labor in the 70’s* [Labor publication]

Folder 8
Australian Labor Party Rules Committee 1980

Folder 9
Australian Labor Party Rules Committee - Trade Union material

Folder 10
Australian Labor Party, State Campaign Committee, 1980

Box 16
*Jack Egerton’s Presidential Report 27th Labor in Politics Convention, Feb 1971
Australian Labor Party Report 28th Labor in Politics Convention, 1974*
Folder 1
Australian Labor Party media coverage reports and correspondence, 1982

Folder 2
Brisbane City Council – results of election, 1979

Folder 3
ALP State of the Party material, 1976-1978
Finance Committee material, 1982

Folder 4
Australian Labor Party material relating to proposed settlement with former administration, 1982

Folder 5 [1977]
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material, 1977

Folder 6 [1978]
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material, 1978: ‘Australian Labor Party’ paper by Denis Murphy; ALP correspondence and circulars to members

Folder 7 [1979]
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material, 1979: correspondence; papers; circulars; newspaper cuttings; Queensland ALP conferences

Folder 8 [1980]
Miscellaneous Australian Labor Party material, 1980: correspondence, papers, circulars, State of the Party Reports

Box 17
Folder 1
State Federal Election Analysis, 1980 material

Folder 2
Southeast Queensland enrolment zone; Submission by the Electoral Commission, 1977; ‘Stop the Gerrymander’; ‘Redistribution in Queensland’
Folder 3
Draft letters, Denis Murphy, nd

Folder 4
Queensland Electoral Laws; ‘Details of Polling at General Election’, Queensland Legislative Assembly 1969, 1972, 1975

Folder 5
Bruce Allen and Stuart Littlemore correspondence, 1979

Folder 6

Folder 7 [Electoral Redistribution]
Australian Labor Party redistribution of electoral boundaries miscellaneous material: correspondence Denis Murphy; newspaper articles; ALP proposals for redistribution of state electoral boundaries; ‘Talking Pointers’ electoral redistribution; Electoral boundary ALP propaganda ‘You be the Judge, Forget your political sympathies for a moment and ask yourself whether or not this alternative is the only fair and equitable way to distribute electoral boundaries in this state’; letters to the editor Courier Mail;

Folder 8 [Electoral Redistribution]
Australian Labor Party redistribution of electoral boundaries miscellaneous material: anti-labor pamphlets; Submission to the Queensland Electoral Commissioners from the ALP; newspaper cuttings; rough draft correspondence

Box 18
Folder 1 [Electoral Redistribution]
Survey of Queensland Electorates; Division of Bowman material; Federal redistribution

Folder 2 [Electoral Redistribution]

Folder 3 [Electoral Redistribution]
Information for federal redistribution, 1977; description of electoral seats in Queensland
Folder 4 [Labor College]

Folder 5
Folder marked London 1974-1975; Denis Murphy personal and political correspondence

Folder 6
Minister for Minerals and Energy material; correspondence; 'Initiatives in minerals and energy'; 'Role of multinationals in the Australian mining industry'; 'Petroleum products subsidy scheme', 1974

Box 19
Map of Bowman, Brisbane, Griffith, Lilley, Moreton, Oxley, Petrie and Ryan, 1969
Map of Bowman, Capricornia, Darling Downs, Dawson, Fisher, Herbert, Kennedy, Leichhardt, Maranoa, Oxley and Wide Bay

Folder 1
Television Education 1974: 'Some Fundamental Policy Questions for Manpower Planning'; Trade Unions; 'The Structure of the Australian Trade Union Movement'; 'The Development of the Queensland Labor Movement'; various correspondence

Folder 2
Industrial Relations material 1970’s: 'Basic training course for shop stewards'; 'Union Education and its Future'; reports and meetings of Trades and Labor Council; newspaper and magazine cuttings

Folder 3
Trades and Labor Council circulars; correspondence incoming and outgoing Denis Murphy and ALP business

Folder 4
ALP Trade Union material: papers, ‘Working women, the family and Trade Unions’, ‘Youth in Unions’; media briefs; reports
Folder 5
Australian Labor Party publications and newspaper articles

Folder 6
Petrie organisation material: papers; membership lists; media releases; correspondence

Folder 7 [Combined Petrie organisation folders]
Community work
Wine, cheese and folk
Petrie campaign helpers
Petrie donations
Postal voters Petrie Del (Chermside sub-division not completed)
Petrie branch member roll

Folder 8
Electoral distribution commissioners, 1977

Box 20
Folder 1
Andrew Fisher ‘Coalmining in his time’
‘Social conditions in his time’

Folder 2
Andrew Fisher ‘Career in summary’

Folder 3
Andrew Fisher ‘Press cuttings and notes, Kilmarnock Standard’ [memorial notes]

Folder 4
Andrew Fisher ‘Australian press cuttings’, other information sources

Folder 5
Andrew Fisher ‘Local correspondence on memorial’
Folder 6
‘Andrew Fisher at home’ by Peggy Fisher and related correspondence, includes uncaptioned photograph

Folder 7
Andrew Fisher, ‘Crosshouse background’

Folder 8
Andrew Fisher, Photographs and prints

Folder 9
Andrew Fisher: Notes from Australian sources

Folder 10
Andrew Fisher: Books and works of reference, personal papers, Australian sources, National Library of Australia

Folder 11
Andrew Fisher: Final Proofs

Folder 12
Andrew Fisher: Australian press cuttings, Australian newspapers

Folder 13
Andrew Fisher: Personal view

Folder 14
Andrew Fisher: ‘Family tree’ and ‘Articles in Kilmarnock Standard’

Folder 15
Andrew Fisher: ‘Newspaper articles’ and ‘Caprington material’

Folder 16
Folder marked ‘Mrs Todd’ includes ‘The Fisher restaurant’ menus
Folder 17
Andrew Fisher: ‘Finished copy for publication’

Unidentified cassette tape

Box 21

Folder 1 [Photographs]
19 photographs of members of the Fisher family and their residences
1 photographic copy of a drawing by Low
Also in folder: Correspondence: D J Murphy to John Hay Courier Mail, 28 Jan 1983 and 28 Jan 1983

Folder 2 [Andrew Fisher – Scottish History: Photocopied Article]
Hancock, ‘The 1911 Imperial Conference’, Historical Studies, 12 (Oct 1956), pp356-365
‘The Role of the Committee of Imperial Defence before 1914’, English Historical Review, 77 (Jul 1962), pp490-503
Broinowski, R, ‘The First Five Prime Ministers of Australia’
Crowley F K, ‘Modern Australia in Documents’, Section concerning Fisher’s Government, 1, 1901-1931

Folder 3 [Andrew Fisher Correspondence]
D Murphy to Norma Prestwick, Ayrshire, 3 Nov 1982
Norma Logan to Denis Murphy, 22 Jul 1982
D Murphy to Ian MacDougall, Sec Scottish Labour History Society, Edinburgh, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to MacDougall E M, Dalkeith, 24 May 1982
D Murphy to Professor A Duncan, Department of Scottish History, University of Glasgow, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to Professor A Duncan, Department of Scottish History, University of Glasgow, 24 May 1982
A Duncan, Department of Scottish History, Uni of Glasgow to Denis Murphy, 11 May 1982
Map of University of Edinburgh and the city, 1980
Burgh of Kilmarnock, Nov 1980 (Map)
Map of Central Glasgow
List of records to consult, organisations to contact, 3 sheets

D Murphy to Dr J Strawhorn, Ayrshire, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to Dr J Strawhorn, Ayrshire, 24 May 1982
J Strawhorn, Ayrshire to Denis Murphy, 30 May 1982
D Murphy to Dr. Gordon Wilson, Jordanhill College of Education, Glasgow, 24 May 1982
Greg Chamberlain, *Bundaberg News-Mail*, Bundaberg to Denis Murphy, 16 Apr 1982
D Murphy to Greg Chamberlain, 18 Mar 1982

List of addresses in Scotland

D Murphy to M Wales, SGIO, Brisbane, 1 Nov 1982
D Murphy to D Hickinbotham, South Brisbane, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to K Wiltshire, QU, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to Professor B Wilson, QU, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to Dr C Cuneen ADB, ANU, 1 Nov 1982
D Murphy to R Kerr, St Lucia, 1 Nov 1982
D Murphy to S Routh, UQ, 1 Nov 1982
D Murphy to E Brown, Coondoo, via Gympie, 3 Nov 1982

Address for contact at General Register Office

UQ History Department, Report of Course Committee, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to Professor G W S Barrow, Dept of Scottish Building History, Edinburgh, 24 May 1982
G W S Barrow to D Murphy, 12 May 1982
D Murphy to Prof G W S Burrow, Dept of Scottish History, University of Edinburgh, 30 Apr 1982
D Nicol, Kilmarnock and London District Council to D Murphy, 29 Apr 1982

Denis Murphy to The Town Clerk, Kilmarnock, 15 Apr 1982
F Kennedy, Librarian, Kilmarnock and London District Council to D Murphy, 4 Jun 1982
J Malkin, Kilmarnock and London District Council to D Murphy, 4 May 1982
D Murphy to J Malkin, Kilmarnock, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to E Kennedy, Kilmarnock, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to J Nicol, Kilmarnock, 3 Nov 1982
D Murphy to National Register of Archives, Edinburgh, 24 May 1982
D Murphy to Regional Archivist, Strathclyde Regional Archivist, Glasgow, 24 May 1982
Principal Archivist, Strathclyde Regional Council, to Denis Murphy, 28 May 1982
UQ History Department, four documents plus memo, note relating to Denis Murphy’s grant and travel arrangements for visit to Scotland 27 Nov 1982 to 24 Jan 1983
J Bauer, Goondiwindi to D Murphy, 23 Mar 1982
D Murphy to Joe Bauer, Goondiwindi, 26 Mar 1982
D Murphy to Miss Margaret Fisher, Albert Park, Vic, 26 Mar 1982
S Routh, QU to D Murphy, 19 Mar 1982, plus bibliography
Application for research grant funds for overseas travel
K. Watson, Chronicle, Maryborough to D Murphy, 22 Mar 1982
D Murphy to Editor, Maryborough Chronicle, 18 Mar 1982

Folder 4 [Correspondence]
D Murphy to James Carroll, 24 Jan 1983
D Murphy to Bill Shepherd, 24 Jan 1983
D Murphy to Chief Librarian, Mitchell Library, 24 Jan 1983
‘In search of Andrew Fisher’ by D Murphy, 61p [2 copies]
‘In search of Andrew Fisher’ by D Murphy, 8p

Folder 5 [Andrew Fisher: Photographs and prints]
‘Captions for Photographs supplied by Mrs. Falconer’ (title crossed through)
Mrs Thorgood 7 photographs
‘Irvine Road, Crosshouse’ 11 photographs
‘The cross, Crosshouse’ 10 photographs
Photograph of painting by J McNicol, 9 photographs
[Family group?] 4 photographs
Photocopies, 1 of law cartoon, 2 of gentlemen playing golf
‘The Fisher Residence in Australia during his third Government 1910-1913’ 3 photographs
Unnumbered photograph from Kilmarnock Standard, 27 May, 1911 entitled ‘The Hon Andrew Fisher in Kilmarnock’
Unnumbered contact print of stone laid by Andrew Fisher
Unnumbered contact print of group of dignitaries
Unnumbered photocopies of Law cartoon and photographs of golf-playing gentlemen and two portraits of Andrew Fisher [2 copies]
Unnumbered photocopies of photographs of Andrew Fisher; The Cross, Crosshouse, and two of Fisher home – Crosshouse [3 copies]
Unnumbered photocopies of photograph of McNicol, painting, and groups of dignitaries as noted above [3 copies]
15 untitled photographs (group of four women and one boy)
Fourteen untitled photographs (one woman)
Unnumbered contact print of Andrew Fisher
Unnumbered and untitled contact prints
Folder 6 [Newspaper Clippings from Kilmarnock Standard]
8 Jan 1881; 6 Sep 1884, p2; 4 Apr 1885; 20 Sep 1884; 13 Sep 1884, p3; 6 Sep 1884; 21 Jun 1884, p2; 5 Aug 1882, p2; 25 Sep 1880, p2; 11 Sep 1880, p2; 4 Sep 1880; 4 Sep 1880, p3; 28 Aug 1880; 6 Sep 1899, p3; 22 Nov 1897, p2; 10 Jan 1880; 24 Jan 1880

Folder 7 [Correspondence and transcript notes]
Andrew Fisher, Letters from Daughter Margaret (Peggy)
Margaret Fisher to Mr Malkin, 6 Mar 1979
Copy of Margaret Fisher to Mr Malkin, 6 Mar 1979
‘Stories of my late father Andrew Fisher’ (3 personal anecdotes)
Margaret Fisher to Mr Malkin
Margaret Fisher to Mr Malkin (original of proceeding item) nd, stamped received 13 Mar 1979
Handwritten transcript of letter from Margaret Fisher to Mr Malkin, 6 Mar 1979
‘Stories of my late father Andrew Fisher’ (3 personal anecdotes- TS copies noted above)
Handwritten transcript of proceeding items

Folder 8 [Miscellaneous]
Law cartoon of Andrew Fisher, Prime Minister, [5 copies]
Programme and menu for the 11th annual anniversary dinner for the Birmingham Burns Club 23 Jan 1920, signed by Andrew Fisher and others
Letter from Robert? [Fisher] to my dear brother [Andrew Fisher], 4 Apr 1899
Unnumbered photographs and undated (2 family photographs at beach?; 1 memorial trust of Andrew Fisher; 1 tree planting ceremony); fifth photo labelled ‘Oakleigh Hall…Melbourne’ [5 photos]
‘Gympie’ by [Andrew Fisher?]?
Auction notice of property at 57 South Hill Park, Hampstead, NW3 (1922)
Photograph of gentlemen playing golf
Andrew Fisher to the Minister for External Affairs, 8 May 1916
Envelope labelled ‘Memo regarding parliaments and governments -two have been a member of 1893-1915, A.F’
Transfer of sale of property from Lady Gillott to Mrs Margaret Fisher, 25 Jun 1907 (Allotment 98, section 43, city of South Melbourne)
Legal documents and receipts relating to Transfer of sale of property from Lady Gillott to Mrs Margaret Fisher, 25 Jun 1907 (Allotment 98, section 43, city of South Melbourne)
Folder 9 [Miners Union]
‘Likely sources for Dr Murphy’- lists of items with some other additional notes
Listing of publication including: Timetable 21
Notes from I McLeod, *Scotland and the Liberal Party, 1880-1900: Church, Ireland and Empire, A family Affair*, MLitt History, University of Glasgow, 1975

Folder 10 [Andrew Fisher, Questions and Secondary sources]
Note giving one source only: R Page Arnot, *A History of the Scottish Miners*
Andrew Fisher: Dick Institute material, Kilmarnock
Notepad of 26 pages: Miscellaneous notes, reading lists, contacts, programme
Miscellaneous notes, 1p
Listing of items from *Kilmarnock Standard*, 4p
Notes from *Kilmarnock Standard*, 30p
Reading lists from the Dick Institute, 21p
Notes from various sources, 23p

Folder 11 [National Library of Scotland]
‘Search for History of Union!’, *Ayrshire World*, 7 Jan 1983
J Malkin to D Murphy, 9 Jan 1983 [attachments of letter and lists of names etc in response to *Ayrshire World* article]
Advice re telephone call from J Malkin re above
Death certificate Robert Fisher, 22 Dec 1887 [copy]
Marriage certificate Robert Fisher and Jane Garven, 11 Mar 1859 [copy]
Birth certificate Andrew Fisher, 29 Aug 1862
Notes from Gordon McAndrew Wilson, *The Miners of the West of Scotland and the Trade Union, 1842-1874*, PhD 1977, 3p
Notes on *The Development and Organisation of the Scottish Co-operative Movement*
Notes on *Drink and the Temperance Movement- Nineteenth Century Scotland*, 2p
Miscellaneous fragmented notes

Folder 12
Elaine and Geoff Brown, Coondoo, via Gympie to Denis Murphy, 24 Apr 1982, includes family tree of the Fishers, Turners etc
Notes taken from the *Ardrossan and Saltscots Herald*, 1878-1885
Notes taken from the *Labour Leader*, London 20 Nov 1908, 28 Apr 1911, 1p
ADB entry for Andrew Fisher by Denis Murphy
Programme of research, 1p

Folder 13
Memorandum, articles of association and other papers associated with the Isis Investment Company of Queensland
List of persons holding shares in the Isis Investment Company Ltd, 4 Apr 1887
Summary of Capital and Shares of the Isis Investment Company Ltd, 29 Feb 1888
Summary of Capital and Shares of the Isis Investment Company Ltd, 14 Jun 1889
‘In the matter of the Isis Investment Company Ltd’, signed by D Mactaggart, 22 Aug 1889
‘Return of the Final Winding up Meeting of the Isis Investment Company Ltd’, D Mactaggart, liquidator, 28 Jul 1891
B Salter, Argos Metals Ltd, London to D Murphy, 28 Feb 1983
D Murphy to B Salter, 26 May 1983
D Murphy to RG Wilson, Radio 4EB, Brisbane
RG Wilson to D Murphy, 13 May 1983
No 2 North Phoenix GM Co Ltd
No 1 South Great Eastern GM Co Ltd
Isis Investment Co. Ltd
‘John Moffat of Irvine bank, Biography, Chapter Outline’, RS Kerr, 9 Feb [?]
Dr J Strawhorn, Mauchline, Ayrshire to D Murphy, 20 May 1983 [attaches photocopies from the book Farming in Australian and Ayrshire: Folks we met when there by Dame Dunlop]
D Murphy to Dr J Strawhorn, 26 May 1983
‘Great Reform Demonstration at Kilmarnock ‘, Kilmarnock Standard, 20 Sep 1881
‘The Premier of Australia- Kilmarnock’, Kilmarnock Standard, 20 May 1911
‘The Right Hon Andrew Fisher, PC’, Kilmarnock Standard, 24 Jun 1911
‘The Premier of Australia in his Native Village’, Kilmarnock Standard, 8 Jul 1911

Folder 14
MM Fisher, USA to James Fisher, Surrey, England

Box 22
Folder 1 [Correspondence]
Dudley (Governor-General) to A Fisher, 16 Nov 1908
R Neville to [?] Fisher, 5 Dec 1908
Dudley [Lord William Dudley] to A Fisher, 25 Dec 1908
Gentlemen of the House of representatives (from Earl of Dudley Governor-General), nd [1909?]

W Callas (for the Governor-General) to A Fisher, 4 Jan 1909

[?] Dudley to A Fisher, 17 Jan 1909 and newspaper cutting ‘Imperial Relations. Proposed New Minister. Separation of self-governing dominions’ The Age, 9 Jan 1909

[?] Dudley to A Fisher, 30 Apr 1909

A Fisher to W Kidston (Premier of Queensland), 15 Mar 1909

W Kidson to A Fisher, 15 Mar 1909

W Callan to A Fisher, 3 Apr 1909 with annotation re: reply on 12 Apr 1909

W Callan to A Fisher, 12 Apr 1909 with annotation re: reply on 15 Apr 1909

A Fisher to W Kidson, 13 Apr 1909

W Kidson to A Fisher, 22 Apr 1909

A Fisher to W Kidson, 4 May 1909

W Kidson to A Fisher, 4 May 1909

[?] Hunt to A Fisher, 5 May 1909

A Fisher to Governor-General, 6 May 1909

W Callan to A Fisher, 13 May 1909

A Fisher to W Kidson, 14 May 1909

W Kidson to A Fisher, 27 May 1909

Governor-General regarding A Fisher’s request for dissolution of the House of Representatives, nd [Jun 1909?] [2 copies]

A Fisher to the Governor-General, 1 Jun 1909

[?] Dudley (Governor-General) to A Fisher, 1 Jun 1909

Governor-General to A Fisher, 1 Jun 1909

W Callan to A Fisher, 1 Jun 1909

A Fisher to [?] Callan, 1 Jun 1909

A Fisher to [?] Kidston, 2 Jun 1909

W Callan to [?] Fisher, 2 Jun 1909

G Steward [Official Secretary to the Governor-General] to A Fisher, 3 Jun 1909

[?] Denman (Governor-General) to A Fisher, 21 Jun 1909 [1909?]

[?] Denman to A Fisher, 12 May [1912/1913?]

A Fisher to Scadden (Premier WA), 22 May 1912

Fisher to the Governor-General, 6 Sep 1912

Sydney Government House, in replying to deputation… nd [1912/1913?]

Envelope labelled Capt Lobez: Credentials. Contains medical report by Charles Shears for Captain Lobez, 30 Aug 1912; letter: White Star Line to Captain R Lobez, 25 Apr 1913 with encl memo re: his service; letter: White Star line to Captain Lobez, 14 Mar 1913
Governor-General to the Prime Minister, nd with annotation re: reply on 7 Jun 1913
[?] Denman to A Fisher, 26 Jan 1914
A Fisher re: conversation with the Governor-General, 22 Oct 1914 [with typescript copy]
RM Ferguson [Sir Ronald Cranford Munro-Ferguson, Governor-General] to the Prime Minister, 27 Sep 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 28 Sep 1914
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 2 Oct 1914
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 29 Oct 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 30 Oct 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 5 Nov 1914
R.M Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 5 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 6 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 12 Nov 1914
[A Fisher] to the Governor-General, 16 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 16 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 19 Nov 1914
[A Fisher] to the Governor-General, 28 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to [?] Fisher, 30 Nov 1914
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 15 Dec 1914 with enclosed letter to the same, same date
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 6 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 18 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 18 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 18 Jan 1915
WM Hughes to the Governor-General, 19 Jan 1915
‘Commonwealth Seat of Government…’ The Age, 20 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 20 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 21 Jan 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 24 Jan 1915
C.G Foxton, military secretary for the Governor-General to A Fisher, 23 Feb 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 5 Mar 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 31 Mar 1915
G Steward to A Fisher, 1 Apr 1915
CG Foxton to A Fisher, 6 Apr [annotated re: reply on 6 Apr 1915] [enclosed decipher of cable from Secretary of State 6 Apr 1915 and letter from RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister Christmas Eve]
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 8 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 9 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 15 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 15 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 15 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 29 Apr 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 22 May 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 26 May 1915
Steward to A Fisher, 3 Jun 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 16 Jun 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 22 Jun 1915 [with envelope]
RM Ferguson to [the Prime Minister], nd
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 26 Jun 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 3 Jul 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 5 Jul 1915 [enclosed note re: reply to Governor-General’s telegram]
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 8 Jul 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 9 Jul 1915
A Fisher to the Governor-General, 9 Jul 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 11 Jul 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 24 Jul 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 6 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 9 Aug 1915
[G Haley?] to R [Ferguson], 15 Aug [1915]
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 21 Aug 1915
Decipher of cablegram from the Secretary of State, 24 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 30 Aug 1915
Governor-General to the Prime Minister, 30 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 31 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 31 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 31 Aug 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 1 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 5 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 9 Sep 1915 with enclosed letter from B Escott (High Commissioner for the Western Pacific) to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 17 Jun 1915; letter from M King (Resident Commissioner, Vila) to the High Commissioner for the New Hebrides, 17 Jun 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 10 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 11 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 14 Sep 1915 with enclosed note re: espionage
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 23 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 26 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 28 Sep 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 14 Oct 1915
G Steward to A Fisher, 16 Oct 1915 [2 copies]
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, 19 Oct 1915
[C Foxton?] to WM Hughes (Attorney-General), 22 Oct 1915 with enclosed letter from [Mr Box?] to
Captain Foxton, 18 Oct 1915; Letter from CG Foxton to Mr Box, 7 Oct 1915; copy of an extract
from a letter on Base Metals; copy of a cablegram to the Governor-General
G Steward to the Secretary, Prime Minister’s Dept, 22 Oct 1915
RM Ferguson to the Prime Minister, nd
Governor-General to the Prime Minister, 26 Oct 1915
AL Stanley to A Fisher, 29 Oct 1915
G Steward to A Fisher, 29 Oct 1915
RM Ferguson to A Fisher, 10 Nov 1915
Ronald Ferguson to A Fisher, 17 Nov 1915
H Munro-Ferguson to A Fisher, 22 Dec 1915

**Folder 2 [Miscellaneous material]**
Speech to Gentlemen of the Senate and Gentlemen of the House of Representatives

**Box 23**

**Andrew Fisher research books:**

*Robert Burns*, Daniel Daiches

*Kilmanock and Loudoun: An introductory guide*

*An Ayrshire Family 1526-1900*, Duncan Waterson

*An Economic History of Modern Scotland*, Bruce Lenman

*Andrew Fisher 1862-1928* [2 copies] [has enclosed correspondence to Denis Murphy from R G
Wilson, 26 Jul 1983]

*Ayrshire, the story of a county*, John Strawhorn

*Robert the Bruce*

*Economic Philosophy*, Joan Robinson

*Andrew Cruickshank’s Scottish Bedside Book*
The Rousing of the Scottish Working Class, James D Young
A short history of Labour in Scotland, W H Marwick
Ayrshire Miner’s Rows 1913
Scottish Connection Burns’s Scotland, Andrew Fergus
The Lanarkshire Miners, A social history of their Trade Unions, 1775-1874, Alan B Campbell
The song in the green thorn tree, a novel of the life and loves of Robert Burns, James Barke
The Development of the West of Scotland 1750-1960, Anthony Slaven
The Burrum Shire Council 1917-1976, H J Whitby
Scottish Roots: a step by step guide for Ancestor-hunters in Scotland and overseas, Alwyn James
The Poetical works of Robert Burns, Charles Kent
Poems chiefly in the Scottish Dialect
The Problem of the Commonwealth

Box 24
Folder 1
National Executive 1979-1980

Folder 2
National Executive 1979-1980

Folder 3
National Executive 1979-1980

Folder 4
National Executive 1980-1981

Folder 5
National Executive 1980-1981

Folder 6
National Executive 1980-1981
Box 25

Folder 1
National Executive 1981: correspondence; programmes; papers; ‘Guidelines for implementation of an affirmative action programme in the ALP’

Folder 2

Folder 3

Folder 4

Folder 5
Australian Labor Party, circulars to members, 1982

Folder 6
Organising and planning committee, 1981: correspondence

Folder 7

Folder 8
Organising and Planning Committee: correspondence including branch officials communications, memos regarding organising and planning committee
Folder 9
Organising and Planning Committee: correspondence including memos regarding organising and planning committee meetings; branch officials handbook; members of the organising and planning committee

Box 26
Folder 1

Folder 2
Election statistics, D J Murphy, 1977; also includes Legislative Assembly ‘Details of polling held at general election, 29 Nov 1980’ and Legislative Assembly ‘Details of Polling at general election, 7 Dec 1974’

Folder 3
Australian Labor Party National Executive, Minutes and Agenda: agenda items include ‘Australian Labor Party National Secretariat – general’; ‘Membership and political education report’; ‘Australian Young Labor’; ‘Female assistant national secretary’

Folder 4
Australian Labor Party National Executive, Minutes and Agenda: minutes of meetings; circulars to members

Folder 5
Reports and Proposals 1981: State Election: How to vote information; Federal campaign committee; Finance and fundraising; Committees

Folder 6
All other reports and proposals 1981: correspondence and other business from meetings
Box 27


Folder 1

Administration committee, Minutes and Agenda, 1982: Meeting of the administration committee of the Australian Labor Party, 29 Mar 1982

Folder 2

Minutes and agendas for the meetings of the administration committee of the Australian Labor Party, 1981

Folder 3

Minutes and agendas for the meetings of the administration committee of the Australian Labor Party, 1981

Folder 4

Administrative Agenda 1982 – minutes and agendas; also has some Alpha Club correspondence

Folder 5

Administrative Agenda and minutes for 1982; also includes Labor Party circulars to members

Folder 6

Queensland 1977 and Beyond: ‘Some thoughts on how the Australian Labor Party can maximise the value of its paid communication advice’; ‘Queensland – 1977 and Beyond: the labor campaign’

Folder 7

Pamphlets and newspaper cuttings [photocopied] regarding Joh Bjelke Peterson and Tom Burns, 1977

Folder 8

‘Address by the leader of the State Parliamentary Labor Party, Tom Burns to the 29th Labor in Politics Convention”; ‘A Public survey of issues and prospects for the 1977 state election in Queensland”; ‘It’s a great state. Let’s get it working again’ Labor’s Policy Speech ’77, Gateway Motor Inn, delivered by state leader Tom Burns
Box 28

‘Join the Action GO LABOR!’

‘28th Labor in Politics Convention 1974 Australian Labor Party report’

Folder 1


Folder 2

How to vote Australian Labor Party in Stafford; handwritten notes by Denis Murphy regarding Stafford electorate

Folder 3


Folder 4

Personal and academic correspondence, Denis Murphy, 1983

Folder 5

‘Some personal recollections of the intervention by the Australian Labor Party’s National Executive into it’s Queensland Branch’ by Denis J Murphy. (Typescript, 29 leaves, 1984)
Box 29
‘29th Labor in Politics Convention, Jan 16-21, 1977, Agenda Part A & B’

Folder 1
First State Australian Labor Party Conference, 1979; mostly Denis Murphy notes; contents pages; other conference related material

Folder 2
First State Australian Labor Party Conference, 1979, conference topics: ‘Report from Ed Casey State Leader of the Australian Labor Party (QLD) – State leader report; Aboriginal and Islanders Advancement; Deputy Premier and treasurer; Health; Industry and administrative services; Labor relations

Folder 3
First State Australian Labor Party Conference, 1979; conference topics: Lands, Forestry and water resources; Local government and main roads; mines energy and police; organising and planning; premier; rules; survey and valuation; tourism, maritime services and fisheries; welfare services; works and housing; women’s standing committee

Box 30
‘Towards a Social Compact’, address by The Hon Clyde R Cameron M P, Minister for Labor and Immigration to The Australian Workers Union, Sydney, 18 Nov 1974

Folder 1

Folder 2
Australian Labor Party, State of Queensland, second State Conference, Brisbane, 28 Jun-2 Jul 1981 includes: circulars to members; President’s report; Report of the Organising and Planning committee; Local Government and urban and regional development committee; Industrial relations and public service committee; Land and environment committee; Primary Industries committee; Education committee; Arts and Media committee; Recreation and Tourism committee report; Report of the committee of Industrial Development, Science and Technology; Mines and Energy committee; Housing Committee; Economic policy committee
Folder 3
Australian Council of Trade Unions Information Service, Trade Union Information Kit; ‘Active Youth ’75’, Australian Council of Trade Unions; ACTU History; ACTU Structure; ACTU Bulletin, Sept 1977; various correspondence

Folder 4

Folder 5

Box 31
Australian Labor Party, National Committee of Inquiry: report and recommendations to the National Executive, Mar 1979
Australiasian Political Studies Association, Australian Labor Party, National Committee of Inquiry Discussion Papers, APSA monograph, no 23

Folder 1
Australian Labor Party, correspondence, news releases, conferences: National Party of Australia – Queensland seminar on Queensland’s electoral system; ‘The Influence of the zonal system on the future of the National Party’; ‘Fact or Fiction?’; ‘Summary of results of a study of Queensland’s electoral system’ by Kenneth Wiltshire; ‘Electoral distribution: a question of responsibility’; ‘Facts you should know about state redistribution’

Folder 2
Australian Labor Party Miscellaneous – History organization and achievements; Socialist Affairs, APSO conference; Socialist objective, ACT branch; Presidential Address by Hon N K Wran, Q C MP to the Australian Labor Party, 34th Biennial National Conference, Melbourne, 27 Jul 1981
Folder 3

Folder 4

Folder 5

Box 32
Folder 1
Minutes and agendas of the Academic committee

Folder 2
Executive Assembly, 1979; Minutes and meeting notes from Academic committee meetings, 1979; includes memos to heads of Departments and other members of the Professorial Board

Folder 3
Meetings, minutes, agendas, and correspondence of the Executive Committee, 1978

Folder 4
Executive Committee, 1977-1978; History Department meetings and agendas; also includes various correspondence to Denis Murphy 1977-1978; ‘Problems in Australian History, HT135, first semester 1978’; ‘Relationship between student load (WSU’s) and Academic Staffing’; ‘Revised working rules for the department of history, Jun 1977’

Folder 5
Departmental Headship, 1978 includes: correspondence and minutes, History Students Association Newsletter, ‘The Headship Question’; University of Queensland Academic Staff Association (Union of Employees) Constitution, general meeting 12 Oct 1977
Folder 6
History Executives, 1977: Australian Academy of the Humanities Travel Grants; Minutes of the Departmental Executive Committee; memorandums; agendas; correspondence regarding the headship of the history department

Folder 7
Academic Committee, 1980, 1981, 1982, and 1983: includes circulars to staff, departmental correspondence, agendas and minutes

Box 33
Folder 1
History Department material 1971 includes: ‘Australian History Semester Proposals’; circulars to History Department staff; Agendas and minutes for History Department meetings; History Department submissions for research; Research Committee Minutes; Library Committee Minutes; correspondence Denis Murphy

Folder 2
Department Assembly material 1971-1973 includes: correspondence; Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee; conditions of appointment of sub-lecturing staff in Universities; circulars to history staff; minutes of Departmental Assembly; Report of Departmental Executive Committee; ‘Message to staff and students’ [leaflet put out by the Vice-Chancellor regarding the protest of a South Vietnamese Diplomat]

Folder 3
Tutor Committee material includes: Correspondence; Tutorial Committee

Folder 4
Australian and American section material includes: meetings, agendas, memos, proposed courses; University of Queensland, Department of History Handbook, 1975; correspondence; memos regarding history subjects, 1974

Folder 5
The Third Chair in History, 1975 material; correspondence, agendas, reports

Folder 6
History Assembly Executive Committees, 1974-1975, materials include: correspondence, reports, agendas, and meetings of minutes
Folder 7
Executive Committee material, 1973, includes: agendas; minutes of the Tutorial Committee; minutes of the Executive Committee; memos to history staff

Box 34
Folder 1
University of Queensland Finance Committee material, 1982 includes: budgets, financial statements, memorandums, agendas, Finance committee reports

Folder 2
‘Minor Building Projects and site works and site services’; Report from Senate, Feb and Sept 1983; ‘Draft guidelines to examiners’

Folder 3
Social work student’s association; Reports of Faculty Boards; Proposed B D Sc Curriculum, Education Committee Report; ‘The role of the Pro-Vice Chancellors’; Committee of Review of Private Overseas Policy and related newspaper cuttings and memorandum

Folder 4
Academic Board material, 1982 includes: memorandums, meeting minutes, correspondence, agendas, reports of Faculty Boards; ‘Notice of motion in the name of D J Murphy’ disapproves of the action of the University of providing Pro-Vice-Chancellors with cars in addition to an allowance

Folder 5
External Studies: Board of External Studies, agendas, assignment survey 1974, external enrolment and examination statistics, 1972-73, proposed list of subjects to be offered externally in 1976; ‘The Colombo plan correspondence scheme: origin and history of the scheme’; External Studies News, a newsletter for external students

Folder 6
Industrial Relations Committee 1977: Minutes of meetings, correspondence, memorandums to Sub-Committee on Industrial Relations, 1975-1979; ‘Teaching of Industrial Relations at Australian Universities: The current situation’; ‘HT242 Labour Relations in Australia’; Industrial Relations Society of Queensland Newsletter, Feb 1975

Folder 7
Vice Chancellors Committee on Tutors: correspondence and memorandums relating to tutoring at the University of Queensland
Folder 8
Vice Chancellors Committee on Tutors 1979: Fausa survey of tutorial staff 1978; establishment of the Committee and its terms of reference; the responsibilities, duties and conditions of employment of tutors; includes correspondence

Folder 9
Vice Chancellors Committee on Tutors 1979: includes drafts ‘Conditions of Appointment to the position ‘career’ tutor fourth draft’; Special Studies Programs; memorandums for meetings

Box 35
Folder 1

Folder 2
Federation of Australian Universities Staff Associations: correspondence, booklet on study leave, University of Queensland Staff Association concerning university governance; ‘Academic Freedom and Redundancy – a clear case of conflict’; Postgraduate/Staff Seminar Australian Foreign Policy, Mr E G Whitlam, 6 May; the powers, duties and responsibilities of the professional board

Folder 3
Staff Association- correspondence: agendas; ballot on the question of POA affiliation with ACTU; rules of redundancy inquiry

Folder 4
Staff Association- correspondence includes: correspondence and minutes for Federation of Australian University staff associations; statement by the Vice-Chancellor to Senate, 26 Jul 1979; University of Queensland Staff Association, Affiliation of University Staff Associations with the Australian Council of Trade Unions paper; Agenda for University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, Executive Committee; FAUSA reports

Folder 5
University of Queensland Staff Association includes: audit reports, agendas, minutes, correspondence; University of Queensland Academic Staff Association Union of Employees, Newsletter, no 33, Sept 1975; The University of Adelaide Department of Government, report of standing sub-committee of the education committee
Folder 6
Staff Association 1980 includes: Reports Federation of Australian University Staff Association (FAUSA); FAUSA correspondence, memos

Box 36
Folder 1
‘Survey on current University Policy on consultative and outside paid work’; ‘Vice-chancellor’s committee of enquiry into the conditions of employment of tutors in the University of Queensland’; correspondence

Folder 2
FAUSA AGM 1982, Agenda and Papers University of Queensland Academic Staff Association includes: FAUSA annual general meeting agenda and supporting papers

Folder 3
FAUSA RCM 1982 Agenda and Papers University of Queensland Association: Superannuation Report; newspaper article entitled ‘Uni takeover of college would cost 500 jobs’, 1982

Folder 4
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association executive committee agendas, minutes, FAUSA bulletins, Tutorial staff sub-committee report 1981, ‘Superannuation scheme for Australian Universities (SSAU)’

Folder 5
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, executive committee, FAUSA, ‘Academic Staff Development , report of AVCC working party’, ‘National Institute of Labour Studies Incorporated’ pamphlet

Folder 6
FAUSA material, minutes, agendas, reports, memorandum to Executive Committee members

Box 37
Folder 1
Senate Committee: correspondence, 1982; agendas; Report of Senate Committee appointed to review the Academic organisation of the University (in response to the Senate Resolutions of 10 Dec 1981), 1982; Academic Board special, 19 Apr 1982; News Release; Committee of Senate – review of Academic organisation of the University, 5 Mar 1982, 15 Mar 1982 and 17 Mar 1982; Report of Working Party on regrouping to Senate Committee meeting, 5 Mar 1982
Folder 2
Senate Committee: correspondence, 1982; Report of the Committee of Senate review of Academic organisation of the University to Senate meeting on 10 Dec 1981; Index to interviews with heads of department, Jan-Feb 1982; Committee of Senate – Review of Academic organisation of the University, 1 Mar 1982; Agendas, Reports from Senate, 1981

Folder 3
Senate Committee: ‘Superannuation Scheme for Australian Universities (SSAU)’; ‘Opportunities for University Education, an address to the Maryborough and District University Society’ paper by D Murphy; FAUSA material; correspondence to D Murphy, University of Queensland Academic Staff Association; ‘Report A, B, UQASA submission on the future role of the Academic Board’; agendas

Folder 4
FAUSA, 1982; University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, correspondence; ‘Why should I join my staff association?’

Folder 5
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association (Union of Employees) UQASA Directory, 8 Feb 1982

Folder 6
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1982 material; memos and minutes from the Executive Committee; University of Queensland Financial Statements, 1982

Folder 7
FAUSA material; Superannuation Scheme for Australian Universities, Trust Deed, D Murphy correspondence; ‘Response to the standing committee paper on role of professors in the university’ by the UQASA Sub Committee; UQASA Executive Committee memos and correspondence; material on the history of the UQASA organisation

Box 38
Folder 1
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983 correspondence, minutes, agendas and reports
Folder 2
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983 correspondence, minutes, agendas and reports

Folder 3
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983 correspondence, minutes, agendas, newsletters and reports; contains some FAUSA material

Folder 4
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983, correspondence, meeting notices, agendas, 'Tertiary Education in Crisis Report', FAUSA material

Folder 5
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1980-1983, correspondence, meeting notices, agendas; 'Memorandum to executive committee regarding the Vice Chancellor’s correspondence on women', annual general meeting, 'The Academic and Trade Unionism', FAUSA correspondence; article from The Australian, 15 Dec 1982, 'Pay Freeze casts fresh doubts on university and college funding'

Folder 6
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983, correspondence, meeting notices, agendas; also includes FAUSA newsletters

Folder 7
University of Queensland Academic Staff Association, 1983, newsletters, correspondence, meeting notices, agendas; also includes FAUSA newsletters

Box 39
Folder 1
FAUSA material: Bulletin, University of Queensland Academic Staff Association correspondence; FAUSA ‘Report on public relations’

Folder 2
University of Queensland superannuation and retirement Academic staff material

Folder 3
FAUSA AGM 1983, agenda and papers and University of Queensland Academic Staff Association material
Box 40
Folder 1
Murphy, D J, ‘Election campaign material, 1969’ [70/1]

Folder 2
Murphy, D J, Labor in Politics, correspondence, incoming 1968-1975 [70/2a]

Folder 3
Murphy, D J, Labor in Politics, correspondence, outgoing 1967-1974 [70/2b]

Folder 4
Murphy, D J, miscellaneous papers and draft material for Labor in Politics, published March 1975

Folder 5
ALP Queensland Branch, reform group 1978

Folder 6
Murphy, D J, ‘Labor Governments in Australia’

Folder 7
Murphy, D J, ‘Labor’s Communication Problem’

Folder 8
Murphy, D J, Public Lectures

Folder 9
Murphy, D J, ‘Thirteen minutes of national glory’ [70/3]

Folder 10
Miscellaneous material relating to Queensland Political Portraits

Folder 11
Outgoing Correspondence, Queensland Political Portraits
Folder 12
Incoming correspondence, *Queensland Political Portraits*

Box 41

Folder 1a
Murphy, D J, *T J Ryan* Correspondence, incoming a-j [70/6]

Folder 1b
Murphy, D J, *‘T J Ryan…’,* Correspondence relating to the presentation of his PHD thesis [70/6]

Folder 1c
Murphy, D J, *‘T J Ryan…’,* Thesis notes and photocopied material [70/6]

Folder 2
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Murphy, D J, *‘T J Ryan…’* Correspondence, outgoing April 1966-Sept 1974, [70/6]

Folder 3
Murphy, D J, *‘T J Ryan…’* Background research material [70/6]

Folder 4
Miscellaneous material relating to Denis Murphy and *T J Ryan*, [70/6]

Folder 5
Miscellaneous material relating to Denis Murphy and *T J Ryan*, [70/6]

Box 42

Folder 1
Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, miscellaneous papers relating to trades union organisation and other matters

Folder 2
Rewritten draft, *‘Points and Politics: A History of the Electrical Trades Union of Queensland’,* by Archie Dawson [edited by Denis Murphy]
Folder 3
Education and the Budget Workshop, sponsored by Queensland Teachers Union, papers and handouts

Folder 4
Paul L Reynolds

Folder 5
Final drafts and notes for ‘Postal workers and Politics’, by Frank Waters

Folder 6
Points and Politics, correspondence, incoming and outgoing (with Denis Murphy relating to editing and publication)

Folder 7
Barnard, Lance Herbert
‘An address to the Singapore Foreign Correspondents Club’ by L H Barnard, M P Deputy Leader of the Australian Federal Parliamentary Labor Party, 31 May 1972 [70/12]

Folder 8
Barnard, Lance Herbert
Address to the RSL National Congress, Anzac House, Adelaide, 31 Oct 1972 [70/13]

Folder 9
Barnard, Lance Herbert
National Service [70/14]

Folder 10
Barnard, Lance Herbert
‘The State of the Asia-Pacific Region and Democratic Socialism’ [70/15]

Folder 11
Barnard, Lance Herbert
Address given to Army Staff College, Queenscliffe, 1 May 1972 [70/16]
Folder 12
Barnard, Lance Herbert
Address to the United Services Institute of ACT, 10 May 1972 [70/17]

Folder 13
Bowen, Lionel
‘Emerging problems in development and the need to review foreign aid’ [70/18]

Folder 14
Bowen, Lionel
‘Why we need a new Australian foreign policy’ [70/19]

Folder 15
Bowen, Lionel
‘Future challenges in Australia’s International relations’ [70/20]

Folder 16
Cameron, Clyde Robert
‘Salary distortion within the Commonwealth Public Service’ [70/21]

Folder 17
Hayden, William George, ‘Address to Australian Jewish welfare and relief society..’, 3 Aug 1972 [70/22]
Hayden, William George, ‘Address to the Summer School of Business Administration, University of Melbourne, 23 Feb 1971’ [70/23]

Folder 18
‘Commonwealth Public Service Second Division Seminar’, Canberra by Mr George Slater, General Secretary-Treasurer Amalgamated Postal Worker’s Union of Australia, 21 Sept 1972 [70/24]

Folder 19
Whitlam, Edward Gough
‘The commonwealth and the Schools’ [70/25]
Folder 20
Whitlam, Edward Gough
‘Labor and the Western Suburbs’ [70/26]

Folder 21
Whitlam, Edward Gough
‘Environmental quality and the planning process’ [70/27]

Folder 22
Whitlam, Edward Gough
‘Text of broadcast for the Macquarie network’, 8 May 1972

Folder 23
Whitlam, Edward Gough
‘Regional representation and development’

Folder 24
Murphy, D to University Colleagues, Letter, 12 Nov 1975, 1p [70/30] [regarding fund raising for the re-election of Gough Whitlam]

Folder 25
Statement by Denis Murphy on his use of the University of Queensland internal mail system for circulating letters seeking support in the re-election of the Whitlam labor government following its dismissal, Nov 1975

Box 43
Folder 1
Press Releases 1971-1972

Folder 2
Press Releases Jan 1973- Jun 1973

Folder 3
Press Releases Jul –Dec 1973

Folder 4
Press Releases 1974

Folder 5
Press Releases 1975

Folder 6
Denis Murphy - Bill Hayden Interviews

Folder 7
Miscellaneous materials relating to and written by Bill Hayden, social welfare, homosexual law reform, PNG development

Folder 8
Bill Hayden Elections, 18 May 1974

Folder 9
Bill Hayden Miscellaneous, letters, papers, 1971-1976

Folder 10
Bill Hayden Miscellaneous, letters, papers, seminars, articles late 1960’s-1970’s relating to health policies

Folder 11
Newspaper and magazine articles relating to Bill Hayden and other labor party issues, 1970’s

Box 44
Folder 1
Various addresses by Bill Hayden in Adelaide, NSW and Victoria, 1971-1972

Bundle 1
Research material for biography of Bill Hayden, Bill Hayden interviews and speeches, 1970’s

Bundle 2
Research material for biography of Bill Hayden, Bill Hayden interviews and speeches, 1970’s
Box 45
Denis Murphy minute book, 1960-1970’s

Folder 1
Miscellaneous correspondence and papers written by Denis Murphy

Folder 2
Correspondence relating to Hayden Biography and Lachlan Biography

Folder 3
Manuscript material relating to Denis Murphy, correspondence, newspaper cuttings, 1960-1970’s

Folder 4
Brian Fitzpatrick, Labor Newsletters, 1958, 1964, 1965

Folder 5
Gair letters, correspondence F E Chamberlain and Jim Kane, 1940-1960’s

Box 46
7-inch recording tape labelled ‘Part 2: The Labor Hour for broadcast, 25 Sep 1966’ [broadcast tape from radio station 4KQ]

Folder 1
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Letter from Con A.J. Schroders to the General Manager for Queensland, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 12 Jan 1978, 7p
Letter from J. Douglas McLean, Manager for Queensland, Australian Broadcasting Commission, to Con A.J. Schroders, 19 Jan 1978, 1p
Letter from Con A.J. Schroders to J.D. McLean, Manager for Queensland, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 22 Jan 1978, 4p
Folder 2
Humphrey McQueen, ‘The Components of Radical Nationalism’, 5 Sep 1969, 13p
Papers delivered at the Conference for Left Action, Sydney, 4-7 Apr 1969:
- Pat Clancy, Secretary, Building Workers’ Industrial Union of Australia, NSW Branch, ‘No Real Democracy While Penal Powers Remain’, 5 Apr 1969, 10p
- Peter Wertheim, ‘Need for Moral Example to ‘Rekindle Hope’’, 5 Apr 1969, 7p
- John Playford, ‘Neo-Capitalism in Australia’, 11p
‘Trade Union Training Authority Peak Council’s’, nd, 8p
‘Workshop prepared by Labor Women’s Political Education Committee’ [Convenors: Gwen Murphy, Cecily Madison, Diane Butler], [1974?], 7p

Folder 3
Joe Harris, ‘Worker Participation and Workers’ Control’ [contribution to seminar, School of Business Studies, Queensland Institute of Technology], 11 Sep 1974, 12p
Speech notes, 1p [handwritten]
7 photocopied articles on economic topics

Folder 4
E.G. Whitlam, speech to the Labor-in-Politics Convention, Brisbane, 19 Jan 1977, 18p [with attached slip ‘with compliments’]
A.A. Morrison, ‘The Abandonment of Bicameralism in Queensland’, speech to the 25th Meeting of the Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science, Brisbane, May 1951, 19p

Folder 5 ['1912 Strike: Commonwealth Archives Material']
Photocopied archival material related to the 1912 Brisbane tram strike
Research notes, 2p [handwritten]
‘Trade Unions, Governments and Strikes in Queensland 1889-1965’ [outline for contributors of proposed book on strikes in Queensland], 23 Nov 1977, 2p

Folder 6
Letter from Gordon M. Bryant, Secretary, F.P.L.P., Education and Science Committee, to committee members, 14 Nov 1972, 2p [enclosing papers to support various aspects of Labor’s education policy during the 1972 campaign]

Papers on Labor’s education policy:
- ‘The Open University’, 8p
- Alan Duncan, ‘Aboriginal Education: notes for the Education and Science Committee’, 26 Oct 1972, 4p
- ‘Student Assistance at the Senior Secondary Level’, 10p

E.P. Clark, General Secretary, Queensland Teachers’ Union, ‘Inequalities in Education’, TLC-ACSPA Rockhampton Seminar, 16-19 Nov 1972, 14p

‘Unions and Amalgamation, Paper 1’, nd, 6p
‘Unions and Amalgamation, Paper 2’, nd, 6p

W.B. Campbell, Andrew Grimwade, and R.M. Porter, ‘Renumeration Tribunal’ [report on salaries payable to ministers of State and the renumeration of judges], 20 Jun 1977, 99p
Legislative Research Service, ‘Arguments for and Against School Cadets’, 13 May 1970, 8p
Flyer: Draft Counselling Centre (Sydney), ‘The Ins and Outs of Conscription’, nd
Program: Liberal Party of Australia (Queensland Division), 31st Annual Convention, Sep 1974

The History Teacher (Journal of the Queensland History Teachers’ Association), No. 6 (Oct 1970) [includes article by Denis Murphy, ‘The Development of Australian Nationalism’, pp15-18]
Brochure: The New York Times Pentagon Papers
Box 47

Folder 1 ['T.J. Ryan Material']
Letter from P.C. Purcell, 14 Jun 1980, 2p [handwritten] [enclosing obituary of Thomas Purcell from The Longreach Leader, 9 Oct 1931 and giving details of family history]
Letter from F.M. Forde, 4 Oct 1970, 1p [handwritten] [altering time for interview]

Folder 2
Papers by Denis Murphy:
- 'Labor’s Communication Problem' [re: Bass by-election], nd, 5p [with handwritten draft]
- ‘Queensland Electoral Laws’ [address to Griffith University students], nd, 2p
- ‘Queensland’s Electoral Redistribution’ [address at Queensland Institute of Technology], nd, 3p
- ‘Union Education and Its Future’ [lecture for Trades and Labor Council and Australian Council of Salaried and Professional Associations School of Industrial and Labor Relations], nd, 7p
- ‘Unions and Politics’ [paper delivered at the Australian Council of Salaried and Professional Associations’ School of Industrial Relations], 23 May 1979, 19p
- ‘White Collar Unions and Trade Union Education’ [paper delivered at the Australian Bank Officials Association School of Labour Relations], 12 Aug 1973, 6p
- ‘Politics and Public Relations’ [address to the Public Relations Institute of Australia], 17 Apr 1980, 10p

Folder 3
Flyer: Queensland Central Executive, Australian Labor Party, ‘Labor’s Policy towards Religious or Other Bodies’, [1938?], 1p
Denis Murphy, ‘Central Campaign Committees’ [memo to ALP members], 6 Oct 1976, 5p
‘Text of TDT Program, Thursday P.M., 30 Oct 1975’ [re: Queensland state government’s political advertisements], 2p
Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), Minutes of Central Campaign Committee, 13 Oct 1975, 1p
Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), Minutes of Central Campaign Committee (Federal), 3 Nov 1975, 2p
Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch) circular, 20 Oct 1975, 2p
Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch) circular, 21 Oct 1975, 1p [re: speech to be given by Bob Hawke at Brisbane Trades Hall on 20 Oct 1975]

Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch) circular, 21 Oct 1975, 1p [soliciting campaign funds]

Letter from Michael Kinnane, Director of the Labor College, Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), 3 Nov 1975, 1p

Letter from Michael Kinnane, Director of the Labor College, Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), 15 Dec 1975, 1p

Letter from Archie H. Dawson, 14 Oct 1975, 1p [handwritten] [re: Queensland Branch history]

Letter to A.H. Dawson from C.O. Dolan, General Secretary, Electrical Trades Union of Australia, 23 Sep 1975 [re: Queensland Branch history]

Letter from John Egerton, President, Trades and Labor Council of Queensland, 18 Jan 1973, 1p [re: Denis Murphy’s article ‘A National Trade Union College’]


Letter from Frank Kirwan, Secretary to the Minister for Education, 24 Jan 1973, 1p

Letter from Len Keogh, Federal Member for Bowen, 6 Feb 1973, 1p

Letter from Clyde R. Cameron, Minister for Labour, 31 Jan 1973, 1p

Letter from Bill Hayden, Minister for Social Services, 30 Jan 1973, 1p

Letter from John Hungerford, Labor Petrie to Ms. Dwyer, Prime Minister’s Office, 16 Oct 1975, 1p [enclosing ‘Survey of Issues (Petrie Electorate)’, 4p]

**Folder 4**

Transcripts of the Prime Minister’s Press Conferences:

- Canberra, 5 Dec 1972, 15p
- Canberra, 12 Dec 1972, 11p
- Canberra, 19 Dec 1972, 13p
- Canberra, 9 Jan 1973, 13p
- Canberra, 16 Jan 1973, 13p
- Canberra, 17 Jan 1973, 9p
- Canberra, 23 Jan 1973, 12p
- Canberra, 30 Jan 1973, 20p
- Canberra, 6 Feb 1973, 7p
- Canberra, 20 Feb 1973, 8p [Acting Prime Minister]
- Jakarta, 22 Feb 1973, 6p
- Canberra, 6 Mar 1973, 9p
- Canberra, 27 Mar 1973, 4p
- Canberra, 13 Mar 1973, 9p
Canberra, 3 Apr 1973, 11p  
Canberra, 10 Apr 1973, 6p  
Canberra, 1 May 1973, 8p  
Canberra, 15 May 1973, 11p  
Canberra, 8 May 1973, 8p  
Canberra, 22 May 1973, 6p  
Canberra, 29 May 1973, 8p  
Canberra, 12 Jun 1973, 11p

Department of Foreign Affairs, ‘A Selection of Statements on Foreign Affairs by the Australian Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Whitlam, and the Special Minister of State, Senator Willesee’, 8 Aug 1973
‘Prime Minister’s Speech in the House of Representatives’, 16 Oct 1975, 6p

Folder 5
Department of Aboriginal Affairs Media Releases:
• ‘Aboriginal Project Should Continue’, 30 Sep 1975, 2p  
• ‘Minister Refutes Accusations’, 3 Oct 1975, 1p  
• ‘Wreck Bay Aboriginal Housing Project’, 3 Oct 1975, 1p  
• ‘Minister Replies to Mr. Bjelke-Petersen’s Allegations’, 6 Oct 1975, 3p  
• ‘Minister Reassures Larrakia Aboriginals’, 10 Oct 1975, 1p  
• ‘Minister Makes Representations on Ukerebagh Island’, 13 Oct 1975, 1p  
• ‘Minister and Mayor Discuss Aboriginal Problems’, 13 Oct 1975, 1p

Minister for Urban and Regional Development Press Releases:
• ‘On the Australian Capital Territory-New South Wales Border’, 9 Oct 1975, 2p  
• ‘Sinclair Statement False’, 13 Oct 1975, 2p  
• [Statement on development in Parramatta, Sydney], 13 Oct 1975, 2p

‘Second Reading Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, on the Captains Flat (Abatement of Pollution) Agreement Act 1975, in the House of Representatives’, 16 Oct 1975, 2p

Brochure: Western Australia Advisory Committee on Trade Union Trading, ‘Trade Union Training in Western Australia’, nd  
Brochure: Australian Labor Party, ‘Let’s Set the Records Straight on Youth’s Role in Politics’, nd  
9 brochures on social services, 1971-1972

Australian Institute of International Affairs (Queensland Branch), ‘An Invitation to Apply for Membership’, nd [Denis Murphy listed as Secretary]
Brochure: ‘Save Queensland’s Free Hospitals’, nd [2 copies] [campaign material for Denis Murphy’s Petrie campaign]


Brochure: ‘United Campaign of Metal Unions’, 1967, 4p


Front cover and loose pages of Labor Women’s Newsletter (May 1975) [editors: Gwen Murphy, Diane Butler]

Circular from Michael Kinnane, Labor College [announcing a seminar on ‘Your Pay Packet in the 70s’], 20 Oct 1975, 2p

Circular from Michael Kinnane, Labor College [re: suggestions for seminars], 17 Oct 1975, 1p

Announcement of special meeting, Brisbane Trades Hall, 29 Oct 1975, 1p [Bob Hawke reporting on ‘the current political situation’]

‘Press statement by Dr. Denis Murphy’ [re: petition for the recall of Sir Colin Hannah, Governor of Queensland], nd, 1p

Copy of petition to the Queen to recall Sir Colin Hannah, Governor of Queensland, Oct 1975, 2p

Flyer re: distribution of petition

Editorial, Queensland Times, 17 Oct 1975, 1p [re: Sir Colin Hannah’s comments on the federal government]

Press release: Colonial Press, [re: Denis Murphy’s booklet ‘The Australian Labor Party and Its Leaders’], nd, 1p

Flyer: Australian Labor Party, ‘Mal Colston Has Not Been Given a Fair Go!’, 1975, 2p


Flyer: Australian Labor Party, Labor’s Fighting Fund, ‘Would you deliver Australia into the hands of a Political Blackmailer?’, 1975, 1p

‘Hints to Scrutineers for A.L.P. Candidates’, nd, 1p

Folder 6

Letter from Doug Everingham, Federal Member for Capricornia, 12 Jan 1982, 1p [enclosing E.R. Robertson’s comments on the Peak Downs Scheme]

Folder 7

[Access to this folder is restricted]
Personal correspondence received while Denis Murphy was on study leave at Duke University, North Carolina, 1976

Parcel 48

8 election posters
Box 49
[Research—Labor in Power]

Folder 1

Tables omitted from final text:

- ‘Table 3: Delegates to the Labor-in-Politics Conventions, 1916-1960’, 35p
- ‘Table 4: Queensland Delegates to the Federal Conference, 1915-1959’, 3p
- ‘Table 5: Queensland Delegates to the Federal Executive, 1915-1957’, 2p

Documents omitted from final text:

- ‘Document 2: Theodore’s Agricultural Policy’ [from speech delivered at Laidley, 21 Feb 1922 and reported in Brisbane Courier of 22 Feb 1922], 9p
- ‘Document 3: Demaine’s Presidential Address to the 1932 Labor-in-Politics Convention’ [from the official record of the 14th Labor-in-Politics Convention, Brisbane, 1932], 7p
- ‘Document 6: Hanlon’s Definition of Socialism’ [from the official record of the 20th Labor-in-Politics Convention, Brisbane, 1950], 3p

Folder 2

Photographs of:

- Jack Duggan
- Harry Boland
- Jack P. Devereux
- Tim Moroney

Photograph of George Rymer’s Member’s Pledge for the 1926 Labor-in-Politics Convention

Photocopy of blank 1957 Member’s Pledge form

Photograph of a share certificate in the Labour Daily Newspaper Company [held by Australian National University Archives]

Debenture issued by Trades Hall Board of Management, 1923
Folder 3

36 illustrations used in Labor in Power:

- Joe Bukowski
- Jim Keefe, 1960
- Jack Egerton, Feb 1952
- Vince Gair
- Ted Walsh
- Hal Eyre’s cartoon at the 1929 election: ‘Whitewashing Socialism’
- Front cover of pampllet on aid to Russia, 1942 [held by Mitchell Library]
- St. Patrick’s Day march during the 1948 Railway Strike
- William McCormack
- William Gillies
- ‘Protest’ pledge, 1926
- V.C. Gair unveiling the E.M. Hanlon Memorial Statue at the Brisbane Women’s Hospital, 6 Feb 1955
- Ned Hanlon
- E.G. Theodore
- T.W. McCawley
- William Forgan Smith
- Frank Bulcock
- William Forgan Smith
- Jim Larcombe
- Cartoon about E.G. Theodore and the London money markets, The Worker, 20 Sep 1920
- T.J. Ryan
- Eight Hour Day (Labour Day) Procession Float, 1923, on the Country Party-National promise to restore the Legislative Council
- Cartoon, Labor gains a majority in the Legislative Council, The Worker, 26 Feb 1920
- Frank Cooper
- Jack Schmella
- Frank Waters, 1953
- Syd Bryan
- W.J. Riordan
- C.G. Fallon
- Labour Day Parade 1946 (left to right: Alec Macdonald, Ned Hanlon, Harry Harvey, Mick Healey)
• ALP (Queensland) Member’s pledge, 1924
• R.J. Carroll
• Joe Collings
• Lewis McDonald
• William Halliwell Demaine
• Labour Day procession, Brisbane, 1920, Queen Street passing Post Office [from *The Worker*, 10 May 1920]
• Portrait of Byron by Paul Greene [photograph by Rod Hardinge]

4 negatives in small envelope

**Folder 4**

28 photographs:
• *The Worker*’s front page for 29 Apr 1957 with the report of the split
• The document signed by the members of Cabinet before the split on 23 Apr 1957
• Sir John Lavarack with Hanlon ministry? Executive Council meeting?
• C.G. Fallon
• W.J. Riordan
• S.J. Bryan
• R.J. Carroll
• R.J. Bukowski
• Note to J. Schmella from Premier V.C. Gair, 23 Apr 1957
• Frank Waters
• Tim Moroney [2 copies]
• R.J. Carroll
• William Forgan Smith
• W. McCormack
• ALP Members Pledge 1926 [2 copies]
• ‘Protest’ Pledge 1926 [2 copies]
• Sign: ‘Who is This Bukowski?’
• Share certificates in the Labour Daily Newspaper Company [2 photographs]
• William Halliwell Demaine
• The ‘Mungana Trial’, Aug 1931, Scene outside court, Brisbane
• William Forgan Smith, 1920
• Clarrie Fallon, Jan 1948
• J. Egerton

Folder 5
Correspondence with contributors to Labor in Power and Queensland Political Portraits and research notes related to these publications, 1974-1978, including:

• Letter from Fred Whitby, Secretary of the Queensland Trades and Labor Council, 5 Aug 1977, 2p [handwritten] [re: the split in the Queensland Labor Party in 1957]

• Letter from Jim Keeffe, 27 Sep 1977, 6p [re: the 1957 split]

• Letter from V.C. Gair, Australian Ambassador to Dublin, 28 Oct 1974, 1p [re: arrangements for interview]

• Reader’s Report on Labor in Power, 5p

Folder 6
‘The Man of Mystery: T.J. Ryan’ [typescript article from the Sydney Sun?], [Mar 1918?], 2p
F.J. Waters, ‘Trade Unionism and Preference to Unionists in the Commonwealth Public Service’, nd, 3p
Letter from John Egerton, President, Trades and Labour Council of Queensland, to all Unions and Provincial Councils, 19 Mar 1968, 1p [enclosing historical material on union organisation in Queensland]
Trades and Labour Council of Queensland, ‘Executive Report: 45th Trade Union Congress, Trades Hall, Brisbane, 5-7 Nov 1969’
Australian Council of Trade Unions, ‘Decisions of the Australian Congress of Trade Unions held at the Victorian College of Pharmacy, Victoria, from 28 Aug – 1 Sep 1967’, 20p
Queensland University Union, ‘Submission on the Amendment of the Main Roads and Traffic Regulations’, nd, 12p
Helen McAulay, ‘Who Becomes an Alderman?: A Study of Brisbane City Council Aldermen since 1946’ [essay for Government Honours IV], 24 Jun 1968, 20p

Folder 7
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Personal letters from Beverly Nagel, 1968-1973

Folder 8
Photograph of E.G. Theodore, nd
Booklet: Souvenir of Testimonial to Henry E. Boote, Town Hall, Sydney, 23 Jun 1949, 4p

Box 50
Photographs of Premiers of Queensland, 1859-1989
31 photographs:
1) Robert George Wyndham Herbert
2) Arthur Macalister
3) Robert Ramsay Mackenzie
4) Charles Lilley
5) Arthur Hunter Palmer
6) George Thorn
7) John Douglas
8) Thomas McIlwraith
9) Samuel Griffith
10) Boyd Dunlop Morehead
11) Hugh Muir Nelson
12) Thomas Joseph Byrnes
13) James Robert Dickson
14) Anderson Dawson
15) Robert Philp
16) Arthur Morgan
17) William Kidston
18) Digby Frank Denham
19) Thomas Joseph Ryan
20) Edward Granville Theodore
21) William Neal Gillies
22) William McCormack
23) Arthur Edward Moore
24) William Forgan Smith
25) Frank Arthur Cooper
26) Edward Michael Hanlon
27) George Francis Reuben Nicklin
28) Vincent Clair Gair
29) Jack Charles Allan Pizzey
30) Gordon William Wesley Chalk
31) Johannes Bjelke Petersen

Two sheets of contact prints and negatives

Box 51

[Research material photocopied from Australian and New Zealand archives concerning John Curtin and Australia in World War II]

Folder 1
Notepad with research notes on Frankfurter papers, nd, 14 p, handwritten
Larger notepad with research notes, nd, 36 p, handwritten

Folder 2 ['Curtin Government—Correspondence—Sources']
Letter from N. Stockdale, Librarian, Flinders University, 7 Jul 1977, 1p [re: access to Evatt Collection and enclosing brochure on the collection]
Letter from J.P. Wheatley, Acting Senior Archivist, Australian Archives, 18 Jan 1979, 1p [re: Shedden records from Department of Defence]
Australian Archives access clearance request forms, 24 Apr 1978, 5p
Letter from J.P. Wheatley, Acting Senior Archivist, Australian Archives, 9 Mar 1978, 1p [re: copy of transcript of Commonwealth Arbitration Court hearing on the 1912 Tramways case]
Australian Archives access clearance request forms, nd, 3p
Letter from Peter Edwards, St. Mark's College, University of Adelaide, 2 Mar 1978, 1p [re: authorship of Curtin’s ‘Australia looks to America’ statement]
Letter from Denis Murphy to Peter Edwards, 21 Feb 1978, 1p [asking for details on authorship of Curtin’s Melbourne Herald article of 27 Dec 1941]
Letter from Denis Murphy to Bill [?], nd, 1p, handwritten
Letter from Denis Murphy to J.P. Wheatley, Acting Senior Archivist, Australian Archives, 29 Nov 1977, 1 p [re: renewal of his search ticket for a research visit in January 1978]

Letter from J.P. Wheatley, Acting Senior Archivist, Australian Archives, 23 Aug 1977, 1p [re: arrangements for research visit in January 1978]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Professor R.G. Neale, National Archives, 3 Aug 1977, 1p [re: his research on the Curtin government]

Letter from Denis Murphy to The Master, University House, Australian National University, Canberra, 3 Aug 1977, 1p [re: accommodation]

Australian Archives access clearance request forms, 12 Jan 1978, 16p

Folder 3 ['Curtin Government/MacArthur: Australian National Archives’]
Research notes, nd, 47p, handwritten
Australian Archives access clearance request form, nd, 1p

Folder 4 ['Curtin Government/MacArthur: National Library: Sources-Correspondence']
Letter from Peter Edwards, St. Mark’s College, University of Adelaide, 5 Apr 1978, 1p [enclosing photocopy of letter from Don Rodgers]
Letter from Don Rodgers to Peter Edwards, 13 Mar 1978, 1p [re: Curtin’s Melbourne Herald article of 27 Dec 1941] [photocopy—poor quality]
Letter from Graeme T. Powell, Librarian, National Library of Australia, 18 Jul 1977, 2p [re: materials on Curtin’s government at the National Library]
‘List of Boxes of Records Used by Sir Frederick Shedden’, nd, 1p [labelled ‘War Memorial’]
‘Holdings of Bruce Papers from Jenny Stokes’, nd, 2p [labelled ‘Comm. Archives’]

Folder 5 ['John Curtain Book: New Zealand Material']
John Curtin, ‘Speech at the Triennial Federal Conference of the Australian Labour Party held on the 14th Dec 1943’, 11p [photocopy from National Archives]
Telegram from Minister of External Affairs, Canberra to Minister of External Affairs, Wellington, 1 Jun 1945, 6p [photocopy from National Archives] [re: future Australian war effort and possible reduction of army strength]
Telegram from the Prime Minister, Canberra to the Prime Minister, Wellington, 15 Feb 1942, 5p [photocopy from National Archives] [re: the defence of Singapore]
‘Liquidating Price Control’, 2 Oct 1945, 12p [photocopy from National Archives] [re: economic conditions post-World War II]
Research notes headed ‘Alexander Turnbull Library’, nd, 2p, handwritten
Letter from D.C. Retter, Archivist, National Archives, Wellington, New Zealand, 29 Oct 1979, 1p [enclosing information brochure]
Research notes, nd, 3p, handwritten
Letter from Sarah Woods, Manuscript Section, The Alexander Turnbull Library, National Library of New Zealand, 1 Nov 1979, 1p [enclosing information on New Zealand Labour Party holdings, the National Register of Archives and Manuscripts in New Zealand, and ‘Notes for Users of Manuscripts’, 4p]

Letter from Denis Murphy to the Librarian, Alexander Turnbull Library, 25 Sep 1979, 1p [re: his research on John Curtin]

Research notes, nd, 13p, handwritten

Letter from Denis Murphy to the Chief Archivist, National Archives of New Zealand, 25 Sep 1979, 1p [re: his research on John Curtin]

Folder 6

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, Correspondence (Special Subjects) of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- State Premiers, 1943-1944
- Pensions, Letters re: reduction in, 1943
- Re: reduction of basic wage, 1943-1944
- Liquor File, 1943
- Regulation 103, 1943
- Rome letters, 1944

Folder 7

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, Correspondence (Special Subjects) of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Premiers Conference, July 1943

Folder 8

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, General Correspondence of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- October, November, December 1941
Folder 9
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, Correspondence (Special Subjects) and General Correspondence of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Premiers Conference, July 1943
- October, November, December 1941
- 4% Limitation of Profits, 1942

Folder 10
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, General Correspondence of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Oct 1941 – Dec 1944 (“Carson, A.D.”) 1941

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Visit of General MacArthur, 1944-1945
- Visit of Prime Minister (Rt. Hon. John Curtin) Abroad, 1944
- War Section, American Supply Mission in New Zealand
- Co-operation with U.S.A. in Pacific Defence Measures, 1942
- Visits of New Zealand Delegation, 1942
Folder 11
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, General Correspondence of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Oct 1941 – Dec 1942 (“Carson, A.D.”) 1941

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Office of the Prime Minister, Correspondence (Special Subjects) of the Rt. Hon. John Curtin, including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Invitations 1942
- Pensions to De Facto Widows, 1942
- State Premiers, 1942
- State Parliaments, Abolition, Letters Recommending
- Uniform Taxation Letters, 1942
- Russia—October to April, 1942
- Newspaper File
- Sir Earle Page, Appointment to War Cabinet

Folder 12
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Visit of Dr. Evatt Abroad—Main File, 1942
- Visit of Prime Minister (Rt. Hon. John Curtin) Abroad, 1944
- Visit of Australian Editors to London, 1943
- Visit Abroad of W.S. Robinson and Party
- Visit of Aircraft Production Officials Abroad, 1943
- Visit of Abbott and Ryan M.P. to New Guinea, 1942
- L.J. Hartnett (Director of Advance Production) Visit to America, 1943
- Visit of E.G. Theodore to Fiji, 1942
Folder 13
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- American Forces—General, 1942-1944
- American Forces—General, 1944-1947
- War Section, American Forces—Australian Forces (Relations Between), 1942
- Economic Co-ordination—U.K./Australia (Visit of British Representative of Ministry of Economic Warfare), 1942-1943
- Missions to U.S.A.—Co-ordination of Activities, 1943
- War Section, American Coloured Troops, 1942-1943
- Economic Co-ordination—General, 1943

Folder 14
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Visit of Australian Minister to London—Policy (Sir E. Page), 1941-42
- Visit of Prime Minister to United Kingdom, 1941
- Economic Co-ordination—General, 1943
- Visit of A.W. Coles to England, 1941
- Battle of Coral Sea, 1942
- Enlistment of Aborigines in A.I.F., 1939-1942
- Australian Forces, Behavior of, 1940-43

Folder 15
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Visit of Dr. Evatt Abroad—Main File, 1942
- Visit of Australian Pressmen to England, 1941-1942
- Visit of Australian Minister to London—Policy (Sir E. Page), 1941-42
Folder 16
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- American Forces General, 1942-1944
- Conscription (Including Use of Militia Outside Australia), 1939-1942
- Conscription (Including Use of Militia Outside Australia), 1942-1944
- Administrative Planning Committee, 1942
- War—1939, Appointment of Commander-in-Chief, Far East, 1940-1942

Folder 17
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Department of Defence, Correspondence File, multiple number system (Class 301) (Classified), including:

- Transcript of Evidence—Darwin Air Raid Enquiry, 1942 [2 copies]

Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Papers relating to wartime policy, including:

- Reports and Correspondence of various Wartime Committees dealing with domestic policies and activities, 1940-45

Folder 18
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- War Records, Press and Broadcast Comment—Policy, 1943-1944
- War Records, Press and Broadcast Comment—Policy, Part 4, 1942-1943
- Censorship, Newspaper, Press and Broadcast Comment—Policy, 1940-1942
- Defence of Queensland, 1942
- War—1939, Defence of Australia—questions asked by Mr. A. Calwell M.P., 1940
- Publicity (General Propaganda and Dissemination of War News)
- Co-ordination of Supplies for Forces in Pacific Islands, 1942
- Food Supplies for Civilian Population—General (Including Rationing), 1937-43
- Security of Vital Information, 1941-1943
- Defence of Malaya and North East Indies (inc. Conference, Singapore), 1940-1941
Folder 19
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Correspondence File, Secret and Confidential Series (Fourth System), including correspondence organised under the following headings:

- Committee on National Morale—Main File, 1941-1943
- Civilian Morale—Queensland, 1943-1944
- Allied Supply Council, 1943-1945
- Australia’s Overseas War Expenditure, Part 2, 1941-1942
- Banks—Effect of War On, 1941-1944

Folder 20
Photocopies from the Australian Archives, Prime Minister’s Department, Papers relating to Wartime Policy, including:

- War Commitments Committee, General Co-ordination of Manpower Reviews, 1945
- Conference between Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand, 1943-44
- War—1940, Appreciations of Position, 1940-1944
- War Section Evacuations—Townsville, May 1942-Aug 1942
- Declaration of War: 1. Germany 1939; 2. Italy 1940; 3. Japan 1941, 1939-1942
- Official Information re: Enemy War Activities and Attacks in Pacific, 1941-1943
- Return of Civilians to New Guinea, 1943
- National Government—Policy, 1940-1941

Box 52
[Research—Articles and speeches by Denis Murphy]

Folder 1 ['Queensland—Image']
‘Are Queenslanders Different?’, nd, 10p, handwritten
Letter to Jennifer Aldred, Australian Institute of Political Science, 3 Feb 1978, 1p [re: changes needed to article ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’]
Letter to John Hay, Feature Editor, Courier Mail, 5 Dec 1977, 1p [enclosing article on minority governments in Queensland]
‘Queensland’s Minority Governments’, Dec 1977, 3p
Letter from Jennifer Aldred, Australian Institute of Political Science, 12 Dec 1977, 1p [requesting a second copy of the article ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Jennifer Aldred, Australian Institute of Political Science, 5 Jan 1978, 1p [enclosing second copy of article]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Hugh Pritchard, Editor, *Australian Quarterly*, 5 Dec 1977, 1p [enclosing article ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Barbara Hunter, Secretary D.D.H.T.A., Toowoomba State High School, 14 Feb 1978, 1p [re: distribution of copies of seminar paper]

Letter from Barbara Hunter, Secretary D.D.H.T.A., 4 Feb 1978, 1p [re: printing of seminar paper]

Letter from Jennifer Aldred, Australian Institute of Political Science, 13 Apr 1978, 1p [accepting Denis Murphy’s article for publication in the *Australian Quarterly* of Jun 1978]

Council of Adult Education, Contract, 9 Jun 1978, 1p [contract to give lecture ‘Are Queenslander’s Different?’ during the forum ‘Queensland and State Rights’]


‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’, address to the North Queensland Branch of the Australian Institute of International Affairs, Townsville, 10 Oct 1977, 23p

Letter from Craig Proctor, 26 Aug 1978, 2p [re: Murphy’s article on ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Craig Proctor, 31 Aug 1978, 1p

Letter from Bert Hinchcliffe, 16 Aug 1978, 1p [re: Murphy’s *Courier Mail* article ‘Are Queenslanders Different?’]

Letter from Denis Murphy to Bert Hinchcliffe, 18 Aug 1978, 1p

Letter from Weston, Deakin University, 3 Jul 1978, 1p

Letter from Aveline Gamble, 1 Aug 1978, 2p

Letter from Denis Murphy to Aveline Gamble, 14 Sep 1978, 1p

Newspaper clipping: ‘Why Queensland is Different’, *Sunday Mail*, 4 Feb 1979, p. 28 [reports an interview with David Malouf]
Folder 2 ['Warwick Egg Incident']


Folder 3


Folder 4

‘Johannes Bjelke Petersen in Australian History’, nd, 15p [3 copies]
‘Johannes Bjelke Petersen in Australian History’, nd, 12p, corrected typescript
‘Johannes Bjelke Petersen in Australian History’, 18p, handwritten rough draft
Research notes, 4p, handwritten

‘Address by Denis Murphy, State President of the Australian Labor Party to the State Council of the Australian Railways Union, Brisbane, 21st July’, nd, 5p, handwritten rough draft

Folder 5 ['News Commentary']

‘News Commentary’, nd, 3p

Folder 6

‘The R.D. Williams Memorial Lecture’, delivered at the 60th Anniversary Dinner of the Australian Bank Employees Union, 18 Sep 1979, 10p

Folder 7 ['Clem Lack Oration, 1978']

Letter from H.J. Summers, 23 Oct 1978, 1p
Letter from Duncan Waterson, Macquarie University School of History, 28 Jun 1978, 1p
Table giving biographical information on Queensland Premiers, [1978?], 10p
Table giving biographical information on Queensland Premiers, [1978?], 5p
Three notes from researchers giving biographical information on Queensland premiers, 3p
‘Queensland Departmental Changes, 1915-1977’, nd, 6p
Photocopied pages from Charles Bernays, ‘Queensland Politics During Sixty Years’, pages 8-201, with handwritten notes
Introduction to Clem Lack Oration, 22 Jun 1978, 1p
Letter from R. Seffrin, Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 20 Mar 1978, 1p [enclosing biographical summary of Clement Lack’s career, 1p]
Letter from Denis Murphy to R. Seffrin, Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 10 Mar 1978, 1p
Letter from Denis Murphy to R. Seffrin, Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 5 Apr 1978, 1p
Letter from R. Seffrin, Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 3 Apr 1978, 1p
Table giving biographical information on Queensland Premiers, [1978?], 8p, handwritten
Letter from Denis Murphy to R. Seffrin, Royal Historical Society of Queensland, 6 Jun 1978, 1p
Letter from Denis Murphy to D.B. Waterson, Macquarie University School of History, 16 Jun 1978, 1p
Letter from R.J.N. Bannenberg, Parliamentary Librarian, Parliament House, Brisbane, 21 Jun 1978, 1p
Notes on Sir Robert George Wyndham Herbert, 5p
Notes on Sir Thomas McIlwraith, 7p
Notes on Arthur MacAlister, 4p
Notes on Sir Robert Ramsay MacKenzie, 3p
Notes on Sir Charles Lilley, 4p
Notes on Sir Arthur Hunter Palmer, 4p
Notes on George Thorn, 3p
Notes on John Douglas, 4p
Notes on Boyd Dunlop Morehead, 3p
Photocopies of ‘Appendix: Parliamentary Careers of Queensland Premiere’, no source, no date, 4p
Newspaper clipping: ‘Queensland Premiers defy the myth’, nd, 1p
Newspaper clipping: ‘Woman may be Premier of Qld.’, The Courier-Mail, 24 Jun 1978, 1p
Newspaper clipping: ‘Minister’s shares ‘should be public”, The Courier-Mail, 25 Jun 1978, 1p
Photocopy of newspaper clipping announcing Clem Lack Oration for 1978, Telegraph, 16 Jun 1978, 1p
Clem Lack Oration 1978, 22 Jun 1978, 31p
Clem Lack Oration 1978, [earlier draft], 32p
Lecture announcement for the John Mutagh Macrossan Lecture for 1978 given by Prof. D.B. Waterson, Professor of History at Macquarie University, on ‘Personality, Profit and Politics: Thomas McIlwraith in Queensland 1866-1894’, Oct 1978, 1p [2 copies]

Folder 8 ['Articles']
Letter from Denis Murphy to Prof. Owen Harries, Department of Government, University of New South Wales, 7 Jun 1971, 2p [enclosing outline of proposed article on conscription in World War I]
Letter from Denis Murphy to Dr. John Ritchie, Editor, Labour History, 14 Apr 1972, 2p [re: his article ‘Religion, Race and Conscription in World War I’]
‘Queensland State Election’, [1972?], 7p
'The Welfare State: Australia Today', nd, 12p
'Catholics, Protestants and Conscription', [1972], 19p [2 copies]
'White Collar Unions and Trade Union Education', nd, 13p
'Unions and Social Welfare: An historical view', paper presented to the Industrial Relations Society of Queensland, Brisbane, 27 Jul 1972, 8p
Letter from R.J. McCart, Queensland Shop Assistants' Union of Employees, 25 Aug 1972, 1p
'Australian Policy in Papua New Guinea', nd, 10p
Letter from Henry Mayer, University of Sydney, 15 Nov 1971, 1p
Letter from Denis Murphy to Henry Mayer, Dept. of Government, University of Sydney, 4 Nov 1971, 1p
'Unions and Politics', paper delivered at the Australian Council of Salaried and Professional Associations' School of Industrial Relations, 23 May 1970, 17p

Folder 9 ['Articles']
Letter from Telford Conlon, Editor, Australian Quarterly, 29 Sep 1972, 1p
'A National Trade Union College', 1972, 14p [first draft]
'A National Trade Union College, 1972, 10p
'A National Trade Union College', 1972, 13p
'A National Trade Union College', 1972, 16p [2 copies]
'The Establishment of State Enterprises in Queensland, 1915-1918', nd, 18p
Review of Irwin Young's Theodore: His Life and Times, 1971, 3p
Review of Irwin Young's Theodore: His Life and Times, 1971, 4p [2 copies]
'Queensland', nd, 8p
'Queensland', [1971?], 7p
'Queensland', 1971, 6p
Review of Colin A. Hughes, Images and Issues, 1969, 4p
Review of L.L. Robson's The First AIF and Australia and the Great War, 1970, 4p [also handwritten draft of review, 6p]
'Queensland', 1970, 7p [2 copies]
'Queensland Political Chronicle', [1970], 10p
'The Development of Australian Nationalism', nd, 9p
'Queensland', 1970, 15p
‘The Politics of Gerrymandering’, nd, 5p
‘Conscription in Australia’, 28 Apr 1970, 13p
Letter from Denis Murphy to Dr. J. Hagen, University College of Wollongong, 6 Apr 1970, 1p
Review of L.C. Jauncey’s *The Story of Conscription in Australia*, 3p [2 copies]
Review of Andrew Jones M.H.R. and *Politics of the Extreme Right*, 1967, 3p
‘Henry Boote’s Papers’, nd, 4p [2 copies]
Letter from Denis Murphy to B.J. McFarlane, Economics Dept., Australian National University, 18 Sep 1967, 1p
‘The Establishment of State Enterprises in Queensland, 1915-1918’, nd, 18p
[also handwritten draft of article, 26p)
‘Third term assignment: Compare the English Revolution of 1688 with the French Revolution of 1789’, assignment completed by Denis Murphy for History I, nd, 7p

Folder 10 [‘Anzac Day’]
‘Anzac Day in Australian History’, address to the Anzac Day Seminar of the History Society, Bardon Professional Centre, 25 Apr 1981, 10p [also earlier draft, 13p]

Folder 11
‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’, address to the North Queensland Branch of the Australian Institute of International Affairs, [1977?], 19p [2 copies] [also 2 copies of 22p version]
‘Democracy, Australian Style: Is It Coping?’, paper delivered to the Darling Downs History Teachers Association, 10 Oct 1977, 13p [also 2 copies of 15p version]
Box 53
[Research—Australian Bicentennial History Project]

Folders 1 and 2
Correspondence, meeting minutes, bulletins and reports of the Australian Bicentennial History Project, including:

- *Australian 1938-1988 Bicentennial History Project*, Bulletin No. 1
- *Australian 1938-1988 Bicentennial History Project*, Bulletin No. 2
- *Australia 1888*, Bulletin No. 1, Feb 1979
- Newspaper clipping: Denis Murphy, ‘Recording the stuff of history’, *The Courier Mail*, 18 Dec 1978, 1p

Box 54
[Research—Australian Dictionary of Biography]

Note: Denis Murphy was chairman of the Queensland Working Party

Folder 1 ['ADB Correspondence 1977']

Folder 2

Folder 3

- Denis Murphy, ‘The Australian Dictionary of Biography’, nd, 5p
- Letter from Spencer Routh, 12 Oct 1978, 2p [re: inclusion of George Landen Dann in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*]
Folder 4
Correspondence of the Queensland Working Party, *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 1975. Includes:
- ‘*Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 1890-1939, Business, Farmers and Graziers, Sport’ [list of possible candidates for inclusion in this category], nd, 14p
- David Gibson, ‘*Australian Dictionary of Biography*: Queensland Working Party’, nd, 4p [re: clergy and colonial soldiers who were candidates for inclusion]

Folder 5

Folder 6 [‘Case/Carroll: ADB’]
Research notes and draft entries for Denis Murphy’s *Australian Dictionary of Biography* entries on Robert Joseph Carroll and James Thomas Case, 1978

Folder 7 [‘ADB: 1979’]

Folder 8 [‘ADB: 1978’]
- Draft entry for Thomas Charles Beirne, 6 Jan 1978, 4p

Folder 9 [‘Fisher ADB’]
Research notes and draft entry for Denis Murphy’s *Australian Dictionary of Biography* entry on Andrew Fisher. Includes:
- Denis Murphy, ‘Andrew Fisher’, nd, 31p
- Research notes from work on the Fisher papers in the National Library of Australia, nd, 23p
- Microfilm of three political cartoons from *Melbourne Punch* referring to Andrew Fisher

Research notes and draft entries for Denis Murphy’s *Australian Dictionary of Biography* entries on Andrew Dawson, William Halliwell Demaine, William John Dunstan, and Digby Frank Denham
Folder 11 ['ADB: Lists’]

Folder 12
‘Proposed Revision of Rules and Procedures’, nd, 1p
‘Summary of ADB Sales’, 1 Oct 1980, 1p
Minutes of 1981 and 1979 Editorial Board Meetings

Folder 13 ['*Australian Dictionary of Biography*: Queensland Working Party Minutes’]
Minutes of Meetings of the *Australian Dictionary of Biography* Queensland Working Party, 1975-1979 [includes master lists of Queensland candidates for inclusion]

Box 55
[Research—*Australian Dictionary of Biography*]
Cards with biographical details of candidates for inclusion in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 4 bundles

Folder 1
List of possible candidates for inclusion in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, nd, 23p

Folder 2 ['Q3 List’]
Correspondence and research notes on candidates for inclusion in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 1975

Folder 3 ['ADB: Misc. Lists’]
List of architects, artists, musicians and doctors to be included in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 26 Oct 1975, 9p
List of writers and journalists to be included in the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, 19 Oct 1975, 9p

Folder 4 ['*Australian Dictionary of Biography*: Correspondence with General Editors, with Research Officers (Canberra & Dr. Serle in Melbourne), January 1976--’]
Box 56
[Research—Australian Dictionary of Biography]

Folder 1

Folder 2
Correspondence addressed to Noeline Hall, Department of History, University of Queensland, 1976-1977 [re: Australian Dictionary of Biography]

Folder 3
‘Queensland Portfolio List 1859-75’, 22 Aug 1975, 18p

Folder 4
Minutes of Meetings of the Queensland Working Party, Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1976

Folder 5 ['Australian Dictionary of Biography: Press']
Form letter sent to newspaper editors for publication soliciting names to consider for inclusion in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, related newspaper cuttings and correspondence, 1975

Folder 6 ['ADB Official Correspondence, In']
Incoming correspondence for the Queensland Working Party, Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1974-1975

Folder 7
Correspondence from members of the Queensland Working Party to Denis Murphy re: work on entries, 1975-1977
Folder 8 ['ADB: Current']
Correspondence from members of the Queensland Working Party to Denis Murphy re: work on entries, 1977-1978. Includes:

- ‘Australian Dictionary of Biography, Queensland: Analysis of entries by profession or expertise’, nd, 1p
- G.S. Cousins, ‘Men of Vision’, nd, 6p [account of the early days of the airline industry in Queensland]

Box 57
[Research—Miscellaneous Research Material]
Binder containing papers and proceedings of the National Rural Policy Symposium, Australian National University, 1970

Folder 1
Course outline for ‘Politics of Labour’, Department of Government, University of Queensland, Second Semester 1975, 5p

Folder 2 ['Australian PM’s']
Denis Murphy, Appendix to ‘Australia’s Prime Ministers’, address to the Brisbane and North Western Chapters of the Jaycees, 3 Nov 1978, 3p [table giving length of office and other details of each Prime Minister]

Folder 3
Letter from W.J. Hudson, Editor, Historical Documents, 23 Oct 1978, 2p [re: proposed new association of scholars interested in the history of Australia’s foreign relations]
Letter from Denis Murphy to W.J. Hudson, 16 Nov 1978, 1p [indicating his interest in such a group]
Folder 4
Henry George League, Melbourne, 'Why People Can't Get Jobs', [1977?], 21p
Flyer: 'Think Before You Make the Vital Mark on August 3!', 1957, 6p [flyer supporting ALP candidate John Duggan]
Flyer: 'I Am Voting ALP Because…', 1957, 4p [flyer urging women voters to support ALP candidate John Duggan]
Australian Trade Union Trading Authority, ‘Committee of Enquiry Into the Future Development of Trade Union Training, 1977
Australian National University, Archives of Business and Labour, ‘An Industrial Legacy’, 1981 [booklet promoting the archives]

Box 58
[Research—Miscellaneous Research Material]
Binder containing Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, ‘Wage Fixation Principles Decision’, Sep 1978, 74p

Folder 1

Folder 2
Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, to the Brisbane Development Association, Queensland, 8 Nov 1974, 13p
Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, at a Joint Seminar of the Institute of Municipal Administration (Vic. Division) and the Local Government Engineers Association of Victoria, Camberwell, Victoria, 15 Nov 1974, 7p [entitled ‘Local Government: Its Future Role and Structure’]
Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, on the Federal Principle and National Planning at the Royal Institute of Public Administration Conference, Canberra, 13 Nov 1974
Urban and Regional Development (Financial Assistance) Bill—Area Improvement Program, 1974/75, 3p
Second Reading Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, on the Urban and Regional Development (Financial Assistance) Bill in the House of Representatives on 14 Nov 1974, 16p
Speech by Tom Uren, Minister for Urban and Regional Development, at the Fourth Australian Convention of the Real Estate and Stock Institute of Australia, Canberra, 6 Oct 1975, 13p
C.K. Jones, Minister for Transport, ‘Australian Government Initiatives in Transport’, address to the staff and students of the University of Newcastle, 22 Mar 1974, 11p


Folder 3
‘Endorsed Labor Candidates 1915-57’, nd, 20p
Tim Moroney, ‘Electorates and Their Representatives for the Area of Queensland Prior to Separation in 1859’, nd, 6p
Tim Moroney, ‘Electorates and Their Representatives for the Area of New South Wales: 1842-1856’, nd, 14p
Tim Moroney, ‘Secretaries of the Queensland Parliamentary Labor Party 1893—’, [1977?], 1p
Tim Moroney, ‘Executive Members of ALP (Queensland Branch) Parliamentary Labor Party 1893—’, [1980?], 22p
Kenneth Wiltshire, Senior Lecturer in Government, University of Queensland, ‘Federation Creates Confusion’, ABC Notes on the News, 12 Jul 1983, 4p

Australian National University, Research School of Social Sciences, ‘List of records relating to Employee, Employer and Professional Associations held by Archives, R.S.S.S.’, 31 May 1974, 12p
Maurice French, notes on the Griffiths family, Jan 1981, 6p

Box 59
[Research Papers Not by Denis Murphy]
Joy Guyatt, ‘Joseph Silver Collings’, nd, 6p
Mamie O’Keefe, ‘The Convict Element in Pre-Separation Queensland’, nd, 23p
Ruth Kerr, ‘Reply to Mr. Mike Rimmer’s Paper on John Moffat’, 11 Jun 1977, 3p
Jan Walker, ‘The Settlement and Development of Jondaryan Station’, nd, 18p
Robert Longhurst, ‘Settlement and Development of Queensland’s Gold Coast to 1889’, nd, 41p
‘John Moffat of Irvinebank’, nd, 8p
R.B. Joyce, ‘Political Portraits: Bowen and Herbert’, nd, 73p
P.J.K. Cameron, ‘The Rise and Fall of the Social Credit Party in Queensland’, nd, 8p
Colin Hughes, address to the Seminar on Queensland’s Electoral System, Brisbane, 5 Sep 1982, 9p
Australian Institute of Urban Studies, Urban Issues Paper No. 3
Colin Hughes, ‘Looking Backward’ Revisited’, 13 Mar 1979, 35p
Trevor C. Arnold, ‘Sport in Colonial Australia, 1788-1850’, nd, 17p
C.J.C. Garner, ‘Educated and White-Collar Women (With Particular Reference to the Eighteen-Eighties)’, nd, 21p


J. Guyatt, ‘Mr. Caldwell, the D.P.’s and Australian Anti-Semitism’, nd, 23p

Colin Hughes, ‘Malapportionment and Gerrymandering in Australia’, nd, 31p


G. St. J. Barclay, ‘Australia Looks to America: The Problems of the Wartime Relationship, 1939-1942’, nd, 21p [draft of above article]

Frank Waters, ‘Federal Labor Leaders’, nd, 4p [on Andrew Fisher]


J.B. Kelly, ‘Analysis of Research Project on ‘The Referendum and Direct Democracy’’, nd, 37p

Box 60

[Research Papers Not by Denis Murphy]


‘Resource: Materials on Ukrainians in Australia’, Summer 1982

‘Review of research to date’ [on Ukrainians in Australia], 1982, 7p

Robert Cooksey, “Gough Whitlam: His World View and His Foreign Policy’, Aug 1979, 26p


Kenneth Wiltshire, ‘Public Service’, nd, 18p

Kay Dickie and James Walter, ‘Johannes Bjelke-Petersen: a political profile’, nd, 29p

Patricia Y. Smith, ‘Are Queensland Politics Different?’, 1982/83, 57p
Box 61
[Research—Miscellaneous Material]
‘Ukrainians in Australia’, nd, 6p
F.A. Bland, ‘Unemployment Relief in Australia’, nd
H.B. Higgins, ‘A New Province for Law and Order’, nd
J. Healy, ‘Brief History of the Australian Waterfront and the Waterside Workers' Unions’, nd, 70p

Box 62
[Research—The Big Strikes: Queensland 1889-1965 (edited by Denis Murphy)]

Folder 1
Letter to the Editor, University News, from Deborah Henderson, Editor, The History Teacher Magazine, 31 Aug 1983, 1p [seeking permission to reprint an article about The Big Strikes]
Letter to Deborah Henderson from the Editor, University News, 2 Sep 1983, 1p [granting permission]
Letter from Anne McMurchy, 29 Jul 1983, 2p [with thanks for copy of book]
Letter from Archbishop of Brisbane, 28 Jul 1983, 1p [with thanks for copy of book]

Folders 2 – 4
Typescript drafts of chapters from The Big Strikes: Queensland 1889-1965 (1983)

Folder 5
Letter from Merrill Yule, Head, Editorial Department, University of Queensland Press, 10 Nov 1981, 1p [enclosing reader’s comments on The Big Strikes, 7p] [2 copies]
Folder 6 ['Seminar—Griffith University']

Notes headed ‘Institute of Modern Biography, Griffith University: Writing Political Biographies’, nd, 5p, handwritten

Notes headed ‘Australian Institute of International Affairs, North Queensland Branch, ‘Writing Political Biography in Australia”, nd, 17p

Leon Edel, ‘The Biographer and Psycho-analysis’ [photocopy]


Denis Murphy’s entries on Dawson, Denham and Fisher for the Australian Dictionary of Biography [photocopies]

Box 63

[Research—Frank Waters and Ken Laidlaw]

Folder 1

Frank Waters, ‘Postal Unions and Politics: A History of the Amalgamated Postal Workers Union of Australia’, [1977?] [Denis Murphy edited this manuscript for publication]

Folder 2

Author Information Form completed by Frank Waters for University of Queensland Press, 10 Oct 1977, 6p

Reader’s Report on Manuscript, nd, 3p

Folder 3

Denis Murphy, ‘Introduction’ [to Frank Waters’ book], [1977?], 7p [with earlier draft]

Folder 4

Draft of Table of Contents of Frank Waters’ book, [1977?], 3p

‘F.J. Waters’, curriculum vitae, nd, 1p

Folder 5

Denis Murphy, Ken Laidlaw: A White Collar Union Leader, 1979 [complete typescript of book published by UQP in 1979]
Box 64

[Research—Material on Labor governments in Queensland]

Folder 1

Legislative Record of the Labour Government of Queensland from the session of 1915 to the session of 1928 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1928)

The Australian Labor Party, Report of Proceedings of the Special Commonwealth Conference called to deal with matters arising out of the Conscription Issue, opened at Trades Hall, Melbourne, on Dec 4th, 1916, concluded on Dec 9th (Melbourne: J. Ashton, 1917)

J. Larcombe, Notes on the Political History of the Labor Movement in Queensland (Brisbane: The Worker Newspaper, 1934) [includes 3 photographs inserted at page 54 showing political figures laying a foundation stone]

Socialism at Work: Results of the Working of Various State Enterprises established by the Queensland Ryan Government (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1918)

Folder 2

J. Larcombe, The Life and Work of T.J. Ryan (Brisbane: The Worker Newspaper, 1937)

J. Larcombe, Labor's Ten Years’ Progress (Standard Press, 1926)

J. Larcombe, Notes on the Political History of the Labor Movement in Queensland (Brisbane: The Worker Newspaper, 1934)


J. Larcombe, Social, Industrial, Political and Economic Reform Under Labour Government (Brisbane: Government Printer, 192?)

J. Larcombe, Labour Government and Financial Administration (Brisbane: Government Printer, 192?)

J. Larcombe, Progress of Queensland Under Labour Government (Brisbane: Government Printer, nd)

Folder 3

Copies of Australian Labor Party, State of Queensland, Members Pledge, 1926

Folder 4 ['Theodore']

Folder 5 ['Theodore']
Photocopies from proceedings and minutes of meetings

Folder 6 ['Theodore—Biog. Notes 2']
Photocopies from archival meeting minutes
Research notes and photocopied articles
Letter from Brian Nugent, R.A.N. College, Jarvis Bay, 1 Apr 1975, 1p [enclosing copy of letter from Theodore to Frank Brennan, the Attorney-General in the Scullin government, written after the 1931 election]

Box 65
*Nortel Cassettes and Higher Education Round Table Tape*
Higher Education Round Table Tape [3/4 inch videotape]

Box 66
*Research Materials—Index Cards and Microfilm*
Index cards with bibliographical references
4 canisters of microfilm
Box 67

[Research—Microfilms and photocopies from U.S. Archives collected while on study leave in 1976]

Letter from William R. Emerson, Director, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 20 Oct 1976, 1p


3 photographs from the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library [all fully identified]:

- Nelson T. Johnson
- Meeting with Pacific War Council, in the Cabinet Room, 20 May 1943
- The Pacific War Council, 25 Jun 1942

635 pages of photocopied material from the National Archives and Records Service, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, with full list of contents giving reference numbers [material deals with World War II and the Curtin government]

Box 68

[Research—Photocopies from U.S. Archives and libraries collected while on study leave in 1976]

Folder 1

Letters to and from various U.S. libraries and archives arranging research visits in 1976

Folder 2

Photocopies from the Diplomatic Branch (NNFD), Civil Archives Division, National Archives and Records Service, Washington [material deals with World War II and the Curtin government]

Folder 3

Photocopies from the George C. Marshall Papers, George C. Marshall Research Foundation, Lexington, Virginia, Box 27 (Australia File) and Box 45 (Eichelberger, R.L. File)


Folder 4

Photocopy from MacArthur Archives, ‘Memorandum: The Government of the Netherlands Indies’, 1944, 8p

Statistics on Australia’s National Product, 1861-1900
Box 69
[Research—Microfilms and photocopies from National Archives, U.S. and U.S. libraries collected while on study leave in 1976]


The National Archives of the United States, ‘Records relating to Political Relations between the United States and Australia, 1910-44’, T1191 (1 roll) [1 reel of microfilm, numbered T1191, Roll 1]

Folder 1
Photocopies from the Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington [reference numbers given on each] [material deals with World War II and the Curtin government]

Box 70
[Research—Draft of Murphy’s thesis on T.J. Ryan]

Folder 1

Folder 2

Box 71
[Research—Miscellaneous Research Materials]

Folder 1 ['Elections 1909-1918']
Charts and statistics related to Queensland State Elections, 1907-1918 [gives number of electors and votes cast for each candidate]

Folder 2
Catalogues of the holdings of the Australian National University Research School of Social Sciences Archive and related correspondence, 1975
Folder 3 ['Library Sources']
Letter from Spencer Routh, 16 Mar 1978, 2p [re: historical atlas of Australia and Australian historical geography generally]
Bibliographies:
- ‘Some reference works relating to government publications’, 1975, 4p
- ‘Select list of Australian Newspapers in the University of Queensland Library’, nd, 4p
- ‘Australian Newspapers’, nd, 2p
- ‘A Select List of Reference Books for Australian History’, 1975, 4p

Folder 4 ['Bibliography--Women']
Bibliography of historical works on Australian women, from Refractory Girl (Autumn 1973), pp32-37

Folder 5
G.H. Gray, Socialised Industry, 1965, 24p [booklet published by the Queensland ALP]
Information on delegates to the Labor-in-Politics Conventions, 1898-1956

Folder 6 ['Historical Society of Queensland Journal']
Three articles and notes on each:

Folder 7 ['Herbert and Rogers, Peak Downs Scheme']
Two articles:

Folder 8 ['Q.P.P. Agricultural Reports']
Photocopies from the Queensland Parliamentary Proceedings related to the history of Queensland agriculture
Folder 9 ['Local History 1979']
Information on a Local History Conference, sponsored by the University of Queensland Department of History, held 7 Apr 1979:
- Program for the day
- ‘Main sources to look for when starting to write a local history’, 1p
- Queensland State Archives, ‘Brief Guide to Sources of Information on Local History’, 3p
- Queensland State Archives, ‘Brief Guide to the Use of State Electoral Rolls’, 1p
- Queensland State Archives, ‘Brief Guide to Records Concerning the Ownership or Leasehold of Land’, 3p
- Information sheet on the John Oxley Library
- John Oxley Library, ‘Photographs as History’, 2p
- John Oxley Library, ‘Sources in Local History’, 2p
- ‘Profile of a Local Historian’, 1p
- ‘Local History and Parliamentary Records’, 1p
- ‘Local Newspapers: Which have survived and where are they?’, 1p
- ‘Using Church and School Records in the Study of Local History’, 2p
- ‘Oral History’, 1p
- W. Ross Johnston, ‘Bibliography’, 2p

Folder 10 ['News Weekly']
Photocopied newsclippings on Queensland strikes

Folder 11
Graph of ‘Enlistments in the First A.I.F., Aug 1914-Nov 1918’
Chart giving percentage of battle casualties for each country involved in World War I

Folder 12
Research notes, drafts and bibliographical references, mainly on the history of Queensland economic development
Folder 13 ['Journal of Australian Institute of Agricultural Economics']


Folder 14 ['Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics']

Articles from the *Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics* on the Queensland sugar industry and notes on them

Folder 15 ['Little & Lewis']

Two articles:


Folder 16

Photocopy of signatures of United Bank Officers Association of Queensland Foundation Members, 4 Sep 1919, 1p

Photocopy of Norman Makin, *Federal Labour Leaders*

Box 72

[Research—Miscellaneous notes, reviews of Denis Murphy’s books]

Folder 1

‘Membership of the Executive Committee (‘Inner Executive’), 1918-60, 2p, handwritten

‘Delegates to the Labor in Politics Conventions’ [draft Appendix to book], 50p

‘Queensland Trade Union Membership 1915-60’, 2p, handwritten

‘Federal Executive Delegates 1915-57’, 2p, handwritten

Other drafts and research notes
Folder 2 ['Queensland Agricultural Journal']
Three articles and notes on each:


Folder 3
Large notepad with research notes, 1979
Small notepad with research notes
Research notes, 3p

Folder 4
‘Queensland Central Executive’ [draft], nd, 19p

Folder 5 ['Macrossan Lecture']
Arrangements and information for the 1977 John Murtagh Macrossan Lecture given by D.B. Waterson, ‘Personality, Profit and Politics: Thomas McIlwraith in Queensland 1866-1894’

Folder 6 ['Book Reviews: T.J. Ryan, Labor In Politics']
Patrick Weller, review of *Queensland Political Portraits 1859-1952*, *Historical Studies* (Apr 1979), 1p
Letter from Dick Lee [cousin of T.J. Ryan], nd, 2p, handwritten
Letter from Denis Murphy to Prof. Henry Mayer, Department of Government, University of Sydney, 4 Jan 1979, 1p
Letter from Mary McLean [niece of T.J. Ryan], 17 Nov 1978, 1p, handwritten
‘Staff write on rape, politics’, *University News* (8 Mar 1978), 1p
‘“Groupers’ Divided ALP’ [review of Frank Waters’ *Postal Unions and Politics*], *Bay Leader* (20 Oct 1978), 1p
Vincent Basile, ‘Postmen and Politics’ [review of Frank Waters’ *Postal Unions and Politics*], *The Age* (4 Nov 1978), 1p
Ross Fitzgerald, ‘Queensland dictators’ [review of Queensland Political Portraits 1859-1952], The Australian (18 Mar 1978), 1p


‘PM launches book’, Trend (Oct 1975), 1p [includes photo of Denis Murphy, Tom Burns and Gough Whitlam at launch of T.J. Ryan: A Political Biography]

L.F. Crisp, ‘A courageous radical liberal’ [review of T.J. Ryan], The Age (1 Nov 1975), 1p

Frederick Howard, ‘He rocked the boat’ [review of T.J. Ryan], The Herald, (30 Oct 1975), p28

Stuart Sayers, ‘Seven vie for ‘Age’ book prize’ [T.J. Ryan nominated for 1975 ‘Age’ Australian Book of the Year award], The Age (1 Nov 1975), 1p

Letter from Duncan Waterson, 28 Jun 1977, 1p [enclosing script of ABC radio broadcast reviewing T.J. Ryan]

‘Labor history’ [review of Labor in Politics], The Courier Mail (5 Jul 1975), 1p

A.W. Sheppard, ‘Our greatest electoral clash’ [review of T.J. Ryan], The Sydney Morning Herald (15 Nov 1975), 1p


Tony Hannan, ‘Labor in Politics’ [review], Historian (Journal of the Victorian Historical Association), No. 27 (Oct 1975), 1p

H.J. Gibbney, draft review of T.J. Ryan written for Labor History, [1975?], 2p

Letter from Larry E. Chapman, Sales Manager, University of Queensland Press, 4 Oct 1976, 1p [enclosing book reviews]

Len Richardson, ‘Without a working-class background’ [review of T.J. Ryan], Christchurch Press (8 May 1976), 1p

Flyer: ‘T.J. Ryan Memorial Lecture and Dinner’ [promoting University of Queensland ALP Club lecture by Gough Whitlam on 28 Apr 1978]

John Orrell, ‘Historians may have written best seller’ [review of Queensland Political Portraits 1859-1952], 22 Feb 1978, 1p

Letter from Michael Whish[?], 29 May 1978, 1p [re: T.J. Ryan]

‘History of the Postal Workers Union: fact and fiction’ [review of Frank Waters’ Postal Unions and Politics], News Weekly (15 Nov 1978), 1p

Folder 7


Denis Murphy, ‘Unions and Social Welfare: An Historical View’, nd, 8p

Folder 8 ['D.J. Murphy: Articles, Reviews of Books']

Cheryl Saunders, ‘Probing our politics’ [review of Labor in Power], *The Age* (16 Aug 1980), 1p

John Drew, ‘History of Qld ALP’, *Semper* (24 Jul 1980), 1p


Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’, *Australian Quarterly*, Vol. 50, No. 2 (June 1978), pp77-91

Denis Murphy, ‘A National Trade Union College’, *Australian Quarterly* (Dec 1972), pp94-100 [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘Notes of a Campaign Director’, from Henry Mayer (ed.), *Australia’s Political Pattern* (1993), pp82-89


L.F. Crisp, review of *Queensland Political Portraits*, *The Age* (22 Apr 1978), 1p
‘Authors look at pre-hysteric (1859-1952) politics in Queensland’, *Monash Reporter* (Mar 1978), 1p

Peter Sekuless, ‘Digging deep into a mine scandal’ [review of *Queensland Political Portraits*], *The Bulletin*, 11 Apr 1978, 1p

Heather Radi, ‘Politicians…Queensland style’ [review of *Queensland Political Portraits*], *Australian Library Journal*, 26 Jan 1979, 1p

Neil Groom, ‘Political bashing hasn’t changed’ [review of *Queensland Political Portraits*], *The Telegraph*, nd, 1p

Wallace Brown, review of *Queensland Political Portraits*, *Canberra Historical Journal*, Oct[?] 1978, 1p

Nick Nikolaidou, ‘*Queensland Political Portraits*’, *Lot’s Wife*, Vol. 18, No. 22 (22 Oct 1978), 1p


P.M. Weller, review of *T.J. Ryan*, *Historical Studies*, No. 67, pp247-248

H.J. Gibbney, review of *T.J. Ryan*, *Labour History*, No. 30, pp77-78


Peter Cook, review of *Labor in Politics*, *Historical Studies*, No. 67, pp248-250


Tony Hannan, review of *Labor in Politics*, *Historian*, No. 27 (October 1975), 1p


John Merritt, review of *Prelude to Power*, *Labour History*, Vol. 21 (1971), 1p


N.B. Nairn, ‘Queensland politics’, *Canberra Times*, 1 Aug 1970, 1p

Michelle Grattan, ‘Labor leaders must co-exist with party machine’, *The Age* (1 Aug 1970), 2p

**Folder 9 ['Gair Interview']**

Notebook with handwritten notes on an interview Denis Murphy had with Vince Gair in Dublin in 1975

**Box 73**
[Research—Labor in Power (edited by Denis Murphy)]

Folder 1
Correspondence and research related to Labor in Power, including:
  • Catholic Worker, No. 281 (Jul 1959)

Folder 2 ['Labour Law in Practice—D.J. Murphy']
Drafts of chapters of Labor in Power

Folder 3
Complete draft of Labor in Power

Folder 4
Drafts of chapters of Labor in Power

Box 74
[Research—Queensland Political Portraits (edited by Denis Murphy)]

Folder 1
Drafts of chapters of Queensland Political Portraits

Folder 2
Drafts of chapters of Queensland Political Portraits and correspondence with contributors

Parcel 75
Photographs and illustrations used in T.J. Ryan, Queensland Political Portraits and Labor in Power
Parcel 76

[Papers of Senator Joseph Henry Lewis Turley (1859-1929)]

Two invitations to the Federal Capital City Ceremony of laying the foundation stones of the Commencement Column, 12 Mar 1913

Passport of Senator Henry Turley [blank passport form]

Invitation to a Banquet given by the Ministers of State for the Commonwealth of Australia to Rear-Admiral Sir George E. Patey and the Officers of the Australian Fleet, 4 Oct 1913

Christmas Card from the Prime Minister of Australia to Senator H Turley, 1915

Christmas Card from the Prime Minister of Australia to Senator H Turley, 1916

Presentation of Address from the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia to Rear-Admiral Charles S. Sperry, on the Occasion of the Visit of the United States Atlantic Fleet to Australia, 1908, 4p

Invitation to the Inauguration of Sir John Michael Fleetwood Fuller as Governor of the State of Victoria, 24 May 1911

Invitation to the Commonwealth Celebrations, Melbourne, 25 Mar 1901

Request for updated information from Who’s Who to Senator Henry Turley, nd, 1p

Invitation to a ball in celebration of the coronation of King George the Fifth, given by the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, 23 Jun 1911

Book of photographic views: Dartmouth and Neighbourhood, nd

Henry Turley’s appointment as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland, 1 Dec 1899, 1p [with the seal of the Colony of Queensland and signed by Sir Samuel Walker Griffith]

Henry Turley’s appointment as Home Secretary, 1 Dec 1899, 1p [with the seal of the Colony of Queensland and signed by Sir Samuel Walker Griffith]

Brochure to commemorate the arrival of the Australian Fleet, Sydney, 4 Oct 1913

Invitation to a reception given by the Ministers of State for the Commonwealth of Australia for Rear-Admiral Sperry and the Officers, Sailors, and Marines of the Fleet of the United States of America, Sydney, Aug 1908 [4 invitations]

Invitation to Senator Henry Turley from the Government of Victoria to the celebrations in Melbourne in connection with the opening of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901

Invitation from the Government of Victoria to the Royal Review, Australian Commonwealth Celebrations, 10 May 1901

Invitation to an evening reception in celebration of the opening of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, to meet the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall & York, 9 May 1901

Invitation to witness the opening of the Parliament of the Commonwealth, 9 May 1901
Box 77
[Research—T.J. Ryan]
Photocopied newspaper articles on T.J. Ryan and his career, various sources, various dates, 7 bundles

Folder 1
Research notes taken from Federal Caucus minutes and letter books

Folder 2
Photocopied material from The National Leader, Labor Call, The Labor News, and The Australian Worker, gathered at Mitchell Library

Folder 3
Research material from the National Library, including:
- ‘Principal Manuscript and Archival Collections in the National Library of Australia’, 1965

Folder 4
Research material from the National Archives, Premiers’ Department, In Letters

Folder 5
Research notes taken from the Minutes of the Trades and Labour Congresses of 1910 and 1911

Box 78
[Research—T.J. Ryan]

Folder 1 ['State Enterprises']
Research notes on state enterprises
R.C. Sharman, Archivist, Queensland State Archives, ‘The Use of the Queensland State Archives’, 21 Mar 1967 [memo to 4th year UQ History honours students using the Archives]

Folder 2
Research notes from The Brisbane Courier, 1915-
Research notes taken at the Mitchell Library from a variety of sources

**Folder 4 ['Daily Standard']**
Research notes taken from *The Daily Standard*, 1914-

**Folder 5 ['Worker']**
Research notes and photocopied articles taken from *The Worker*, 1915-

**Folder 6**
Photocopied articles on T.J. Ryan and his career, various sources, various dates

**Folder 7 ['State Archives—Justice']**
Research notes and photocopied articles dealing with T.J. Ryan and legal matters [including the ‘Warwick Egg Incident’]

**Folder 8 ['State Archives—Sugar, Meat, Commodities']**
Research notes and photocopied archival material dealing with state industries under T.J. Ryan

**Folder 9 ['Q.P.D. 1915-1918']**
Research notes

**Folder 10 ['Q.P.D. 1919/20']**
Research notes

**Folder 11 ['State Archives—Conscription, Recruiting']**
Research notes and photocopied archival material from the State Archives on the conscription debate during World War I
Box 79
[Research—T.J. Ryan]

Folder 1 ['Q.P.D. 1915-1917']
Research notes and photocopied Legislative Council proceedings

Folder 2 ['State Archives—Government Dispatches']
Research notes and photocopied archival material

Folder 3
Research notes and photocopied government proceedings dealing with railway strikes during T.J. Ryan’s premiership

Folder 4 ['The Militant']
Research notes

Folder 5 ['General Texts']
Research notes
Invitation to join the Australian Institute of International Affairs, Queensland Branch, nd, 4p

Folder 6 ['Hobart Mercury, Australian Worker, Adelaide Advertiser, Argus, Times, Freeman’s Journal, Sydney Morning Herald']
Research notes taken from these newspapers

Folder 7 ['Age 1920/21' and 'Daily Standard 1920/21']
Research notes and photocopied newspaper articles from these newspapers, including reports of T.J. Ryan’s death and funeral

Folder 8 ['Archives—Sugar, 1916/17']
Photocopied archival material re: crisis in the sugar industry in 1916/17

Folder 9 ['State Archives—Great War, Visit to London, Miscellaneous']
Research notes and photocopied archival material
Folder 10 ['Labor-in-Politics Convention']
Letter from F.E. Chamberlain, Australian Labor Party (W.A. Branch), 4 Oct 1968, 1p [re: proposed Labor History Conference]
Photocopied archival material

Research notes, photocopied articles and photocopied archival material
Flyer: ‘Support the ALP Health Plan”, [1973?]

Folder 12 ['Argus']
Research notes and photocopies from The Argus newspaper

Folder 13 ['Times and Freeman’s Journal']
Research notes and photocopies from The Times and Freeman’s Journal

Folder 14 ['Western Champion and Barroo Independent 1908']
Research notes from the Western Champion and Barroo Independent for 1908

Folder 15 ['Q.P.D. 1916/17']
Research notes

Folder 16 ['The Worker, The Critic, Sydney Bulletin, Strike Bulletins']
Research notes

Folder 17
Information, speeches, etc. from the Queensland Cane Growers’ Association, 44th Annual Conference, Brisbane, 5 Mar 1971
Box 80

[Research—Miscellaneous]

Photograph album, 46 photographs, 1942-1963 [Trades Union Council events, Labour Day events, Railway Strike 1948]

Folder 1

W.H. Demaine, ‘Diary, written on the voyage to Maryborough, Queensland, Australia in the year 1880 on board the sailing ship Silver Eagle from Plymouth’, 205 pages, handwritten [Denis Murphy wrote the entry on William Halliwell Demaine for The Australian Dictionary of Biography]

Folder 2

Hugh Trevor-Roper, ‘Historian’s credo’ [review of G.R. Elton’s The Practice of History], The Sunday Times, 15 Oct 1967, 1p

‘Universal Service League: Manifesto’, nd, 2p

Folder 3

5 booklets listing files [held by the Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch?], nd

Folder 4

The Worker, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1 Apr 1890)
The Worker, Vol. 1, No. 3 (1 May 1890)

Flyer: Edward Theodore, letter of 21 Apr 1923 [reproduction]

Flyer: ‘The Daily Standard and The Worker Champion the Cause of the Wage-earners’, nd, 1p

Australian Labor Party, Victorian Branch, ‘Victorian Central Executive Replies to Attacks’, Feb 1955, 4p

W. Forgan Smith, ‘What Labor Has Promised Labor Has Done’, address delivered at the 25th Annual Delegate Meeting of the Australian Workers’ Union, Queensland Branch, Brisbane, 19 Jan 1938, 8p


F.E. Chamberlain, ‘Should Labor Revise its Economic Policy?’, nd, 4p

Folder 5


Folder 6 ['National Organizing and Planning Committee']
14 photos, most unidentified [some water-damaged]
List of people in group photograph of 17th State Labor-in-Politics Convention, Southport, 17 Feb 1941
List of people in group photograph of 18th State Labor-in-Politics Convention, Bundaberg, 14 Feb 1944

Folder 7
Course outlines, articles and notes for social science courses, 1966-69

Folder 8
Illustrations not required for Frank Waters’ *Postal Unions and Politics* [2 photos]

Box 81
[Research—Miscellaneous]

Folder 1
Newspaper cuttings:

- Jane Brooks, ‘Senior Australian Legislator Takes Shore Leave Here’ [re: visit of William J.F. Riordan to the U.S.], *Charleston Evening Post* (U.S.), nd
- ‘South Johnstone Mill Trouble: Mr. Riordan Says Management is Cause’, *Standard*, 28 May 1927
- ‘Federal Policy: Labour Criticism: Mr. Scullin at Rockhampton’, no source, nd
- ‘Moving’ Scenes at Canberra’, no source, nd [re: fall of Fadden government]
- ‘Truth to Tell’ [re: W.J. Riordan], *Truth*, 7 Feb 1943, p15
- ‘Australian Mourns Her Loss: Tributes to Late T.J. Ryan’ [account of the death of T.J. Ryan], no source, 1921
- ‘Mr. Calwell’s Adroit Switch of Defence Policy’, *The Age*, 30 Sep 1963, p2
- ‘T.J. Ryan’s Death’, no source, nd
- ‘State Funeral: Late Mr. T.J. Ryan’ [includes photo], no source, nd
- ‘Lying-In-State: Dead Labor Leader in Brisbane’ [re: funeral of T.J. Ryan], no source, 1921
- Edwin Markham, ‘The Man With the Hoe’, *The Worker*, 21 Jun 1923, p5
Folder 2
Political flyers:

- E.G. Theodore, ‘The Tory Threat to Restore the Upper House’, 1926, 4p
- E.G. Theodore, ‘Five Points in Labor’s Policy’, nd, 6p
- E.G. Theodore, ‘Prosperous Queensland’, nd, 4p
- ‘Give the Child a Chance! Vote Labor!’, nd, 1p

Folder 3
Election posters:

- No. 35: ‘If the Tories Win—will they give away the State Butchers’ Shops and send up the price of meat?’, nd, 1p [2 copies]
- No. 36: ‘Look out you don’t get it in the neck Mr. Family Man’, nd, 1p [3 copies]
- No. 37: ‘A New ‘Tale’ for the Old Donk’, nd, 1p
- No. 38: ‘If I Beat the Labor Party…’, nd, 1p
- No. 39: ‘The Golden Casket as an aid to Hospitals’, nd, 1p
- No. 40: ‘Legislative Council: We’ll Have Them Back Again if the Tories Win’, nd, 1p [2 copies]
- No. 41: ‘The Calamity Howler is Ever With Us. Labor Stands on Its Record’, nd, 1p
- No. 42: ‘If the Tories Win Watch Out Mr. Family Man’, nd, 1p [4 copies]

Folder 4
Photographs and illustrations:

- Photograph of a gathering of Labor leaders, signed by all those present, nd [includes signatures of John Curtin, Arthur Calwell, J.B. Chifley]
- Photograph of Labor leaders at the Federal Conference, Canberra, 1930, signed by all those present [includes signatures of John Curtin, Arthur Calwell, W.J. Riordan, W. Forgan Smith, W.H. Demaine]
- Illustration for newspaper [*Daily Standard*?]: ‘Champions of the Sugar Workers’ Cause’, nd
- Cartoon by Jim Case re: Billy Hughes and the soldiers war gratuity, nd
- Poster: ‘The Blood Vote’, written by W.R. Winspear, and drawn by Claude Marquet [re: World War I conscription vote], nd
• Photograph of a man [E.G. Theodore?], nd
• Group photograph of delegates to the 10th State Labor-in-Politics Convention, Townsville, 28 Jun 1920 [with full identification]
• Newspaper cutting of photograph: ‘First Camp at Mount Isa’, no source, nd
• Group photograph by bus, ‘Souvenir of our Trip to Jenolan Caves’, nd
• Group photograph of delegates to the 8th Annual Delegate Meeting, A.W.U. (Queensland Branch), Brisbane, 19-24 Jan 1921 [with full identification]
• Group photograph labelled on back: ‘A.W.U. Executive and W. Forgan Smith, June 1932’
• Group photograph of delegates to Australian Workers Union 38th Annual Convention, Brisbane, outside Grand Hotel, Southport, 25 Jan 1924
• Group photograph of nine men, nd

Folder 5 ['Queensland Labour Papers']
Special order through UQ Bookshop for Heather Radi’s *Her Story in Australia*, 1984, 1p
Ross Johnston, internal History Dept memo asking for information on current research projects, 28 Sep 1983, 1p
‘Industrial Arbitration Act Amendment Act of 1925’, 8p

Folder 6
Information and brochures from a Trades Union Council (U.K.) Training College held at Ruskin College, Oxford, 1975-76
Folder 7
Draft appendix: ‘Composition of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party, 1901-75’, nd, 1p, handwritten
List of references, 21p
Jack Lindsay, *Life Rarely Tells* (1958) , photocopy of pp137-138
Letter from K.H. Kennedy, 23 Mar 1977, 1p
Letter from Denis Murphy to Margaret Barrett, 31 Mar 1977, 1p [re: editing]
Letter from V.G. McMahon, Crown Solicitor, 8 Jul 1977, 1p [re: legal opinions in the State Archives on the abolition of the Legislative Council]

Folder 8 ['Newspapers—Provincial—General Notes']
Letter from Rod Kirkpatrick, Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education, 24 Mar 1977, 1p
Letter from Rod Kirkpatrick, 5 Jul 1979, 1p
Notes on provincial newspapers and their stands on various political issues [includes a summary chart]
‘The Metropolitan Press (1846-1883)’, nd, 33p
Letter to A.A. Morrison from E.G. Heap, Deputy State Librarian, 2 Dec 1968, 1p [re: *The Gatton Mail and Lockyer Record* and its proprietors]
‘Extract from letters received from Mrs M.A. Hickey, 1968’, 2p [re: *The Gatton Mail and Lockyer Record* and its proprietors]
‘National Biography List: Journalism and Press, 1850-1900’, nd, 4p

Folder 9
Research notes headed ‘Records of the Colonial and Dominion Office’
Folder 10
T.J. Ryan, ‘Policy Speech’, 18 Feb 1918, 14p
Research notes on minute books of the Queensland Law Association
The Sydney Mail, 20 Nov 1916
Photocopy of newspaper photo of T.J. Ryan and his wife, no source, 17 Aug 1916, 1p
Photocopy of newspaper photo of Judge McCawley, no source, 25 Oct 1917, 1p
Flyer: T.J. Ryan, letter re federal election of 1919, 1 Dec 1919, 1p
Photocopy of political cartoon against conscription by Claude Marquet, The Labor Call, [1916?], 1p
Photocopy of ballot paper, Australian Labor Party, Referendum on Resolution of Inter-State Conference, 1918, 1p

Folder 11
Envelope labelled ‘Hughenden 1891’ containing photograph and negative
Photograph of Thomas Joseph Byrnes, nd
Photograph of statute of T.J. Ryan, nd [2 copies]
Photograph of political cartoon, no source, 16 Oct 1897
Photograph of Sir William Hill Irvine, nd
Photograph of John Abel MacPherson, nd
Photograph of W.J. Denny, 1924-26
Photograph of Price Ministry, c1905
Photograph of E. Mulcahy, nd
Photograph of group photo of Attorneys-General for Tasmania, 1856-1940, nd
Photograph of R.W. Smith, nd
Group photograph of 12 men [with identification], nd
Group photograph of 9 men [with identification], nd
Group photograph, Tasmanian Labour Party 1925 [with identification]
Group photograph, Workers’ Political League, Zeehan, 1903 [with identification]
Group photograph, Conference of Timber Workers, 22 Mar 1913 [with identification]
Photograph of 4 men [one of them W.A. Woods], nd
Photograph of King O’Malley, nd
Photograph of James Guy, nd
Photograph of G.M. Burns, nd
Photograph of F.W. Coneybeer, nd
Photograph of Crawford Vaughan, nd
Photograph of political cartoon from the front page of The Worker (Sydney), Vol. 19, No. 32 (11 Aug 1910)
Photograph of political cartoon from p10 of *The Australian Worker*, Vol. 25, No. 46 (16 Nov 1916) [a comment on the Holman-Wade Alliance, 1916]

Photograph of Railway and Omnibus Association Office, 1911 [J.H. Catts fourth from left]

Photograph of J.H. Catts, nd

Photograph: Outside *The Sydney Morning Herald* and *Sydney Mail* office on the night of the 1910 election, 19 Oct 1910

Photograph of John Smith (Jock) Garden, nd

Photograph of John Verran, Commissioner of Public Works, 1910-1912

Photograph of the opening of the State Parliament of New South Wales, 22 Nov 1910

3 photographs of members of the First Labour Ministry in New South Wales, 26 Oct 1910

Photograph of political cartoon from the front page of *The Australian Workman* (Sydney), Vol. 4, No. 161 (30 Jun 1894) [*The Australian Workman*’s view of the character of the 2 non-Labor parties]

Photograph of William Somerville, c. 1905

Photograph of George (Mulga) Taylor, c. 1905

Photograph of Arthur Rae, nd

Photograph of John Barkell Holman, c. 1904

Photograph of William Guthrie Spence, nd

Photograph of J.C. Watson, nd

Photograph of cartoon of William Lane, nd

Photograph of Andrew Fisher, 1 Dec 1899

**Box 82**

**[Research—Bill Hayden]**

**Folder 1** [*Hayden—Economics and Treasury, 1972-1975’*]

Treasury minute papers and memos on economic matters from Peter McCawley, Special Advisor, Treasurer’s Office, given to Bill Hayden, 1972-1975

Bill Hayden, 1st Arthur Calwell Memorial Lecture, 22 Sep 1975, 35p

Bill Hayden, ‘The Australian Economy: Why Mr Fraser is Wrong’, 9 Dec 1975, 17p

**Folder 2**

Treasury minute papers and memos on economic matters from Peter McCawley, Special Advisor, Treasurer’s Office, given to Bill Hayden, 1972-1975

**Folder 3**

Speeches by Bill Hayden:
Department of Foreign Affairs, *Backgrounder*, No. 387 (22 Jun 1983) [includes speech by Bill Hayden to the North/South Seminar, Melbourne, 17 Jun 1983]

Note to Denis Murphy from Peter McCawley, 24 Aug 1979, 1p [enclosing speeches by Bill Hayden]
Bill Hayden, speech on social welfare, nd, 26p
Bill Hayden, address to Melbourne Press Club, 4 Oct 1973, 16p
Speech [first page missing], nd, 27p
Bill Hayden, address to Australian Hospital Association National Conference, Melbourne, 14 Oct 1972, 19p
Bill Hayden, speech, nd, 5p
‘Summary of Health Insurance Program’, nd, 6p
Bill Hayden, speech at National Press Club Luncheon, Canberra, 17 May 1973, 7p
Bill Hayden, speech at official opening of the Postgraduate Weekend of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, Surfers Paradise, 5 May 1973, 12p
Bill Hayden, speech to N.S. W. Branch of Australian Hospital Association, 28 Sep 1973, 19p

Folder 4
Letter from Roslyn Gatwood, Editorial Co-ordinator, Angus and Robertson, 30 Apr 1980, 1p [re: captions for photographs in *Bill Hayden*]
Draft chapters for *Bill Hayden* (Chapters 4 and 11)

Folder 5
Draft chapters for *Bill Hayden* (Chapters 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11)
Letter from Kenny [?], 19 Dec 1979, 4p, handwritten [with comments on draft]

Box 83
[Research—P. Boyce and M. Cribb (eds.), *Politics in Queensland 1977 and Beyond*]

Folder 1
Publishing agreement and related correspondence with University of Queensland Press
Copy of readers’ report on *Politics in Queensland: The 1977 State Election and Beyond*, 26 Jun 1979, 4p

Folder 2
Drafts for Denis Murphy’s contribution to *Politics in Queensland*
Folder 3
Correspondence and research material related to Politics in Queensland

Box 84
[Research—Britain]

Folder 1
Research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on Keynes

Folder 2
Research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on Lloyd George and Churchill

Folder 3
Research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on Ireland

Folder 4
Research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on Britain and the Commonwealth

Folder 5
Research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on British foreign policy and imperialism

Box 85
[Research—Britain]
Ten folders of research notes, photocopies and newspaper cuttings on Great Britain

Folder 1
Post World War II governments

Folder 2
Economic policy since 1945

Folder 3
Post World War II social conditions
Folder 4
Education in the 1940s

Folder 5
British race relations

Folder 6
Post World War II town planning

Folder 7
Censorship in British newspapers

Folder 8
Bertrand Russell

Folder 9
World War I, including:

- W. Ross Johnston, ‘Sir Edward Grey and Britain’s Entry into World War I’ [essay written for History 229, Duke University], nd, 19p
- W. Ross Johnston, lecture based on above paper, 11p

Folder 10
Policy of appeasement pre-World War II

Box 86
[Teaching Records—Undergraduate]
3 small file boxes of student record cards
Box 87
[Teaching Records—Undergraduate—1970s and 1980s]

Folder 1
Lecture notes and course outlines for History 241 (Australia 1914 to the Present), 2nd Semester 1982

Folder 2
Lecture notes for History 135 (Problems in Australian History), 1977-1983

Folder 3
Lists of essay topics for history courses

Folder 4
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 5
History 253 (Australian History Honours) course outlines

Folder 6
European History lecture notes

Folder 7
‘The Pattern of Strikes in Australia’, nd, 7p

Folder 8
Course outlines and bibliographies for History 135 (Problems in Australian History)

Folder 9 ['Australian History Pre-1972']
Lecture notes, course outlines and bibliographies for Australian History courses
Box 88
[Teaching—Undergraduate, 1982-1983]

Folder 1
Examination paper, History 241 (Australia 1914 to the Present), Second Semester, 1982 and related correspondence

Folder 2
Course outlines for History 436 (The Search for An Australian Identity)

Folder 3
Lecture notes for History 135 (Problems in Australian History), First Semester 1983

Folder 4 ['History 241, 1983']
Lecture notes

Folder 5
Miscellaneous correspondence related to teaching

Box 89
[Teaching—Undergraduate, 1979-1981]

Folder 1
Miscellaneous correspondence related to teaching

Folder 2 ['History 135 (Problems in Australian History)']
Course outlines and lecture notes

Folder 3 ['History 335, 1979']
Course outlines

Folder 4 ['History 241, 1979']
Lecture notes
Folder 5 ['History 242, Labour Relations, 1979']
Lecture notes

Folder 6 ['Problems in Australian History, 1980']
Course outlines and bibliographies

Folder 7 ['History 241, 1981']
Lecture notes

Folder 9 ['History 335, 1981']
Course outlines and assignments

Box 90
[Teaching—Undergraduate, 1975-1978]

Folder 1
Course outline for History 241 (Australia 1914 to the Present), 2nd Semester 1982

Folder 2 ['Problems in Australian History, 1975']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 3 ['Lectures—Australian Social Welfare']
Lecture notes and course outline for Social Work 100 (Introduction to Social Welfare), 1975

Folder 4 ['History 155 (Race and Ethnic Relations in Australian History), 1975']
Course outlines

Folder 5
Lecture note for History 251 (Labour Relations)

Folder 6 ['History 152 (Australia 1914 to the Present), 1975']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 7 ['History 135 (Problems in Australian History), 1977']
Lecture notes and course outlines
Folder 8
Course outlines for History 241 (The Depression), 1977

Folder 9 ['Australia 1914 to the Present, 1977']
Course outline

Folder 10 ['Social History, 1977']
Course outlines for History 235 (Australian Social History)

Folder 11
Lecture notes and course outlines for History 241 (Australia 1914 to the Present), 1977-78

Folder 12 ['History 242 (Labour Relations in Australia), 1978']
Lecture notes

Folder 13
Lecture notes and course outlines for History 242 (Labour Relations in Australia)

Folder 14 ['History 135 (Problems in Australian History), 1978']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 15 ['History 335 (Australian History Honours), 1978']
Course outline and notes

Box 91
[Teaching—Undergraduate, 1970-1974]

Folder 1 ['Industrial Relations']
Material related to the introduction of courses in Industrial Relations at the University of Queensland, 1970

Folder 2 ['Labour Relations']
Lecture notes and course outlines
Folder 3 ['Industrial Relations, 1973']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 4
Lecture notes on Australia in the 1920s

Folder 5 ['20th Century Australia']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 6 ['History 135 (Problems in Australian History)']
Lecture notes, 1974

Folder 7 ['19th Century Australia']
Lecture notes and course outlines

Folder 8 ['Labour Relations 1974']
Course outlines, assignments, bibliography, lecture notes

Folder 9 ['Problems in Australian History']
Lecture notes

Folder 10
Lecture notes on ‘Contemporary Australia’

Folder 11 ['Australia 1856-1914']
Lecture notes and assignments

Folder 12 ['Australia 1856-1914']
Lecture notes and bibliography

Folder 13 ['Labor Relations in Australia']
Lecture notes

Folder 14 ['Univ 1974']
Course outlines and miscellaneous correspondence
Folder 15 ['1914-1970']
Lecture notes for History 152 (Australia 1914-1970)

Box 92
[Teaching—Miscellaneous Papers and Correspondence]

Folder 1
Department of History, ‘Tutors’ Library’ [book list], nd, 7p
Labor Council of New South Wales, ‘Education Programme: Basic Book List’, nd, 7p
Australian Institute of International Affairs lecture announcement, 1p
University of Queensland, Examiners’ Return sheet [blank]

Folder 2
Letter from Merril Yule, Editorial Department, University of Queensland Press, to Fedora Fisher, 31 Aug 1981, 2p [re: autobiography of Sir Raphael Cilento and plans to publish it]
Letter from Fedora Fisher to Merril Yule, University of Queensland Press, 3 Sep 1981, 2p [with note to Denis Murphy from Merril Yule]
Paper on Sir Raphael Cilento, no source, nd, 19p

Folder 3
University of Queensland handbook, ‘Major in Industrial Relations, 1980’, 15p
Memo from Malcolm Thomis re: course descriptions for departmental handbook, 15 Jun 1983, 1p
Research notes, 3p
Correspondence on internal History Department matters
Letter from Barry Greely [student], 18 Nov 1982, 1p [expressing appreciation of Denis Murphy’s teaching]
Letter from Rod Sullivan, 2 Nov 1981, 1p [re: speech to Australian Institute of International Affairs (North Queensland Branch)]

Folder 4
Draft questionnaire for student’s research project on Ukranians in Australia, nd, 13p
Folder 5
Letter from Spencer Routh, 24 May 1978, 1p [enclosing information on the University of Queensland Library's holdings of British and American archival material on microfilm related to Australian foreign relations and/or foreign relations in the Pacific]

Box 93
[Access to this box is restricted]
[Teaching—Supervision, Correspondence]

Folder 1
Form letter sent to thesis students requesting progress reports, 24 Jan 1983, 1p

Folder 2
Correspondence with assorted thesis students

Folders 3-16
Files on individual thesis students (M.A. and Ph.D)

Box 94
[Access to this box is restricted]
[Teaching—Supervision, Correspondence]

Folder 1
Charles Grimshaw, Acting Head, Dept of History, memo re thesis supervision, 20 Sep 1983, 1p

Folders 2-6
Files on individual thesis students (M.A. and History Honours)

Box 95
[Access to this box is restricted]
[Teaching—Supervision, Correspondence]

Folder 1
File on one Ph.D. student and correspondence re: publication of thesis
**Box 96**

[Access to this box is restricted]

[Teaching—Supervision, Correspondence]

**Folder 1**
File on one Ph.D. student

**Folder 2**
Draft of thesis chapter

**Folder 3**
First draft of Ph.D. thesis

**Box 97**

[Teaching—Exam Papers]

**Folder 1**
Exam papers and assignments for courses taught by Denis Murphy

**Box 98**

[Correspondence—History Department]

**Folder 1 ['Study Leave and A.R.G.C. 1978-79']**
Applications for study leave and Australian Research Grants Committee grants, 1978-1980
Report on 1976 study leave, 2p

**Folder 2**
Correspondence re: teaching, lectures, historical research, 1983-1979

**Folder 3**
Correspondence re: teaching, lectures, historical research, 1980-1978
Folder 4 ['Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1977-1978']
Correspondence re: teaching, lectures, historical research, 1977-1978

Folder 5 ['Kett Kennedy']
Correspondence with and articles by Kett Kennedy, James Cook University of North Queensland, 1979-1973

Folder 6
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Correspondence with individual students about their academic progress, 1978-1974

Folder 7
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Letters of recommendation/reference written for individual students, 1977-1983

Folder 8
[Access to this folder is restricted]
Thesis Examiners’ Reports, 1974-1981

Box 99
[Correspondence—Political, Financial and General]
Cassette tape sent by George Sampson ['Frank’s brother']

Folder 1
UQ Bookshop orders, payments under Public Lending Right, other financial papers

Folder 2
Miscellaneous correspondence, including:
- ‘Air Safety Incident Report’ [re: an incident on 14 Aug 1983 when Denis Murphy was pilot]
- Note written on behalf of W.J. (“Joe”) Harris, nd, 1p
- Correspondence re: launch of Vol. 9 of *The Australian Dictionary of Biography*

Folder 3
Letter to Gough Whitlam, 14 Feb 1978, 1p [re: letter written to The National Times in response to one of its articles]

Letter to the Editor, National Times, 2 Feb 1978, 4p [re: Australian/American relations during World War II]

The National Times, Feb 6-11, 1978

The National Times, Feb 13-18, 1978

Folder 4 ['Trade Union Training']
Correspondence and memos related to Denis Murphy's work for the Australian Trade Union Training Authority, 1975-1977

Folder 5 ['Darling Downs Institute of Technology']
Correspondence re: Denis Murphy's work as a Member of the Consultative Committee for the reaccreditation of the Institute's B.A. programme, 1979

Box 100
[Other Activities]

Folder 1 ['Australian Studies Council 1979/80/81']
Minutes, memos and reports of the Australian Studies Council, University of Queensland, 1979-81
[Denis Murphy was the History Department’s representative on this council]

Folder 2 ['Conference on Biography']
Correspondence and information related to ‘Problems of Australian Biography’, a conference sponsored by the Dept. of History, Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University and the Institute for Modern Biography, Griffith University, Sep 1979, including:

- ‘Works on Theory and Practice of Biography’ [bibliography], Sep 1979, 3p

Folder 3 ['Australian Development Assistance Bureau, 1979']
‘The Making of Australian Society’, notes of a paper delivered to the Special Group Course in Veterinary Services Administration, Department of Foreign Affairs, Brisbane, 17 Apr 1979, 8p
Correspondence re: arrangements for lecture
Folder 4
University of Queensland, ‘Guidelines for the Sexual Harassment Committee’, [1982?], 3p
University of Queensland, ‘Survey into Sexual Harassment 1982’, 25p
File: ‘Establishment of Bendigo Sexual Assault Unit: Plan and Process’

Folder 5
Two notepads with notes
National Trust of Queensland, invitation to inaugural Sir Raphael Cilento Heritage Oration, 31 May 1983, 1p
Menu for special medieval dinner
‘USA Elections ‘80’ [schedule of political events leading to the Presidential election on 4 Nov 1980], 5p
Brochure: Aboriginal Arts and Crafts Pty Limited, ‘Educational Resources in Aboriginal Studies’, nd, 36p
Programme for ‘Women and Labour Conference’, Macquarie University, May 1978, 16p
Proposal for History section of Jubilee ANZAAS Congress, Adelaide, May 1980, 2p [proposed theme: the state of historical studies in Australia and New Zealand]
Flyer: NSW Council of Social Service, ‘Chance or choice: sharing Australia’s social resources’, May 1978, 1p
Flyer: ‘Singing of Hymns Banned in Queensland’, Apr 1978, 1p [deals with an incident in Queen’s Park, Brisbane when protesters were charged with singing hymns and unlawful assembly]
Photocopy of political cartoon satirizing Joh Bjelke-Petersen, Canberra Times, 4 Apr 1978, 1p
‘Vice-Chancellor’s Statement: University Industrial Relations’, 2 Oct 1974, 3p
‘Statement by Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic): The University and the Federated Clerk’s Union’, 3 Oct 1974, 2p [2 copies]
‘Further Statement on Industrial Relations by the Acting Vice-Chancellor’, 21 Oct 1974, 2p
Australian Council of Salaried and Professional Associations, Queensland Division, ‘Committee of Enquiry into the Future Development of Trade Union Training’, 5 May 1977, 7p

Folder 6
Letter to J. Guyatt, 19 Jun 1984, 1p [thanking her for her good wishes in his illness]
Box 101

Folder 1

Denis Murphy, ‘The National Insurance Scheme’, address given to the National Council of Women, Brisbane, 28 Aug 1973, 9p

Denis Murphy, ‘Pensioners Under Labor’s National Health Scheme’, nd, 1p [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘The Australian Government's Health Scheme’, address given to the Presbyterian Women’s Association of Australia, Queensland Unit, Brisbane, 24 Oct [?], 12p [with handwritten draft]

Denis Murphy, notes for a talk at Brisbane Grammar School, ‘Assumptions underlying Australian Foreign Policy’, 20 Feb 1980, 4p

Denis Murphy, ‘The Queensland Gerrymander’, address to the Queensland Press Club, 2 Sept [1983?], 17p

Folder 2

Letter to Hon. Clyde Cameron, 13 May 1973, 1p

Denis Murphy, ‘Trade Union Education’, paper given to the Industrial Relations Society of Queensland, 15 May 1973, 8p

Denis Murphy, ‘Employer and Employee Negotiations’, paper given at the Building Workers’ Industrial Union Trade Union Education Course, Caloundra, 24 Jun 1972, 8p

Queensland Professional Officers’ Association, Agenda items for State Conference, 25 May 1974, 9p [Denis Murphy delivered a lecture on ‘The Problems Associated with Trade Unionism in the Public Service’]

Letter from L.N. Hingley, Secretary, Australian Bank Officials’ Association, 4 Oct 1973, 1p [thanking Denis Murphy for speech delivered at Annual General Meeting]

Denis Murphy, ‘Trade Union Education—A New Deal for Union Members’, address given at the Annual General Meeting of the Australian Bank Officials Association, Queensland Division, 25 Sep 1973, 10p

Letter from P.D. Wilson, Editor, Queensland Heritage, 24 Jan 1975, 1p [accepting Murphy’s article on the Warwick Egg Incident for publication in the Nov 1975 issue]

Denis Murphy, ‘White Collar Unions and Trade Union Education’, nd, 13p

Denis Murphy, ‘White Collar Unions and Trade Union Education’, paper delivered at the Australian Bank Officials Association—Union of Postal Clerks and Telegraphists School of Labour Relations, Emmanuel College, UQ, 12 Aug 1973, 6p [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘Australia Takes a Second Look: The Changing Importance of the Study of Australian History’, address to the Annual General Meeting of the Queensland History Teachers Association, 1 Mar 1974, 6p

Letter from J.E. Bartholomew, Board of Secondary School Studies, 5 Apr 1973, 1p [with thanks for workshop tape]

Letter from Len Trezona, Alderman, to electors of Chermside, nd, 2p [draft]

Denis Murphy, ‘The Development of the Queensland Labor Movement’, paper delivered at an Australian Council of Trade Unions’ Seminar, Emmanuel College, UQ, 17 Aug 1970, 24p
Denis Murphy, ‘Australian Student Teachers Federation’, notes of a speech to the A.S.T.F. Annual Conference, Mt. Gravatt Teachers College, 18 Jan 1972, 2p

Denis Murphy, ‘The Making of Australian Society’, notes of a paper delivered to the International Training Course in Road and Bridge Engineering, Dept of Foreign Affairs, Brisbane, 29 Apr 1971, 7p

Denis Murphy, ‘Democracy, Australian Style: Is It Coping?’, paper delivered to the Darling Downs History Teachers Association, 10 Oct 1977, 13p

Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland’s Image and Australian Nationalism’, an address to the North Queensland Branch of the Australian Institute of International Affairs, 10 Oct [?], 19p


Folder 3

‘Darling Downs History Teachers Association’ [notes for discussion and attached lecture paper ‘Democracy, Australian Style--Is It Coping?’]

Denis Murphy, ‘Unemployment: The Role of Labor Governments’, paper delivered at the Branch Members Conference on Unemployment conducted by the Australian Labor Party, Bardon, 18 Sep [?], 14p [with draft]

Trend newspaper, May 1973

Denis Murphy, ‘Trade Union Education’, a paper given to the Industrial Relations Society of Queensland, 15 May 1973, 8p


Denis Murphy, ‘The Structure of the Australian Trade Union Movement’, a paper given at the ACSPA—TLC School of Labour Relations, Emmanuel College, UQ, 26 May 1973, 13p [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘Aboriginal and European Australians’, nd [1982?], 7p

Address by Denis Murphy, Member of the Legislative Assembly for Stafford, at the declaration of the Stafford Poll, 36 Richmond Street, Kedron, 5:30 P.M., 2 Nov 1983, 4p [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘Style and Substance in Politics’, an address to the Society of Senior Executives, 20 Sep 1983, 12p

‘Unions and Amalgamation: Paper 2’, nd, 6p

The Australian Labor Party and Its Leaders [Colonial Press promotional brochure for book edited by Denis Murphy]

Fabian Newsletter, Nov 1977 [announcing an upcoming talk by Denis Murphy on ‘Labor Election Campaigns: The Significance of Market Surveys’]

Resolution proposed at regional conference of the ALP against right-to-work legislation, nd, 1p

Australian Labor Party, Petrie Federal Divisional Executive Campaign Director’s Report, 1977 Federal Election, 27 Feb 1978, 3p [Denis Murphy was Campaign Director]

Letter to QCE delegates, 12 Jun 1978, 1p [re: reforms to central executive]

Denis Murphy, address to a meeting of ALP members, Bardon RSL Hall, 5 Feb 1978, 10p [re: reform of Queensland ALP]
Denis Murphy, ‘Can We Improve the Organisation of the Labor Party in Queensland?’, a paper prepared for circulation among members of the Queensland Branch of the ALP [marked ‘Confidential: for ALP members only’], 13p

Brochure: Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), ‘The Case for Reform: It’s a great party. Let’s get it working again’ [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, speech as State President, ALP, in Maryborough, 29 May [?], 3p [on economic development in Queensland]

Folder 4 [Political Papers]

Sympathy card from Frank Waters to Denis Murphy and family


Peter Beattie, State Secretary, ALP, ‘Local Government in Queensland’, address to a luncheon at Maryborough City Hall, 22 Feb 1982, 9p

Denis Murphy, State President, ALP, ‘Government in Queensland’, address to a luncheon in Rockhampton, 19 Feb 1982, 7p

Newspaper cutting: Telegraph, ‘Murphy to seek ALP nod on seat’, 6 Jan 1982

Lindsay Jones, Chairman, South/East Queensland ALP Policy Committee, ‘Local Government Electoral Reform’, nd [1981?], 10p

‘ALP Federal Executive to investigate QLD ALP Split’, transcript from the Parliamentary Library Current Information Service, Nick Boss, QLD ALP ‘Old Guard’ spokesman, 23 Mar 1981, 3p

‘ALP National Executive Meeting Over Qld Issue Resolves to Call a State Conference in June under Mr. Wran’, transcript from the Parliamentary Library Current Information Service, Neville Wran (Premier, NSW) and Harry Hornschild, (President, Qld TLC) speaking, 24 Mar 1981, 3p

Letter from Peter Beattie, State Secretary, ALP, 1 Jun 1981, 1p

Peter Beattie, ‘The Anatomy of a Strike’, address to a communications class, Dept of Communication, Queensland Institute of Technology, 1 Jun 1981, 19p

Ken Turbet, Commissioner, Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, ‘Politics, Government, the Labor Party and Industrial Relations’ [Bert Milliner Memorial Lecture], 30 Apr 1981, 6p

Notes on Ken Kemshead’s ‘The Cause of Apathy’, nd, 3p [handwritten]

Transcript of radio interview by Hayden Sargent with Dr K Wiltshire on the Pak Poy Study, 18 May 1981, 7p

Flyer: Fabian Forum, ‘The Australian-American Alliance—Salvation or Disaster?’, 27 Jun [?], 1p

Newsletter The Fabian Society of Queensland, May 1981 [includes Ken Kemshead’s ‘The Causes of Apathy’ and Denis Murphy on ‘The Last State Election’]

Brochure: Australian Trade Union Training Authority, ‘Trade Union Training and what it means for you and your union’

Peter Beattie, ‘Problems with Present Industrial Relations’, 25 May 1981, 4p

Telegraph, 23 Apr 1981
ALP Industrial Relations Policy Launching, Trades Hall, Brisbane, 12 Aug 1980, speech by E.D. Casey, Leader of State Opposition, 5p


Folder 5

Australian Labor Party, address by Bill Hayden, Leader of the Opposition, to the opening of Labor’s federal election campaign, 1980, 1 Oct 1980, 15p

Newspaper cutting: ‘Feds go for the doctor’, Telegram, 4 Mar 1980

Minutes of the General Meeting of the Labor Women’s Organization, Labor House, Newstead, 13 Jul 1974, 4p [Gwen Murphy was one of the convenors]

Bill Hayden, Minister for Social Security, address to Trades and Labor Council of Queensland meeting, 5 Jun 1974, 7p


Letter from Ms Billie Watts, Secretary, Brisbane F.E.D.C. of the Australian Labor Party, 13 Aug 1979, 1p [invitation to speak]

Sue Yarrow, Labor Women’s Executive, ‘The Recommendations of the National Committee of Inquiry as they relate to women in the ALP’, 2 Sep 1979, 8p

Notes for introduction to Duncan Waterson’s 1978 Macrossan Lecture

Letter from Lynora Waldron, State Secretary, Genealogical Society of Queensland, 15 Jun 1979, 1p [invitation to speak]

Denis Murphy, notes for talk to 1979 Annual Convention of the Genealogical Society of Queensland, 25 Aug 1979, 11p


Joan Rydon, LaTrobe University, ‘Frustrations of federalism’, nd, 9p

Ross Cooper, ‘Australian Films since 1938’, Feb 1979, 5p


Anne Newell, ‘General Douglas Macarthur in Australia’, nd, 17p


Folder 6
‘Alliance to Enmity: Another View of United States-Australian Relations in the Second World War’, nd, 20p [author unknown]
Mary Dickenson, ‘Nursing in Queensland – An Industrial Relations Study’, 1973, 23p
Letter to Bart [?], 4 Oct 1972, 1p [forwarding attached paper on Australian League of Rights]
Newspaper cutting: Kale, ‘Murphy: I’ll be back’, 14 Mar 1984
‘Communications: Reporting’, nd, 2p
Alma Hartshorn, ‘The Aged and Retired in Australia’, a paper delivered at the ‘Looking After Australians’ Conference of the ALP, 1 Aug 1971, 9p
Queensland Teacher’s Union, Action, Vol. 2, No. 4 (Nov 1972)
Dr. R. Klugman, ‘The ALP Health Policy’, 29 Sep 1972, 11p
Senator J.L. Cavanagh, ‘Redundancy’, Jun 1972, 10p
Legal opinion re: the Leader of the Australian Labor Party in the Queensland Parliament and alleged breach of rules, 14 Sep 1979, 11p
Correspondence from J. Frank Fletcher, including telegram of 30 May 1960 to Gough Whitlam
Neville Wran, opening address to the Australian Labor Party 35th Biennial National Conference, Canberra, 5 Jul 1982, 8p
Senator Libero Della Briotta, address to the Australian Labor Party 35th Biennial National Conference, Canberra, 5-9 Jul 1982, 6p

**Box 102**

**Folder 1 [Taxation]**

ACOA newsletters; correspondence relating to various taxation issues; Council of Commonwealth Public Service Organisations submissions to the Federal Treasurer on desirable amendments to the income tax budget, 1972-73, Apr 1972

**Folder 2**

Cartoons – Fingers; also contains negative copies of *The Advocate* and *The National Socialist*

**Folder 3 [Photographs]**

Small portrait photographs of Denis Murphy [numerous copies]

Local identity Harold Kenn talking with Dr Denis Murphy, candidate for Stafford electorate in the coming state elections, Terry MacKenroth, MLA, Labour Spokesman for Housing and Alexander (Sandy) Cruden

Various unidentified photographs [large] Denis Murphy with various people including Bob Hawke

**Folder 4 [Photographs]**

Unidentified photographs featuring Denis Murphy with dog and children; Denis Murphy with campaign posters and unidentified people

**Folder 5 [Photographs]**

Individual pictures of Denis Murphy, Peter Beattie and Clem Jones

**Folder 6 [Photographs]**

*Australian Labor Party and Its Leaders*, Colonial Press [images]
Folder 7 [Photographs]
Various images of Denis Murphy from 1972 and 1974 Campaigns; ALP National Conference, Southern Cross Hotel Melbourne, 1981; Denis Murphy and Peter Beattie; 1971, photograph with T. Doyle, Edward Gough Whitlam, Denis Murphy, and Bert Millner; The first day at Charlotte Street, Tom Burns, President and Denis Murphy, Vice-President, hold a meeting on the floor of the Charlotte Street Secretary’s Office, 1980; Mum (Lillian Murphy), Uncle Dan Murphy (95 years), Denis Murphy, 1972 Campaign; 1972 Campaign, Edward Gough Whitlam, John Bray (Chairman, Pine Shire Council) and Denis Murphy; A H Dawson, Organiser, Queensland Branch 1943-1944, Secretary 1944-1963; also includes unidentified photographs, some of Andrew Fisher

Folder 8
Large photographs of Denis Murphy, some with children and dog; some unidentified photographs

Folder 9
Papers entitled ‘Speaker’s Notes’, [1974?] [4 copies]
Newspaper cutting: ‘Labor boss buys PM's watch’ [re: Denis Murphy’s purchase of a gold watch once belonging to Andrew Fisher from a grandson of William Demaine]
Australian Music Examinations Board, Awards presented to D Murphy, 1947 and 1948
Trinity College of Music, London, Theory of Music Honours Award D Murphy, Nov 1947
Miscellaneous unidentified photographs featuring D Murphy, 1974-1975

Folder 10
Co-operative for Aborigines Ltd, ‘Step by Step, the co-op way’, nd, 4p
Aboriginal Land Rights Committee correspondence
Newsletter on Aboriginal Affairs, No. 1
Commonwealth of Australia, Navigation (Examination of Masters and Mates) Regulations, 1 Jun 1973, 64p
The Group for Information on Aboriginal Affairs, ‘Facts to know’, nd, 1p
Letter from Fabian Society of Queensland, 10 Aug 1973, 1p [enclosing Joe Donald’s article]
Queensland Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres Islanders, Newsletter, Jun 1972, 8p
‘The ultimate aim of Labor policy is that Aborigines should have equal rights…’ [untitled typescript], nd, 2p
Queensland Annual Report of the Director of Aboriginal and Island Affairs, for the year ending 30 Jun 1970, 16p
Letter from T.J. Burns, Secretary, Australian Labor Party (Queensland Branch), 19 Jan 1971, 1p
[re: submission of an additional report in relation to the Education Committee Report re: the education of Aborigines]

ABSCHOL, ‘ABSCHOL Conference on Attitude Change of Europeans toward Aborigines, of Aborigines towards Themselves’, 31 Nov 1969, 30p


‘The Aboriginal and Islands Affairs Act of 1965’, 7p


**Folder 11**

Pamphlets and other miscellaneous material, including:

The National Civic Council

‘Report on National Civic Council Function, Redcliffe Golf Club, 29 Jul 1976’ [author unknown] [typescript], 2p

Liberal Party of Australia, *Television Guide Book*

Correspondence relating to the National Civic Council, 1970s

ALP political flyers and how to vote cards

Nigel Bowen political pamphlets, including a LP record entitled ‘A message from Nigel Bowen’

Liberal Party propaganda and information

Australia Party material

**Folder 12**

Newspaper cutting: Denis Murphy, ‘Lib youth give Snedden a serve’ [no source, no date]

Newspaper cutting: Denis Murphy, ‘Joh puts up League plan’ [no source, no date]

Newspaper cutting: Mick Barnes, ‘Meet a Good Man Who Is Coming to Aid of His Party’, *Sunday Sun*, 12 Feb 1978 [on Denis Murphy]

Miscellaneous newspaper articles

*Nation*, No 260, 25 Jan 1969


Fabian Society of Queensland, *Fabian Newsletter* (Nov 1978) [contains article by Denis Murphy, ‘Bill Hayden: A Brief Profile’]

Fabian Society of Queensland, *Fabian Newsletter* (Feb 1980) [contains review by Denis Murphy of John Hurst’s *Hawke: The Definitive Biography*]

Letter from John Hay, Assistant Editor (Features), Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd, 27 Sep 1982, 1p [returning Murphy's article 'Aboriginal and European Australians']


Newspaper cutting: ‘Active role seen by staff leader’, *University News*, No. 186, 5 May [?]

Newspaper cutting: ‘Labor can’t govern yet but next time around’, *Sunday Sun*, 29 Jun 1980, p10

Denis Murphy, ‘Labor and Its Future’, [1976?], 6p [draft and two copies]

**Folder 13 [Trend Column]**

*Trend* (Jun, Jul and Aug 1975)

Drafts of Denis Murphy’s monthly column in *Trend* [called ‘For Your Bookshelves’ and intended to discuss ‘useful books for trade unionists and ALP branch members’]

**Folder 14 [‘Brisbane Correspondent’ Columns and other Newspaper Articles]**

Denis Murphy, ‘Unemployment: The Role of Labor Governments’, nd, 14p

Denis Murphy, ‘The Australian Dictionary of Biography’, nd, 5p


Denis Murphy, ‘Postscript’ [final chapter of *Queensland Political Portraits* published as a newspaper feature], nd, 11p [with draft]

Denis Murphy, ‘Bill Hayden’s New Role’, 1975, 5p [2 copies]

Letter to John Hay, Feature Editor, *Courier Mail*, 18 Nov 1975, 1p [enclosing article ‘The Dismissal of Mr. Whitlam’ in answer to Malcolm Mackerras’ article]

Denis Murphy, ‘The Dismissal of Mr. Whitlam’, Nov 1975, 4p [with draft]

Corrections to *The Australian Labor Party and Its Leaders*, nd, 9p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Federal Election Post Mortem in Queensland’, [1974], 4p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Labor in Queensland’, [1974], 5p


Denis Murphy, ‘Senator Bert Milliner’s Replacement’, 1975, 3p

Letter from Max Suich, Editor, *The National Times*, 23 Jul 1975, 1p

Letter to the Editor, *The National Times*, 30 Jun 1975, 1p

Denis Murphy, ‘Labor’s Communication Problem’, 1975, 5p [with draft]

Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland State Election’, 1974, 4p

Denis Murphy, ‘Whitlam’s Brisbane Visit’, 1974, 2p

Denis Murphy, ‘Federal Redistribution in Queensland’, nd, 2p

Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland Politics’, nd, 3p
Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland Liberal Party’, nd, 2p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland Politics’, 1974, 4p

Denis Murphy, ‘…and the gerrymander’, The National Times, 2-7 Dec 1974, p7 [posted to Denis Murphy with ‘Ha! Ha!’ written across it]


‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Jack Egerton’, nd, 3p [with attached newspaper cutting containing Egerton’s subsequent letter to the Editor of Nation Review]

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Old Soldiers Never Die’, 1974, 3p

Letter to David Harcourt, Editor, Nation Review, 26 Jan 1974, 1p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland Politics’, nd, 3p [with draft]

Letter from David Harcourt, Nation Review, nd, 1p [discussing the issue of publishing articles without a byline]

Letter to David Harcourt, News Editor, Nation Review, 3 Jan 1974, 1p

Letter from David Harcourt, Nation Review, nd, 1p

Letter to Richard Walsh, Editor, Sunday Review, 28 Nov 1971, 1p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland Politics’, Nov 1971, 4p [in sealed envelope with letter, opened by Fryer Library staff in Jun 2004]

Letter to Brian [?], nd, 1p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland Story’, Oct 1973, 3p [with attached newspaper cutting of final article] [re: Marshall Cooke’s comments on Queensland school teachers]

Letter to Jack [?], Trend, 6 Jul 1973, 1p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Labor Calls Nominations in Queensland’, 1975, 3p

‘Martin Campbell’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland’, nd, 3p

‘Martin Campbell’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland’, nd, 2p

‘Martin Campbell’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Joe Does It Again’, nd, 3p

Denis Murphy, ‘Labor in Revolt’, 1970, 7p [2 copies]

Denis Murphy, ‘The Springboks in Brisbane’, nd, 7p

‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Australian Council of Salaried and Professional Associations—Queensland’, Mar 1972, 3p [with covering letter to the Editor of The Review, 30 Mar 1972, 1p]

Denis Murphy, ‘The South African Tours’ [article written for Trend magazine], 1971, 3p [with covering letter to N.F. Jones, Organiser, QCE, ALP, 7 Jun 1971, 1p]

Ken Leese [Labor candidate for Pine Rivers], ‘Unions and the Community’, nd, 3p

Denis Murphy, ‘Queensland Labor in Politics Convention’, 1972, 4p

‘All the Way With Whoever Will Pay’, nd, 3p

Denis Murphy, ‘The Australian-American Alliance’, nd, 4p [handwritten notes with rough cartoons]
‘A Brisbane Correspondent’ [Denis Murphy], ‘Queensland Politics’, nd, 3p
‘Obituary: The Late Senator Bert Milliner’, nd, 2p
Denis Murphy, ‘Democracy, Australian Style: Is It Coping?’, paper delivered to the Darling Downs History Teachers Association, 10 Oct 1977, 13p

Box 103
Folder 1
Trade Unions, Governments and Strikes in Queensland, 1975-1983 [Correspondence re: The Big Strikes, including negatives of some illustrations]

Folder 2
Photographs and negatives used as illustrations in The Big Strikes

Folder 3

Folder 4
Correspondence re: publication of Murphy’s biography of Hayden, 1979-1980

Folder 5
Correspondence re: Labor in Power, 1979

Folder 6
Miscellaneous correspondence 1977-83, including:
  • Letter to E.G. Whitlam, 17 Apr 1980, 1p [re: arrangements for UQ visit]
  • ‘Democracy broadly means majority rule…’ [first line], nd, 4p [on preferential voting]

Folder 7
Folder 8
Letter to Colin Hughes, 16 Feb 1971, 1p [handwritten] [enclosing 2p outline of proposed book Labor in Power]

Folder 9
Letter to Brian Costar, 10 Feb 1978, 2p [handwritten]